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PHYSICAL EDUCATION (PE) 
Beginning Swimming. 1 hr. I, II. 
(PR: non-swimming classification or instructor's permission) 
Beginning Field Hockey. 1 hr. I, II. 
Instruction and practice in the fundamental cognitive and psychomotor skills of field hockey. 
Basketball. 1 hr. I, II. 
Theory, rules and techniques of basketball. 
Beginning Archery. 1 hr. I, II. 
Theory, rules and fundamentals of skills of archery. 
Body Conditioning with Weights. 1 hr. I, II. 
An introduction to weight training principles and techniques which can be utilized by both men 
and women to devise their own individual body conditioning programs. 
Beginning Wrestling. 1 hr. I. 
Teaching of basic techniques of wrestling. 
Riflery. 1 hr. II. 
Theory, rules, and fundamental skills of riflery. 
Development of Physical Education and Sport in the United States. 3 hrs. I, II. 
A survey of the development of sport forms and physical education curricula from colonial 
America through the present day. 
Self Defense. 1 hr. I, II. 
Survey of Physical Abilities and Motor Skills. 1 hr. II. 
Teaching of calisthenics and conditioning activities with emphasis on physical fitness concepts 
including muscular development of the body. The measurement of individual motor abilities and 
skills. 
Fundamentals of Movement. 1 hr. II. 
To develop an understanding of the theory and analysis of human movement. 
Beginning Gymnastics. l hr. I, II. 
Aerobics. 1 hr. I, U. 
A course designed to provide the information necessary for the development of an individualized 
aerobic fitness program. 
Beginning Volleyball. 1 hr. I, U. 
Beginning Softball. 1 hr. U, S. 
Techniques and skills of softball taught with emphasis on participation in the activity. 
Beginning Tennis. 1 hr. I, U, S. 
Beginning Golf. l hr. I, II. S. 
Beginning Badminton. 1 hr. I, II. 
Beginning Bowling. l hr. I, II, S. 
Beginning Soccer. 1 hr. I. 
Instruction in techniques and skills of beginning soccer with strategy provided through class par• 
ticipation. 
Beginning Folk Dance. 1 hr. I, II. 
Beginning Square Dance. 1 hr. I, II. 
Beginning Social Dance. l hr. 
The analytical and practical study of the skills necessary to perform contemporary and tradi­
tional ballroom dance. 
Beginning Modem Dance. 1 hr. I, II. 
Analytical and practical study of beginning modern dance technique with some experiences in 
the basic elements of composition. 
Beginning Racquetball. l hr. 
Beginning Handball. 1 hr. I, II. 
Theory, rules and techniques of handball. 
Scientific Foundations for Physical Education I. 3 hrs. I, II. 
instruction and laboratory experiences in basic anatomy, physiology and bio-mechanics as ap• 
plied in human movement. 
Scientific Foundations of Physical Education 11. 3 hrs. II. 
Advanced instruction and laboratory experiences in Anatomy, Physiology and Biomechanics as 
applied in human movement. 
Intermediate Swimming. 1 hr. I, II. S. 
Theory and practice of fundamental strokes. 
Intermediate Archery and Bow Hunting. 1 hr. II. 
Theory, rules and techniques of intermediate archery and bow hunting. 
Sports Injury Control and Management. 3 hrs. I. 
Survey and study of the basic techniques and practices of athletic training. (PR: PE 201, HE 222)
Socioculture Bases of Physical Education/Sport. 3 hrs. I, II. 
A study of the possible interrelationship between physical activity and various sociocultural fac­
tors. (PR: Physical Education 118)
Track and Field. 1 hr. II. 
Instruction and practice of fundamental skills in various track and field events. 




























Intermediate Volleyball. 1 hr. I, II. 
Practice of intermediate volleyball techniques with additional insight into offensive and defensive 
techniques used in competitive volleyball. 
Intermediate Gymnastics. 1 hr. II. 
To prepare students to teach gymnastics and tumbling and to organize gymnastics programs by 
providing them with adequate skills and knowledge. (PR: Physical Education 125) 
Intermediate Wrestling. 1 lu. 
Theory and analysis of wrestling, giving consideration to intermediate skills and strategy. (PR: 
Physical Education 116 or permission of instructor) 
Intermediate Softball. 1 hr. I, II. 
Practice of intermediate softball skills with emphasis on offensive and defensive techniques and 
strategies. 
Intermediate Tennis. 1 hr. I, II. 
(PR: Physical Education 140 or permission) 
Intermediate Golf. 1 hr. 1, II. 
(PR: Physical Education 141, or rrmission) Intermediate Badminton. 1 hr. , II. 
(PR: Physical Education 142 or permission) 
Intermediate Basketball. 1 hr. I, II. 
Practice of intermediate basketball skills with emphasis on offensive and defensive techniques 
and strategies. 
Intermediate Bowling. 1 hr. II. 
Intermediate Soccer. 1 hr. II. 
Instruction in advanced techniques, skills and strategies in soccer. 
Touch Football. 1 hr. I. 
Intermediate Folk Dance. 1 hr. II. 
Continuation of skills in Folk Dance with emphasis on intermediate dances and techniques. 
Intermediate SqlUlre Dance. 1 hr. II. 
Continuation of skills in Square Dance with emphasis on intermediate dances and techniques. 
Intermediate Social Dance. 1 hr. 
Emphasis on stylization and more advanced skills involved in the performance of ballroom 
dance. 
Movement Behavior in Children. 3 hrs. II, S. 
Introduction to the understanding of physical and motor development of children from pre­
school age to adolescence, case studies, observation, and experience with children at various age 
levels. (PR: Sophomore standing) 
Intermediate Modern Dance. 1 hr. II. 
A continuation of Beginning Modern Dance with an emphasis on analysis, discipline, and perfor­
mance. (PR: Physical Education 160) 
Intermediate Racquetball. 1 hr. 
Intermediate Handball. 1 hr. 
Special Topics. 1·4, 1-4, 1-4, 1-4 hrs. 
Permission of Department Chairman. 
Adult Fitness Programs in Business and Industry. 2 hrs. I. 
Basic course dealing with adult fitness programs in Business and Industry. Consideration will be 
given to types of programs and professional opportunities. 
Recreational Aquatics. 1 hr. II. 
The development of skills in water-related activities such as scuba, skin diving, springboard div­
ing, and other aquatic activities of recreational nature. 
Physical Education in Elementary Schools. 3 hrs. I, II, S. 
A practical approach designed to aid the elementary teacher in teaching methods and techniques 
needed for the teaching of elementary physical education. (PR: Majors, Physical Education 260 and 
350) 
Kinesiology. 3 hrs. I, II. 
Applied anatomy of the human musculature and biomechanics in relation to physical aCflvity. 
(PR: Physical Education 201) 
Physiology of Exercise. 3 hrs. I, 11. 
Analysis of physiological changes which occur in the body during exercise. (PR: Physical Educa• 
tion 201) 
Training Room Modalities. 4 hrs. 11. 
Investigation and analysis of administrative concerns, therapeutic modalities, rehabilitation exer• 
cises and muscle testing. (PR: PE 215 and permission) 
Dance in the Elementary School. 2 hrs. II. 
A course of study designed to aid the elementary school physical education specialist in develop­
ing a functional knowledge, understanding, and proficient application of dance activities ap­
propriate for grades K-6. (PR: Physical Education 260) 
Tests and Measurements. 3 hrs. I, S. 
A study of the nature and purpose of measurements and evaluation in the field of physical educa­
tion. Evaluation of available tests and practice in administration of tests. 


























Nature and Bases of Motor Skills. 3 hrs. ll, S. 
A study of the factors contributing to the acquisition, improvement and retention offross motor skills. Stages of motor development and learning will be examined from a behaviora approach. 
(PR: Physical Education 118 and 218)
Evaluating Fitness. 3 hrs. II. 
Application of neuromuscular, physiological and psychological knowledges to the appraisal of in­
dividual fitness. Consideration will be given to procedures and practices applicable to individuals 
varying in age, physique, and initial fitness levels. (PR: Physical Education 365, 345)
Development and Management of Adult Fitness Programs. 3 hrs. I. 
Considers organizational structures, record keeping, budgeting, and liability factors. 
Advanced Swimming and Life Saving. 1 hr. I, II. 
Instruction in several swimming strokes and techniques to develop advanced levels of ability. In­
struction and tests for American Red Cross Senior Life Saving Certification. 
Water Safety Instruction. 1 hr. I, II. 
Materials and methods of teaching American Red Cross Safety Course. Upon satisfactory com• 
pletion, Water Safety Instructor's Certificate issued. (PR: Physical Education 403 and Senior Life 
Saving Certificate) 
Principles, Organization and Administration of Physical Education and Athletics. 3 hrs. I, S. 
Principles of health and physical education, procedures in the organization and administration of 
the physical education program, including purchase, care and use of equipment. (PR: Completion 
of Physical Education activity competencies and Physical Education 201)
Planning andl Developing HPERD and Athletic Facilities. 3 hrs. I. 
A course designed to familiarize students with the basic concepts of facility planning and con­
struction. Current trends and innovative designs are reviewed. 2 lee-I lab. 
Advanced Practice and Officiating. 1 hr. II. 
Advanced Practice and Officiating. 1 hr. II. 
Prevention, Care and Treatment of Athletic Injuries. 3 hrs. II. 
This course is designed to prepare the athlete for competition, for prevention and protection 
from accidents, and for examination, care, and rehabilitation following injury. (PR: Physical 
Education 215 and 348)
Methods of Coaching Basketball. 2 hrs. II. 
Different styles and systems of playing, methods of selecting and teaching players, scouting 
techniques and a scientific analysis of the player and the methods of playing basketball. 
Methods of Coaching Football. 2 hrs. II. 
Different styles and systems of playing, methods of selecting and teaching players, scouting 
techniques and a scientific analysis of the player and the methods of playing football. 
Methods of Coaching Baseball. 2 hrs. I. 
Methods and coaching techniques in baseball theory and fundamentals including scouting, rules 
interpretation, officiating, selection of players, and construction and maintenance of baseball 
facilities. 
Methods of Coaching Golf. 2 hrs. 
Methods and coaching techniques in the fundamentals of golf. 
Methods of Coaching Wrestling. 2 hrs. 
Methods and coaching_ techniques in the fundamentals of wrestling. 
Methods of Coaching Track and Field. 2 hrs. 
Methods and coaching techniques in the fundamentals of track and field. 
Adapted Physical Education and Mainstreaming. 3 hrs. 
Theory of remedial exercise and individualizing of physical activities to meet the needs of the 
physically handicapped. (PR: Physical Education 20 I) 
Methods of Coaching Tennis. 2 hrs. 
Methods and coaching techniques in the fundamentals of tennis. 
Methods of Coaching Volleyball. 2 hrs. 
Methods and coaching techniques in the fundamentals of volleyball. 
Curriculum Development in Physical Education. 3 hrs. I, S. 
A study of principles, objectives and procedures in curriculum construction in the elementary 
and secondary school programs. Typical programs studied and evaluated. (PR: Completion of 
Physical Educa.tion activity competencies) 
Theoretical and Practical Aspects of Coaching. 3 hrs. 
An indepth study of the principles and/roblems of coaching. Energy Sources, Body Composition an Performance. 3 hrs. 
Consideration of the energy sources and requirements for various types of physical activity as 
well as the impact chat physical activity can have on body composition and performance. 
Trends in Athletic Training. 3 hrs. ll. 
To provide an in-depth analysis of current trends with regard to administration, liability, and in• 
surance. Cover current standards in surgery, rehabilitation, and evaluation of sport related in• 
juries. 
Special Topics. 1-4; 1-4; 1-4; 1-4 hrs. 
(PR: Physical Education majors only, with permission of department chairman) 
Independent Study. 1-4; 1-4; 1-4; 1-4 hrs. 
252/Courm of ln.mucrion 
490 Internship: Professional Student Experience. 3-8 hrs. 
Supervised clinical experience in an approved setting. 





















PHYSICAL SCIENCE (PS) 
General Physical Science. 3 hrs. I, II, S. 
The course covers the basic principles and concepts of the universe, energy, and its various 
forms. Force, motion, electricity, magnetism, and the wave theory of light and sound are also 
studied. (PR: Cl IOI or high school mathematics equivalent• algebra. CR: Physical Science 109L 
lab.) 3 lee. 
General Physical Science Laboratory. 1 hr. I, II, S. 
Selected experiments relating to measurement, force, work, energy, astronomy, light, and elec• 
tricity. (CR: Physical Science 109 lecture)2 lab. 
General Physical Science. 3 hrs. I, II, S. 
The course covers the basic principles and concepts of chemistry, geology, and meteorology. The 
crust of the earth, minerals, rocks, chemical reactions, and weather forecasting are also studied. 
(PR: Cl 10 I or high school mathematics equivalent-algebra. CR: Physical Science 11 0L lab) 3 lee. 
General Physical Science Laboratory. 1 hr. I, II, S. 
Selected experiments relating to chemistry, geology, and meteorology. (CR: Physical Science 110 
lecture) 2 lab. 
Special Topics. 1-4; 1-4; 1-4; 1.4 hrs. 
Astronomy. 3 hrs. I, S. 
A study of the stars, planets and galaxies, planetary motion, cosmology, cosmography. Designed 
to assist teachers and others to develop an interest in astronomy. (PR: Physics 200 or 203, or 
Physical Science 109) 
Astronomy Laboratory. 1 hr. I, S. 
A computational and observational laboratory. Fundamental observations in asrronomy and 
their interpretation through physical laws. Quantitative discussion of orbital motion, time, 
telescopes, solar system, stars, and galaxies. (PR or CR: Physical Science 400) 
Industrial Hygiene Measurement Evaluation Control I. 3 hrs. 
Principles of recognition, measurement, evaluation and conrrol of environmental factors in the 
work place. 
Industrial Hygiene Measurement Evaluation Control II. 3 hrs. 
Continuation of Physical Science 420. 
Development of Scientific Thought. 3 hrs. Offered on demand. 
A study of the men and ideas which have influenced science: the philosophy of their periods; the 
economic conditions leading to scientific advancement and the works of the foremost men in this 
field. (PR: A total of twelve hours in Physical Science, Physics, and Chemisrry courses) 
Special Topics. 1-4; 1-4; 1-4; 1·4 hrs. 
Independent Study. 1-4; 1•4; 1-4; 1-4 hrs. 
PHYSICS (PHY) 
Introductory Physics. 3 hrs. I, S. 
A course which covers the basic principles of classical and modern physics. This course is design• 
ed to introduce non-science majors to the applications of Physics in everyday life. Recommended 
for science students who never had Physics in High School. 3 lee. (PR: Mathematics 110 or 120 or 
the equivalent in high school math. CR: Physics 200L) 
Introductory Physics Laboratory. 1 hr. I, S. 
A laboratory course with selected experiments related to the materials in Physics 200. (CR: 
Physics 200) 2 lab. 
General Physics. 3; 3 hrs. I, U, S. 
A course in general physics for all science majors with the exception of physics and engineering 
majors. J lee. (PR: Mathematics 120 and trigonometry or equivalent. CR: Physics 202 and 204 for 
201 and 203, respectively; 201 must precede 203) 
General Physics Laboratory. l; 1 hr. I, II, S. 
Required of all students taking Physics 201-203, unless exempt by special permission. 2 lab. 
Principles of Physics. 4; 4 hrs. I, U. 
A course in the basic principles of physics for physics, mathematics, and engineering majors. 4 
lee. (PR: Mathematics 131. CR: Mathematics 230) 
Laboratory Methods in Physics. l; 1 hr. 
A laboratory course to accompany Physics 211-213. 3 lab. 
Special Topics. 1-4; 1-4; 1-4; 1·4 hrs. 
Electricity and Magnetism. 3 hrs. I. (Alternate years) 
A course including the study of electrostatics, multiple expansions, magnetostatics, elec­
tromagnetic induction, introduction to Maxwell's equations and electromagnetic waves. 3 lee. (PR: 
Physics 203 and Mathematics 231) 



















Electricity and Magnetism. 3 hrs. ll. (Alternate years) 
A study of Maxwell's equations and electromagnetic waves, radiation theory, optical 
phenomena, and electrodynamics. 3 lee. (PR: Physics 300) 
Optics. 3 hrs. ll. (Alternate years) 
An intermediate course in geometrical and physical optics. 3 Ice. (PR: Physics 203) See 424b. 
Thermal Physics. 3 hrs. I. (Alternate years) 
A study of thermodynamics, kinetic theory of gases, and an introduction to statistical mechanics 
3 lee. (PR: Physics 203 and Mathematics 231) 
Electronic Physics. 3 hrs. ll. (Alternate years) 
A study of transistors, integrated circuits and their associated circuits. 3 lee. (PR: Physics 203 and 
204) See 424c. 
Introductory Modern Physics. 3 hrs. I. 
An introductory study of atomic and molecular theories, relativity, quantum theory, and 
nuclear physics. 3 lee. (PR: Physics 203 and Mathematics lJ I) See 424a 
Mechanics. 3 hrs. I. (Alternate years) 
An intermediate study of the fundamental principles of statics of particles and rigid bodies, 
momentum and energy, dynamics of particles, harmonic oscillations, and wave motion. 3 lee. (PR: 
Physics 203 and Mathematics 231) 
Mechanics. 3 hrs. ll. (Alternate years) 
A study of rigid-body dynamics, central force motion, accelerated systems, and an introduction 
to the equations of Lagrange and Hamilton. 3 lee. (PR: Physics 330 and Mathematics 335) 
Biomedical Physics. 4 hrs. ll. 
A one-semester survey course in biomedical applications of physical principles 
designed for students in premedical, paramedical, and life sciences. 3 lec-2 lab. (PR: Physics 203 and 
204, or consent of instructor) 
Advanced Physics Laboratory. 2 hrs. I, ll.
Laboratory exercises consisting of four distinct tracks: 424a, Modern physics lab; 424b, Optics 
lab; 424c, Electronics lab; 424d, Nuclear chemistry and physics lab. A field trip to the University of 
Michigan Nuclear Reactor is an integral part of 424d. Taken accompanying or following ap­
propriate lecture course. 
Applied Electronics and Instrumentation. 4 hrs. (Offered on demand) 
A course applying electronic principles to instrumentation with emphasis on the medical and life 
sciences. The functions of instruments will be stressed. 3 lec-2 lab. (PR: Physics 203 and 204, or con­
sent of instructor) 
Seminar. 1 hr. each I, ll. 
One semester required of physics majors. 
Optics with Life Science and Medical Applications. 4 hrs. (Offered on demand) 
A course emphasizing the application of optical principles in instruments dealing with biological 
and medical measurements. 3 lec-2 lab. (PR: Physics 203 and 204, or consent of instructor) 
Quantum Mechanics. 3 hrs. (Alternate years) 
A study of waves and particles, the Schroedinger and Heisenberg formulations, particles in 
potential fields, scattering and perturbation theories, and applications to atomic and nuclear struc­
ture. 3 lee. (PR: Physics 445 or Chemistry 358 or consent of instructor) 
Mathematical Methods of Physics. 3 hrs. Offered on demand. 
An introduction to theory of orthogonal functions, curvilinear coordinate systems, vector and 
tensor fields, and their applications in physics. Problems are drawn from different areas of physics. 
3 lee. (PR: Physics 203 and Math 335 or permission) 
Radiation Physics in Life Sciences. 4 hrs. ll. (Alternate years) 
A course in radiation physics with emphasis on applications in the medical sciences. Designed for 
students interested in the life sciences. A field trip to the University of Michigan nuclear reactor is 
an integral part of the course. 3 lcc-2 lab. (PR: Physics 203 and 204, or consent of instructor) 
Nuclear Chemistry and Physics. 3 hrs. ll. (Alternate years} 
An introduction to the description of nucleons, electric and magnetic properties of a nucleus, 
nuclear energy levels, nuclear reactions including neutron activation, interaction of particles with 
matter, and nuclear forces. 3 lee. (PR: Physics 320 and Math 231 or consent of instructor.) See 
424d. 
Special Topics. 1-4; 1-4; 1-4; 1-4 hrs. I, ll, S. 
By permission of department chairman. 
Independent Study. 1-4; 1-4; 1-4; 1-4 hrs. 
POLITICAL SCIENCE (PSC) 
104 American National Government and Politics. 3 hrs. 
The American federal government system, with emphasis on constitutionalism, governmental 
structure, and the political process. (Open to all students). 
105 Fundamentals of Politics. 3 hrs. 
General survey introducing the study of politics, its maior concepts, processes, institutions, and 
fields of concern, with attention to the place of political science in the larger context of social 
science inquiry. 




















Model, of Politics. 1-3 hrs. 
introduction to the use of theory in political science. Offered in one-credit (5-weck) modules. 
Module I is prerequisite to all others. Designed to assist in the development of analytic and syn­
thetic skills. 
American State Government and Politics. 3 hrs. I, II. 
Study of the institutions, processes, and significance of this level of political life in America. 
Comparative Politics. 3 hrs. 
Introduction to the field of comparative politics, stressing comparative concepts and approaches 
to the cross-national study of politics and government, with examination of political systems, rang• 
i ng from democratic to non-democratic types. 
Scope and Method in Political Science. 3 hrs. 
Study of the development of political science as a distinct science and discipline, and of the fun­
damentals of research in political science, such as bibliographic techniques, use of scientific 
method, textual and case-study approaches and data analysis. 
Introduction lo Public Policy. 3 hrs. 
Basic concepts and skills in the analysis of public policy problems. Use of policy as an instrument 
for solving problems. Application to selected fields, for example, environmental policy and urban 
policy. 
Special Topics. 1-4; 1-4; 1-4; 1·4 hrs. 
To offer a course on some special topic not adequately treated in the regular course offerings. 
Urban Government and Politics. 3 hrs. 
Political systems in American cities and metropolitan areas. 
American Political Parties. 3 hrs. 
Examination of the American party system, its origins, development and characteristics. Em­
phasis also on party organization, political ambition and recruitment, party impact on public 
policy, campaigns, elections, and voting behavior. 
Public Opinion and Propaganda. 3 hrs. 
Study of the processes by which individuals acquire politically relevant information, attitudes, 
values, and opinions; the consequences of these processes for political stability and conflict; and the 
linkage of mass opinions to elite behavior. (Same as Sociology 307) 
Fundamentals of International Relations. 3 hrs. 
Survey of major concepts and approaches in the study of international relations and analysis of 
processes, institutions, strategies, and trends in world politics. 
Topics in Public Policy. 3 hrs. 
A course devoted to a special topic of interest in the policy field, such as energy, health care, 
transportation, environmental concerns, etc. 
Ancient and Medieval Political Thought. 3 hrs. 
Selective study of classics of Western political theory from earliest times through the 15th cen­
tury, such as that of Plato, Aristotle, the Romans, Augustine, and Aquinas. 
Modern Political Thought. 3 hrs. 
Selective study of classics of Western political theory from the 16th century through the I 9th 
century, such as that of Machiavelli, Bodin, Hobbes, Locke, Rousseau, Hume, Burke, Mill, and 
Marx. 
Introduction 10 Public Administration. 3 hrs. 
Introduction to modern theories of administration; the relation of administration to the political 
system and process; and analysis of administrative organizations and functions, including planning, 
ecrsonnel, and finance. (PR: Political Science 104, 202) 
Black Politics. 3 hrs. 
Study emphasizing power structures in black communities, dissent and protest, problems and 
trends, and the uniqueness of black politics as compared with the politics of other ethnic groups. 
The American Legislative Process, 3 hrs. 
Structure and behavior of American national and state legislative systems; the impact of consti­
tuencies, parties, interest groups, interpersonal relations, and other factors on the legislative policy­
making process; the role of the legislature as a subsystem in the larger political system; and pro­
blems and trends. (PR: Political Science 104, 202) 
Student Legislative Program. 1 hr. II. 
One week of intensive legislative observation designed to provide selected students an understan­
ding of the organization and processes of the West Virginia legislature and its role in the making of 
public policy. (PR: Junior or senior standing, a Political Science course in American Government 
and permission) 
The American Executive Process. 3 hrs. 
Study of governmental executives in the American political sym:m, with emphasis on the presi­
dent, including analysis of constitutional status and powers, recruitment, administrative respon• 
sibilities, political and legislative leadership, accountability, and problems and trends. (PR: Political 
Science I 04, 202) 
International Organization. 3 hrs. 
Study of world and regional organizations as reflections of world politics, as instruments of 
foreign policies, and as forces for change and order, with emphasis on their role as channels for 
management of cooperation and conflict. (PR: Polincal Science 309) 
Cour.se.s of ln.srruction/25 5 
406 International Politics. 3 hrs. 
Study of major issues in world politics, with emphasis on theoretical approaches, problems of war 
and peace, and contemporary trends. (PR: Political Science 309) 
407 Asian Politics. 3 hrs. 
Study of such nations as India, China, Japan, and Korea in the contemporary setting. 
408 Middle Eastern Politics. 3 hrs. 
Study of the Arab States and such nations as Israel, Iran, and Turkey in the contemporary set• 
ting. 
409. Western Democratic Politics. 3 hrs.
Study of such nations as Canada and those of Western Europe, particularly Great Britain and
France. 
410 European Communut Politic.a. 3 hrs.
Study of the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe.
411 Latin American Politics. 3 hrs.
Study of Latin American politics by sectors, such as landed elites, the military, the church, etc. 
Various styles of governance are considered. Case examples illustrate concepts discussed.
415 International Law. 3 hrs.
Study of theories, origins, sources, development, present state, and trends of international law as
a factor in various aspects of international politics. (PR: Political Science 309)
420 Current World and Regional Issues. 3 hrs.
An intensive study of specific world or regional problems, such as the politics of world hunger,
the role of multinational corporations, imperialism, Third World Communist movements, etc.
422 African Political Systems. 3 hrs.
The study of political systems of selected countries, blocs, or regions. 
423 American Foreign Policy. 3 hrs. 
The study of descriptive, analytical, and normative aspects of United States foreign policy with 
emphasis on contemporary problems and issues. 
424 Comparative Foreign Policy. 3 hrs. 
Application of the comparative method to foreign policy decision-making and outputs. Com• 
parisons within or between geographic regions. 
428 Islamic Political Ideas and Institutions. 3 hrs. 
Study of Islamic political ideas, practices, and institutions and their impact on the rise and 
development of contemporary Islamic movements, organizations, and states. 
429 The Politic.a of Conflict and Revolution. 3 hrs. 
Study of major theories of conflict and revolution with emphasis on cross-national explanations 
and outcomes. 
431 Political Theory and Public Problems. 3 hrs. 
Draws upon both classic and contemporary sources of political theory to address basic political 
issues inherent in public problems. 
433 Theory of Policy and Administration. 3 hrs. 
Examination of alternative theoretical approaches to the study of policy and administration and 
their implications for the use of policy to shape administrative practice. 
436 The American Judiciary. 3 hrs. 
Structure and behavior in American national and state judicial systems, including analysis of 
their decision making and policy making functions, their procedures and administration, and pro­
blems and trends. 
440 Power in American Society. 3 hrs. 
Examination of some of the major theoretical approaches •· pluralistic, elitist, etc. •· to the study 
of power. A major concern is the relationship between the distribution of political resources and 
the performance of political systems. Efforts to transform political systems arc examined on the 
basis of cross-national research. 
450 Administrative Law. 3 hrs. 
A study of the basic legal framework of administrative organization, including the problems of 
administrative discretion, rule-making and adjudication, regulatory agencies, and administrative 
responsibility in the democratic state. (PR: Political Science 333) 
452 Public Personnel Administration. 3 hrs. 
Survey of Public Personnel Administration with particular attention to various facets of the merit 
system concept. Psychological and human relations aspects of the work situation and supervisor• 
subordinate interaction emphasized. (PR: Political Science 333 or permission) 
453 Governmental Budgetary Administration. 3 hrs. 
Study of organazauon, administration, and accountability in the management of public funds, 
with emphasis on the political decision-making processes of budget formulation, presentation and 
execution. (PR: Poltttcal Science 333 or permission) 
455-456 Seminar in Theory and Research. 3-6 hrs. total. 
A two-semester course devoted to the explorauon of some research topic of theorencal interest m 
256/Courses of Instruction 
political science. The first semester is used to examine pertinent literature and develop hypotheses. 
The second semester is taken up with computer-assisted secondary data analysis. 
461 Urban Problems and Public Policy. 3 hn. 
Study of policy problems of metropolitan areas in terms of structures, alternatives, and outcomes. 
480-483 Selected Topics. 1-4; 1-4; 1-4; 1-4 hrs.
To offer a course on some special topic which is nor adequately treated in the regular course offer­
ings. 
484 Constitutional Law. 3 hrs. 
Introduction to the principles of American constitutional law and analysis of constitutional 
issues, emphasizing leading Supreme Court cases. (PR: Political Science 104) 
485-488 Independent Study. 1-4; 1-4; 1-4; 1-4 hrs.
These numbers are reserved for tutorials, directed and independent readings, directed and in­
dependent research, problem reports, ccc. 
490 Political Science Internship. 6 hrs. 
491-494 Workahop in Citizenship and Public Policy. 3-12 hrs. total.
Applied research and analysis of policy problems from a citizen perspective. Includes field work 
in the state and local community. Publishes the West Virginia Cirizen.s' Almanac annually. 
(Undergraduates may earn up to 12 credits) 
495H-496H Readings for Honors in Political Science. 2-4; 2•4; hn. I, II. 
Open only to political science majors of outstanding ability. Boch courses must be taken co 



















General Psychology. 3 hrs. 
Princifles and methods in the scientific study of behavior. Genera Psychology • Honors. 3 hrs. 
For the superior student. (PR: ACT score of 26 or GPA of 3.0) 
Psychology of Adjustment. 3 hrs. 
Modes of personal and social adjustment; assessment and treatment techniques. (PR: Psychology 
201) 
Elementary Behavioral Statistics. 3 hrs. 
Orientation to the philosophy of science; survey of methods in behavior study; elementary 
statistics. 
Special Topics. 1-4; 1•4; 1•4; 1·4 hrs. 
Paranormal Phenomena. 3 hrs. 
lnvestigat.ion of such putative paranormal events as ESP, clairvoyance, UFO's, ghosts, astral pro­
jection, astrology, and related topics. Emphasis on evaluation of evidence using the scientific 
method and scientific criteria. 
Social Psychology. 3 hn. 
Social determinants of individual behavior. (PR: Psychology 201. Same as Sociology 302) 
Developmental Psychology. 3 hn. 
Psychological characteristics and personal and social problems of developmental periods. (PR: 
Psychology 20 I) 
Psychology of Aging. 3 hrs. 
Study of the physiological, psychological, and social processes that occur with aging. (PR: 
Psychology 201 or 31 I) 
Sex-Role Stereotypes. 3 hrs. 
An examination of current research in sex differences and the origins and effects of the 
stereotypes. (PR: Psychology 20 I) 
Drugs and Behavior. 3 hrs. 
A general survey of psychoactive drug action, therapeutics and use in the general population. 
(PR: Psychology 201) 
Experimental Psychology. 3 hrs. 
Methodology and research in psychology. 2 lec-2 lab. (PR: Psychology 223) 
Sensation and Perception. 3 hrs. 
Methodology and research in sensory and perceptual processes. (PR: Psychology 223) 
Human Sexual Behavior. 3 hrs. 
A psychological approach to the functioning, attitudes, varieties and development of human 
sexual behavior. {PR: Psychology 201) 
Animal Behavior. 3 hrs. 
A comprehensive study of the behavior of non-human animals. (PR: Nine hours of Psychology) 
Personality. 3 hrs. 
Personality structure, dynamics and development. (PR: Psychology 201) 
Practicum in Child Psychology. 3 hrs. 
This course involves work and study in a day care center, including observation of cognitive and 
social development of children. (Graded CR/NC only) 
Courses of Instruction 125 7 
391 Psychology of Aggression. 3 bra. 
A multifaceted study of aggressive behavior in humans and other animals. Topics include 
biological and learned components of aggression, sex differences in aggression, violent crimes and 
personalities, media violence, and control of personal and group aggression. (PR: Psychology 201) 
402 Advanced Social Psychology. 3 hrs. 
Advanced study of selected topics in social psychology. (PR: Psychology 223, Psychology 302 or 
consent of instructor) 
406 Psychometrics. 3 hrs. 
Mental test theory and applications. (PR: Psychology 223) 
408 Abnormal Psychology. 3 hn. 
An overview of the theories, assessment techniques, and treatment of maladaptive behavior. (PR: 
Psychology 20 I) 
416 Psychology of Learning. 3 hrs. 
Critical study of the major theories of learning and the related research. (PR: Psychology 201) 
417 Intermediate Behavioral Statistics. 3 h.rs. 
An intermediate level presentation of descriptive and inferential statistics as applied in 
behavioral research. 2 lec-2 lab. (PR: Psychology 201 and 223) 
418 Psychology of Personnel. 3 hrs. 
Psychological principles and methods applied to functions in personnel administration. (PR: 
Psychology 201) 
440 Physiological Psychology. 3 hrs. 
The relationships between physiological functions and biochemical processes and behavior. (PR: 
Psychology 201) 
441 Laboratory Methods in Physiological Psychology. 3 hrs. 
Laboratory exercises involving the current surgical and behavioral testing methods used in biop­
sychology research. 
456-457 Research in Psychology. 3; 3 hrs.
Laboratory courses to give advanced students experience in conducting psychological research. 
(PR: Permission of instructor) 
460 History and Systems of Psychology. 3 hrs. 
An examination of the historical and philosophical antecedents of contemporary psychology. 
(PR: Twelve hours of Psychology) 
480-483 Special Topics. 1•4; 1-4; 1-4; 1-4 hrs. 
485-488 Independent Study. 1-4; 1•4; 1-4; 1-4 hrs. 
A course or seminar on some aspect of Psychology not otherwise treated in regular course offer­
ings (PR: Permission of instructor and department chairperson) 
PUBLIC SERVICE INTERNSHIP 
(Sec page 60) 
RELIGIOUS STUDIES (RS'T) 
The department part1c1pates in the undergraduate Basic Humanities program. Students who wish to 
develop a major concentration in Religious Studies may consult a member of the departmental faculty. 
Students arc encouraged to explore the possibilities of a dual major. 
150 Orientation in Humanities. 3 hrs. I. 
An interdisciplinary course to introduce students to the clements of a humanistic education. 
(Same as Classical Studies ISO and Philosophy 150; PR or CR: English 101) 
202 Approaching Biblical Literature. 3 hrs. I, II. 
An introductory study of the growth and development of the Bible in cultural context. In addi­
tion to selected biblical texts, special attention is given to religious documents of ancient 
Mesopotamia, Egypt, Canaan, and the Hellenistic world. 
205 Introduction to Religion in the Modem World. 3 hrs. I or II. 
A correlation of religion with the different areas of life: natural sciences, humanities, social 
sciences, philosophy, ethics, education. Also an introduction to world religions. 
280-283 Special Topics. 1-4; 1-4; 1-4; 1-4 hrs.
Research adaptable to the needs of the individual student. 
300 The Nature of Religion. 3 hrs. 
An analysis of the nature of religious personalities, institutions, literature, philosophies, ex­
periences, and education. 
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304 The Teachings of Jesus. 3 hrs. I, II. 
An analysis of early Christian writing and a systematic study of the message of the historical Jesus 
that stands behind it. 
305 Early Chrutianiry. 3 hrs. 
Traces the background, birth, and development of Christian thought from Paul through 
Augustine. 
310 The Hebrew Prophets. 3 hrs. I or II. 
The rise of the office of prophet and the contributions of prophecy to religion. 
320 Literature of the Old Testament. 3 hrs. I or II. 
Traces the origins, growth, and development of the literature of the Hebrew people to the Greek 
period. Includes an introduction to and application of modern tools of biblical study. 
321 The Protestant Faith. 3 hrs. 
An examination of the distinctive historical and theological features of the Protestant movement 
in Western Christendom, with special attention to the distinctive beliefs and practices of contem­
porary American denominations. 
322 The Catholic World. 3 hrs. 
An exploration of the origin and development of the Catholic World in all of its multiple ex pres· 
sions: theology, politics, liturgy, and the arts. 
323 Religion in America. 3 hrs. I, II. 
The rise and development of religious thinking in America. (Same as History 323) 
324 The Jewish Way of Life. 3 hrs. 
An exploration of the distinctive features of the heritage of modern Judaism. An integrated ap­
proach to the study of Jewish religious practices, teachings, literature, and contributions to contem• 
porary life. 
325 Literature of the New Testament. 3 hrs. I or II. 
Traces the origins, growth, and development of the literature of the early Christian church. In­
cludes an introduction to and application of modern tools of biblical study. 
350 Basic Humanities. 3 hrs. II. 
A structured interdisciplinary study offered by the departments of Classical Studies, Philosophy 
and Religious Studies in the foundations of Western thought: its myth, literature, religion, 
philosophy, art. (Same as Classical Studies 350 and Philosophy 350) 
351 Classics of Religious Literature. 3 hrs. 
A contextual analysis of selected popular religious classics, e.g., Foxe's Book of Martyrs, 
Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress, St. Augustine's Confessions, Bhagavad-Gita, and the like. 
400 Current l.ssues in Biblical Literature. 3 hrs. 
A consideration of contemporary literary-critical issues associated with the reading and inter· 
pretation of biblical texts. Consult instructor for emphasis in any given semester. 
419 Religious Thought in the Western World. 3 hrs. 
An analysis of the major schools of religious thought as they have developed in the West. 
450 Sociology of Religion. 3 hrs. 
An investigation into religion as a social phenomenon. (Same as Sociology 450) 
480-483 Special Topics. 1-4; 1-4; 1-4; 1-4 hrs. 
485-488 Independent Study. 1-4; 1-4; 1-4; 1-4 hrs. 
495H-496H Readings for Honors in Religious Studies. 4; 4 hrs. 
Open to students with permission of the department chairman. Sec Honors Courses, p. 27 3. 






Designed for majors as the culminating interdisciplinary study in the Basic Humanities program. 
(Same as Classical Studies 499 and Philosophy 499) 
SAFETY EDUCATION (SEO) 
Learning to Drive. CR/NC. 1 hr. 
An introduction to traffic safety: emphasis is placed on the fundamentals of driving, pedestrian 
and cycle safety. 2 lab. per week. 
Introduction to Safety Education. 3 hrs. II, S. 
The child accident problem: basic courses, types, and areas of accidents; home, farm, recreation, 
school and vacation accidents; safe practices, control and prevention in the school and the general 
environment. 
Special Topics. 1-4; 1-4; 1-4; 1-4 hrs. 
Traffic Safery and Driver Education. 3 hrs. 
An introductory course in the teaching of safety and driver education, including techniques of 
classroom and behind-the-wheel instruction. 2 lec-2 lab. (PR: Safety Education 235, ability to drive 
an automobile, and possession of a valid driver's license) 
Traffic Law and Enforcement. 3 hrs. II, S. 
A course designed to study and evaluate the varied and complex system of laws governing the 
control of all forms of traffic and the influences and responsibilities of traffic law enforcement in 
present-day society. 
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410 Problems and Practices in Traffic Safety and Driver Education. 3 hrs. 
A survey course designed for supervisors of traffic accident prevention programs. Examines and 
evaluates problems, attitudes, philosophies, activities and administrative practices in school, city 
and state traffic safety programs. Supplements basic teacher training courses in traffic safety. (PR:
Safety Education 235) 
420 Teaching Driver Education to the Handicapped. 3 hrs. 
A survey of driver education for the handicapped, including physical, mental and social aspects. 
The course is recommended for students preparing to teach driver education or other related safety 
subjects. 
440 Teaching Driving: Range, Multimedia, Simulation. 3 hrs. 
A basic course of study designed to provide the student with insight into the technology of range, 
multimedia and simulation instruction through hands-on and practical learning experiences. 
450 Traffic Engineering. 3 hrs. 
Concerned with traffic and pedestrian flow, channelization, light coordination, intersection con· 
trol, and devices related to safe, convenient and economical transportation of persons and goods. 
451 Occupational Safety and Health Management. 3 hrs. 
Emphasis is placed on principles, facts, and methodology rather than on incidental detail concer• 
ning safety management. (PR: Safety Education 497)
.465 Accident Investigation/Recorutruction. 3 hrs. 
An introductory course in traffic accident investigation designed to give insight into the recogni• 
tion and collection of evidence, collecting and recording data and reconstructing the accident bas· 
ed on the facts. 
480-483 Special Topics. 1-4; 1-4; 1-4; 1-4 hrs. 
Students with specialization in safety education only, with permission of department chairman. 
485-488 Independent Study. 1-4; 1-4; 1-4; 1•4 hrs. 
489 Occupational Hazard Control. 3 hrs. 
A study of the latest industrial safety information which will assist the student in designing a pro­
gram to reduce or eliminate all incidents which downgrade the system. 
495H-496H Readings for Honors. 1-4; 1-4 hrs. 
497 Occupational Safety and Health Programs. 3 hrs.
Safety functions in industry. Principles of organization and application of safety programs.
Prevention, correction and control methods are outlined and evaluated.
498 Occupational Safety and Health Legislation. 3 hrs.
A survey of the legislation that has affected the safety movement with special emphasis on the
1969 Coal Mine Health and Safety Act and the 1970 Occupational Safety and Health Act.
499 Organization, Administration and Supervision of Safety Programs. 3 hrs. 
A study of safety programs at the state and local levels including the administrative, instruc­











Listed under Teacher Education, Cl 474, p. 271.
SOCIAL STUDIES (SOS) 
The Great Civilizations to 1300. 3 hrs. I, II, S. 
Comparative study of the origin and course of major civilizations focusing on the Middle East, 
India, China, and the West. 
The World and the Rise of the West, 1300 to the Mid-19th Century. 3 hrs. I, II, S. 
An interdisciplinary analysis of the foundations of Western development. 
The Twentieth Century World. 3 hrs. I, II, S. 
Major world developments and trends from the I 9th Century to the present and their implica­
tions for the future. 
Problems of a Multicultural Society. 3 hrs. I, II, S. 
An interdisciplinary analysis of the multicultural nature of American society and its problems, 
with emphasis on the problems of minority groups. 
Social Problems in a Global Context. 3 hrs. I, II, S. 
An interdisciplinary analysis of the growth of global interdependence and the nature of major 
global problems. 
Special Topics. 1-4; 1-4; 1-4; 1-4 hrs. 
West Virginia History, Geography and Government. 3 hrs. I, II, S. 
An interdisciplinary study of the state, its people and its institutions within the national context. 
(PR: History 330 and 33 I, or permission of instructor) 
Coal Industry Studies: Past and Present. 3 hn. 
An interdisciplinary study for all facets of the coal industry within a historical perspective. Some 
emphasis is placed upon the coal industry of West Virginia and the tri-state region. 
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465 Sociology of American Schools. 3 hrs. 
A sociological interpretation of the American school organizational patterns. Attention is given 
to concepts of power, bureaucracy, social and cultural change, stratification and social mobility, 
values and school rituals. (Same course as Sociology 465) 
480-483 Special Topics. 1-4; 1-4; 1-4; 1·4 hrs. I, 11, S. 
485-488 Independent Study. 1-4; 1-4; 1-4; 1·4 hrs. 
495H-496H Readings for Honors in Social Studies. 2-4; 2-4 hrs.
See Honors Courses, p. 273. 
SOCIAL WORK (SWK) 
203 Introduction to Social Work. 3 hrs. 
Introduction to the field of social work practice. 
211 Human Behavior and Social Functioning. 3 hrs. 
Integration of the social, psychological, cultural, and other developmental aspects of the in• 
dividual and the environment. (PR: SWK 203; PR or CR: Soc 200, Psy 201, or permission of in• 
scructor) 
280-283 Special Topics. 1-4; 1•4; 1-4; 1-4 hrs. 
Selected topics not covered in regular course offerings. (PR: Majors only) 
307 Child Welfare. 3 hrs. 
Examination of child welfare issues, services, and interventions. (PR: SWK 203, 211, or permis• 
sion of instructor) 
308 Social Work Intervention I-Community Organization and Planning. 3 hrs. 
Examination of the community as a client system. Community assessment, problem solving, and 
organizing tactics will be studied. (PR: SWK 203, 211, or permission of instructor) 
309 Social Work Intervention II-Interviewing and Groupwork. 3 hrs. 
Examination of core concepts of generic social work practice with emphasis on interviewing skills 
with individuals, families, and small groups. (PR: SWK 203, 211, or permission of instructor) 
316 Social Welfare. 3 hrs. 
The development of social welfare as a contemporary social insrirurion and of social work as a 
profession. (PR: ECO 242, POL SCI 202, SWK 203, 211; CR: SWK 370, or permission of instruc· 
tor) 
370 Practicum I. 3 hrs. CR/NC 
Supervised field experience in a social agency or community action organization with regular 
conferences with instructor. Two afternoons each week plus one class hour. (PR: Social Work 203, 
211,308,309; CR: SWK 316 ) 
429 Social Welfare Policy. 3 hrs. 
Examination and critical analysis of social welfare policies, programs, and structures with assess• 
ment of the implications for contemporary society. (PR: Social Work 203, 211, 316, 370, or permis• 
sion of instructor) 
473 Practicum 11. 12 hrs. CR/NC 
Supervised field experience in a social agency or community action organization with regular 
conferences with instructor. (PR: SWK 203,211,307,308,309,316,370; CR: SWK 429) 
475 Social Work Seminar. 3 hrs. 
lntergration of course work and field work as the student moves into the role of a professional. 
(PR: Social Work 473) 
480-483 Special Topics. 1-4; 1-4; 1-4; 1-4 hrs. 
Study of topics of interest nor covered in regularly scheduled classes. (PR: Senior majors only) 
485-488 Independent Study. 1-4; 1-4; 1-4; 1-4 hrs. 
Individual study of topics not offered in regularly scheduled courses. Advance !permission re• 
quired. (PR: Senior majors only) 
495H-496H Readings for Honors in Social Work. 2-4; 2-4 hrs. 
Open only to social work majors of outstanding ability. See Honors Courses, p. 273 
SOCIOLOGY (SOC) 
101-102 Introduction to the Behavioral Sciences. 3; 3 hrs. 
An interdisciplinary introduction to the basic behavioral sciences. 
108 Marriage Relations. 3 hrs. 
A functional course in the personal, social, and cultural factors involved in courtship and mar• 
riage. 
200 Introductory Sociology. 3 hrs. 
Introduction to the study of human society. 
280-283 Special Topics. 1-4; 1-4; 1-4; 1-4 hrs. 
Selected topics not covered in regular course offerings. (PR: Sociology 200) 
300 Social Organization. 3 hrs. 
Analysis of sociological conceptual systems and theories. {Required of all majors. PR: Sociology 200) 
302 Social Psychology. 3 hrs. 
(Same as Psychology 302. PR: Psychology 201) 




























Public Opinion and Propaganda. 3 hrs. 
(Same as Political Science 307) 
Social Behavior. 3 hrs. 
The sociology of the individual (PR: Sociology 200) 
Deviant Behavior. 3 hrs. 
Study of the basic concepts and theories of deviant social behavior and the correlative social 
disorganization. (PR: Sociology 200) 
Contemporary Social Issues. 3 hrs. 
Sociological analysis of current social issues. Specific issues studied will vary from time to time. 
(PR: Sociology 200) 
Criminology. 3 hrs. 
Introduction to the social aspects of criminal behavior. (PR: Sociology 200) 
Introduction to Social Gerontology. 3 hrs. 
(Formerly Social Work 436. PR: Sociology 200) 
Afro-American Sociiology. 3 hrs. 
Entails a sociological analysis of Black people in American Society. (PR: Sociology 200) 
Sociology 0£ Community Health. 3 hrs. 
An investigation of those social institutions and environmental, social, and personal factors in 
the community to maintain health and provide support in illness as related to social theory. (PR: 
Sociology 200) 
The Family in Later Life. 3 hrs. 
Focuses on family relationships in later life. (PR: Sociology 200) 
Juvenile Delinquency. 3 hrs. 
Theories of delinquency causation and prevention; organization and functions of social agencies 
operating in the field. (PR: Sociology 200) 
American Society. 3 hrs.
Sociological analysis of the basic social and cultural features of contemporary American society. 
(PR: Sociology 200/ 
Social Research I. 3 hrs. 
Introduction to systematic social research methodology. (PR: Sociology 200) 
Soc.lat Statistics I. 3 hrs. 
Introduction to statistical analysis of social data. 
Utopian Sociology. 3 hrs. 
Comparative analysis of the social organization and structure of Utopias and other planned 
social systems. (PR: Sociology 200) 
Human Ecology. 3 hrs. 
Ecological structure and processes of human communities, regions, and areas. (PR: Sociology 
200) 
Population Studies. 3 hrs. 
Study of population characteristics, growth, and trends with emphasis on the social and cultural 
implications. (PR: Sociology 200) 
Social Research II. 3 hrs. 
Intermediate social research methodology with emphasis on research design. (PR: Sociology 344 
and 345, or departmental permission) 
Applied Sociology. 3 hrs. 
Study of the application of sociological principles toward social change in communities. (PR: 
Sociology 200) 
The Family. 3 hrs. 
Theoretical analysis of the family as a primary social institution. (PR: Sociology 200) 
Small Groups. 3 hrs. 
Study of the dynamics of small groups with emphasis on role theory. (PR: Sociology 200) 
Collective Behavior and Social Movements. 3 hrs. 
Non-institutionalized social behavior. (PR: Sociology 200) 
Sociological Theory I. 3 hrs. 
The development of social thought and early sociological theory. (PR: Sociology 200) 
Conflict Sociology. 3 hrs. 
Analysis of theories of the conflict school of sociology and their application in research. (PR: 
Sociology 200) 
Medical Sociology. 3 hrs. 
Analysis of the social organization of medicine and related health delivery services. (PR: 
Sociology 200) 
Problem Perspectives of Aging. 3 hrs. 
Analysis of some of the problems people experience as a consequence of growing older. (PR: 
Sociology 200) Rural Sociology. 3 hrs. 
(Formerly Sociology 332, Rural-Urban Communities). The sociology of rural life and rural com• 
munities. (PR: Sociology 200) 
Industrial Sociology. 3 hrs.
Study of the organization and structure of the work plant as a social system; the meaning and 
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organization of work; managerial functions; management-labor relations; and human relations in 
industry. (PR: Sociology 200) 
439 Social Stratification. 3 hrs. 
Analysis of various theories of stratification, with emphasis on the American class system. (PR: 
Sociology 200) 
442 Urban Sociology. 3 hrs. 
(Formerly, Metropolitan Communities). The sociology of urban and metropolitan communities. 
(PR: Sociology 200) 
443 Evaluation Research. 3 hrs. 
Analysis of social organizations and programs in order to evaluate: program planning, monitor• 
ing, impact assessment, efficiency, and effectiveness. (PR: Any Research and Statistics) 
445 Social Statistics ll. 3 hrs. 
Intermediate level statistical analysis, including analysis of variance and covariance. 2 lec-2 lab. 
(PR: Sociology 345 or departmental permission) 
450 Sociology of Religion. 3 hrs. 
Sociological analysis of religion as a social institution. (PR: Sociology 200. Same as Religious 
Studies 4 50) 
451 Sociology of Retirement. 3 hrs. 
Retirement is examined as a process, an event, and a role. Retirement is analyzed from the point 
of view of the individual and society. (PR: Sociology 200) 
452 Sociology of Death and Dying. 3 hrs. 
Study of death and dying as a societal and cultural phenomenon. Explores how institutions 
within our society deal with death. (PR: Sociology 200) 
465 Sociology of American Schools. 3 hrs. 
A sociological interpretation of the American school organizational patterns. Attention is given 
to concepts of power, bureaucracy, social and cultural change, stratification and social mobility, 
values and school rituals. (Same course as Social Studies 465) 
470-471 Sociological Field Experience. 3; 3 hrs. 
Supervised field work in a social organization or community working on practical problems. (PR: 
Sociology 406 or permission) 
475 Senior Seminar. 3 hrs. 
A capstone course drawing together the major areas of sociology to form an integrated picture of 
the field. (PR: Graduating senior in sociology) 
480-483 Special Topics. 1-4; 1•4; 1-4; 1-4 hrs. 
Study of topics of interest not covered in regularly scheduled courses. (PR: Permission) 
485-488 Independent Study. 1•4; 1-4; 1-4; 1·4 hrs. 
Individual study of topics not offered in regularly scheduled courses. Advance permission re­
quired. (PR: Permission) 
495H-496H Readings for Honors in Sociology. 2•4; 2-4 hrs. I, II. 
Open only to sociology majors of outstanding ability. See Honors Courses, p. 273. 
SPANISH (SPN) 
101-102 Elementary Spanish. 3; 3 hrs. l, ll, S. 
Pronunciation, conversation, reading, and composition with emphasis on aural/oral develop• 
1 ment. (PR for 102: Spanish 101 or one unit of high school Spanish or departmental examination) 101R-102R Elementary Spanish Reading Approach. 3; 3 hrs. I, ll. 
Emphasis on rapid development of reading and comprehension skills through the recognition of 
patterns based on the act of reading Spanish itself and intensive word study. Taught in English. 
Not open to majors. (PR for I02R: Spanish I0IR or equivalent) 
150-151 Applied Spanish. 1; 1 hr. 
One hour credit is earned for each full semester of residence in the Modern Language House. 
203 
204 
Students agree to speak only the language in which they are enrolled while on the floor of the 
House and during MLH activities. (PR: Permission of MLH Director) 
Intermediate Spanish. 3 hrs. I, ll, S. 
Continuation on the intermediate level of the basic language skills: pronunciation, conversation, 
reading, and composition with emphasis on aural/oral development. (PR for 203: Spanish l02 or 
two units of high school Spanish or departmental examination) 
Intermediate Spanish Reading Approach. 3 hrs. I. 
Emphasis on rapid development of reading skills in magazines, newspapers, and journals, accom­
panied by review of verb systems and advanced grammatical principles. Not open to majors. (PR: 
for 203R: Spanish I 02R or equivalent) 
Intermediate Spanish. 3 hrs. I, ll, S. 
Development of practical conversational skills, reading for comprehension, and directed com• 
positions. (PR for 204: Spanish 203 or three or four units of high school Spanish or departmental 
examination) 
1 Anyone who opes for Reading Approach COUnel (IOIR•204R) mua continue through chc sequence or start again wuh chc regular 101. 






















lnterm.ediate Spanish. 3 hrs. I, II, S. 
Development of practical conversational skills, reading for comprehension, and directed com• 
positions. (PR for 204: Spanish 203 or three or four units of high school Spanish or depamnental 
examination) 
Intermediate Spanish R eading Approach. 3 hrs. II. 
Emphasis on reading for comprehension in short stories, periodicals, and technical journals ac­
cording to student interest. Noc open co majors. (PR for 204R: Spanish 203R or equivalent) 
Spanish Society and Life. 3 hrs. I or II. 
Study of selected topics relating to culture and life in the Spanish-speaking countries. Lectures, 
readings, and discussions in English. No prerequisite. 
Applied Spanish. 1; 1 hrs. 
One hour credit is earned for each full semester of residence in the Modern Language House. 
Students agree to speak only the language in which they are enrolled while on the floor of the 
House and during MLH activities. (PR: Permission of MLH Director) 
Special Topics. 1-4; 1-4; 1-4; 1-4 hrs. 
(PR: Spanish 204) 
Spanish Phonetics. 3 hrs. 
A systematic study of the phonemes and allophones of Spanish and their articulation.(PR: 
Spanish 204) 
Advanced Conversation. 3; 3 hrs. I, II.
Conversation and discourses in Spanish on selected topics. Courses conducted in Spanish. (PR 
for either 310 or 311: Spanish 204) 
Studies in Language Laboratory Techniques. 3 hrs. II. 
Training in the use of laboratory equipment. Clinical practice in the use of laboratory facilities. 2 
hour lab co be arranged. Open co majors only. (PR: Spanish 204) 
Advanced Grammar and Composition. 3 hrs. I. 
A detailed analysis of Spanish syntax and shades of meaning, with the writing of original com­
positions in Spanish co perfect the student's own style. (PR: Spanish 204) 
Advanced Grammar and Composition. 3 hrs. ll. 
A detailed analysis of Spanish syntax and shades of meaning, with the writing of original com­
positions in Spanish to perfect the student's own style. (PR: Spanish 204) 
Survey of Spanish-American Literature. 3 hrs. 
Readings from representative Spanish-American authors with reports and class discussions; from 
the Colonial period co the present. (PR: Spanish 204) 
Survey of Spanish Peninsular Literature. 3 hrs. 
Readings from representative Spanish authors with reports and class discussions; from El Cid to 
the present. (PR: Spanish 204) 
The Spanish Short Story. 3 hrs. 
A study of the short story form, from the medieval tales to the present, through readings, lectures 
and reports on selected authors. (PR: Spanish 204) 
Cervantes. 3 hrs. 
Study and analysis of selections from Don Quijoce, the Novelas Ejemplares, and selected 
dramatic works. (PR: Spanish 204) 
Applied Spanish. 2-4; 2-4 hrs. 
Credit is earned for each full semester of residence in the Modern Language House. Students 
agree to speak only the language in which they arc enrolled while on the floor of the House and 
during MLH activities. Mini papers and/or presentations are required for maximum hours credit. 
(PR: Permission of MLH Director) 
Drama of the Golden Age. 3 hrs. 
Readings, lectures, discussions and reports in Spanish on the major dramatists of the Golden 
Age. (PR: Spanish 204) 
Contemporary Latin American Prose Fiction. 3 hrs. 
Readings, lectures, discussions, and reports in Spanish on the major figures in contemporary 
Spanish American prose. (PR: Spanish 204) 
Twentieth Century Spanish Drama. 3 hrs. 
A survey of the developments in the Spanish Theatre dealing essentially with the readings and 
analytical study of the most representative works of leading dramatises during the Twentieth Cen­
tury. Spanish focus will be devoted to the Theatre of Paradox and Social Protest, Theatre of Ab­
surd, Theatre of Evasion & Underground drama. (PR: Spanish 319) 
Latin American Civilization. 3 hrs. I. 
A study of the civilization of the Latin-American countries and their contributions to world 
culture. Lectures, discussions and reports. This course is taught strictly in Spanish. (PR: Spanish 
204) 
Hispanic Civilization. 3 hrs. II. 
A study of the civilization of Spain and its contributions to world culture. Lectures, discussions, 
and reports. This course is conducted strictly in Spanish. (PR: Spanish 204) 
Applied Spanish. 2-4; 2•4 hrs. 
I Anyone who opts for Reading Approach coursn (101R-204R) must continue ,hrough the stqucncc or scan again with the rqular 101. 
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Credit is earned for each full semester of residence in the Modern Language House. Students 
agree to speak only the language in which they are enrolled while on the floor of the House and 
during MLH activities. Mini papers and/or presentations are required for maximum hours credit. 
(PR: Permission of MLH Director) 
460 The Modernist Movement. 3 hrs. 
The precursors of the Modernist Movement, its chief exponents, and its influence on the 
literature of Spanish America and Spain. Lectures, discussions, readings and reports. (PR: Spanish 
204) 
480-483 Special Topics. 1-4; 1-4; 1-4; 1-4 hrs. I, II. 
Independent research for qualified students who are interested beyond the other courses in the 
catalog. (PR: Spanish 204 and permission of instructor) 
485,488 Independent Study. 1-4; 1-4; 1-4; 1-4 hrs. 
(PR: Spanish 204 and permission of instructor) 
495H-496H Readings for Honors in Spanish. 4; 4 hrs. l, U. 



















Fundamentals of Speech.Communication. 3 hrs. 
Application of verbal and nonverbal concepts to interpersonal and public communication con­
texts. Open to Freshmen and Sophomores only. 
Introduction to Public Speaking. 3 hrs. 
Source credibility, lines of reasoning, psychological appeals, attention factors, methods of topic 
and audience analysis, style, and the application of this basic theory to the practice of various forms 
of public address. (PR: Speech 103) 
Business and Professional Communication. 3 hrs. 
A study of the communication demands and skills relevant to the student's future role as a 
business or JJrofessional person. (PR: Speech 103 or 305) 
Voice and Diction. 3 hrs. 
Theory and practice of speech production and improvement. (PR: Speech 103) 
NOTE: A special section (240A) for international students focuses on diction of oral American 
English. For international students required to take 240A, this course is prerequisite to Speech 103 
and 305 (See also p. 20). 
Listening. 2 hrs. 
A study of listening behavior as an integral part of the communication process, and development 
of listening skills. (PR: Speech 103) 
Intercollegiate Forensics. l; 1 hr. 
(PR: Permission of instructor) 
Special Topics. 1-4; 1-4; 1-4; 1-4 hrs. 
(PR: Permission of department chairman) 
Interpersonal Communication. 3 hrs. 
A survey of the principles underlying communication in interpersonal relationships. Emphasis is 
upon diagnosing interpersonal communication breakdowns and developing communication skills 
important for forming and maintaining functional relationships. (PR: Speech 103) 
Parliamentary Procedures. 1 hr. 
A study of the rules of parliamentary law with practice in their usage. 
Introduction to Communication Theory. 3 hrs. 
Analysis of the process of communication and its constituent elements, with emphasis upon 
traditional and contemporary theories, their validation, and their use as a tool in diagnosis and 
remediation of communication problems. (PR: Speech 103) 
Principles of Communication. 3 hrs. 
Beginning course, open to juniors and seniors who have not had Speech 103 or 202. 
Oral Communication in Social Crises. 3 hrs. 
Investigation of the functions, ethics, responsibilities and social impact of oral communication in 
periods of social unrest. (PR: Speech 103) 
Persuasive Communication. 3 hrs. 
Introduction to the understanding, practice and analysis of persuasion. Behavioral and rhetorical 
theories of persuasion will be examined and applied to contemporary persuasive communications. 
(PR: Speech 103) 
Argumentation and Debate. 3 hrs. 
Basic principles of argument; practice in discussion and debate. Recommended but not a prere• 
quisite for intercollegiate debating. (PR: Speech 103) 
General Semantics. 3 hrs. 
A method for studying the role which language plays in human affairs. (PR: Speech 103) 
Group Communication. 3 hrs. 
Study of group communication processes, including problem solving, systems of group com­
munication analysis and evaluation, in task oriented groups. 
Courses of lnsrruction/265 
320 Oral interpretation of Literature. 3 hrs. 
The fundamentals of reading, analyzing, and interpreting literature. (PR: Speech 240 or permis• 
sion) 
370-371 intercollegiate Foreruics l; 1 hr.
Continuation of Speech 270-271. (PR: Permission of insrructor) 
401 Organizational Communication. 3 hrs. 
investigation of information flow in organizations with emphasis on identifying communication 
problems. (PR: Speech 103) 
406 interviewing. 3 hrs. 
Skill development in the question-answer-response process as it applies to a variety of interview• 
ing situations. 
408 Leadership and Group Communication. 3 hn. 
A study of the variables affecnng, and affected by, communication process in small groups, with 
particular emphasis upon leadership variables. (PR: Speech 103) 
409 Theories of Persuasion and Change. 3 hrs. 
Study of the relationship between persuasion and social change, including theories of attitude 
and behavioral change and contemporary theories of persuasion. 
450 Direction of Speech Activities. 3 hrs. 
Direction of extracurricular speech activities: assemblies, forensic events, etc. (PR: Fifteen hours 
of speech or permission of department chairman) 
451. Directing Speech Communication Events for the Elementary and Junior High School. 2 hrs. 
instruction and application of communication events for classroom methods and children's pro­
grams to promote effective oral communication and to foster creativity. (PR: Speech 103 and 300) 
475 Seminar in Speech Education for Secondary Teachers. 6 hn. 
A seminar in speech education for secondary and future teachers: a joint teacher-student pro­
gram where theories and techniques can be studied, applied, and evaluated through practical ex• 
perienccs with high school students. (PR: By permission only) 
476 Speech Communication for Classroom Teachers. 3 hrs. CR/NC
Knowledge and utilization of interpersonal communication skills in all teaching-learning en•
vironments. 
480-483 Special Topics in Speech. 1-4; 1-4; 1-4; 1-4 hrs. 
(PR: Permission of department chairman) 
485-488 independent Study. 1-4; 1-4; 1-4; 1-4 hrs. 
(PR: Permission of department chairman) 
490 internship. 1-4 hrs. 
(PR: Permission of department chairman) 









Open only to speech majors of outstanding ability. See Honors Courses, p. 273. (PR: Permission 
of department chairman) 
BROADCASTlNG (SPH) 
ln1roduc1ion to Telecommunications. 3 hrs. 
A survey course which provides an overview of the Field of Telecommunication. (PR: Speech 
103) 
Audio-Visual Techniques. 3 hn. 1, ll. 
lnrroducrion 10 the fundamentals of audio and video production including microphone and 
camera techniques, audio and video tape editing, staging and lighting appropriate for both studio 
and field production. 3 lec-2 lab. (PR: Speech 230) 
Development and Appreciation of Film to 1930. 3 hrs. 
The historical development of the morion picture as an art form from its first development to 
1930. Analysis of the technical, social, economic and cultural factors which have influenced the 
medium. (PR: Speech 230 or permission of instructor) 
Practice in Broadcasting. l; 1 hr. 
Staff responsibility on campus broadcast facilines, WMUL-FM or WPBY-TV. (PR: Written per­
mission before registration and the satisfactory completion of one year of service on WMUL) 
Radio-Television Announcing and Newscasting. 3 hrs. 
Specialized training in the interpretive skills of announcing and newscasting. (PR: Speech 230 
and 240 or permission of instructor) 
Radio-Television Continuity Writing. 3 hrs. 
Analysis of forms and practices in the writing of commercials, music and talk continuities, with 
�ial emphasis on the difference between writing for broadcast and writing for the print media.
(PR: Speech 230) 
History of Broadcasting. 3 hrs. 
A survey of the history of radio and television in the United States, including the development of 
educational broadcasting. (PR: Speech 230) 
Advanced Audio Production. 3 hrs. I or II. 
Advanced theory and practice in the elements of audio production, utilizing proper microphone 
technique, splice and electronic tape editing and continuity writing. One hour of laboratory work 
at WMUL-FM is required. 3 lec-2 lab-I practicum. (PR: SPH 230, 232, 331, 332) 
266/Courses o/ lrutruction 
339 Instructional Uses of Radio and Television. 1 hr. 
Principles of electronic reproduction of sound and pictures. Orientanon to functions and opera­
tion of equipment and its use in training and instruction. (PR: Speech 103) 
3 72-3 73 Practice in Broadcasting. 1 or 2 hrs. 
Staff responsibility on campus broadcast facilities WMUL-FM or WPBY-TV. (PR: Written per• 
mission before registration and satisfactory completion of one year of service on WMUL) 
428 Broadcast Station Client Relations. 3 hn. 
A survey of requirements, relationships, and functions of broadcast sales in the context of the 
advertising media buying environment. (PR: Speech 230) 
430 Broadcast Documentary and Dramatic Writing. 3 hrs. 
Wming techniques for preparing scripts for the documentary, film, and dramatic show. (PR: 
Speech 332) 
431 Advanced Video Production. 3 hrs. 
Advanced theory and practice in the clements of producing the complete video program. (PR: 
Speech 230, 232, 331, 332) 
432 Corporate and Instructional Video. 3 hrs. 
Development of the use of video communication and instruction in business, agencies, and 
education. Production and utilization of video units for specific objectives. 
433 Telecommunication Programming. 3 hrs. 
Principles of programming, including audience analysis, production, purchase, and scheduling of 
various formats. (PR: Speech 230) 
434 Social Impact and Ethics of Telecomminication. 3 hrs. 
The usual effects of telecommunication upon society and its place in modern communication. 
(PR: Speech 230) 
435 Telecommunication Law and Regulation. 3 hrs. 
Development and current status of the legal structure of broadcasting in the United States. (PR: 
Speech 230) 
436 International and Comparative Telecommunication Systems. 3 hrs. 
Development of various systems of broadcasting practiced in other countries of the world in com• 
parison with our own. Including recent trends in international broadcasting systems and com­
munications satellites. (PR: Speech 230) 
437 Broadcast Management and Economics. 3 hrs. 
Problems and practices in the organization and operation of radio and television stations, in­
cluding study of the economics of the broadcast industry. (PR: Speech 230) 
438 Instructional Television Utili.ntion. 3 hrs. 
The background and skills required for utilization, validation, and evaluation of instructional 
television for teachers and othC1's concerned with improvement in the teaching-learning process. 
441 Development and Appreciation of Film Since 1930. 3 hrs. 
Study of important directions in modern film, including style, genre, and the relationship to con­
temporary society. A variety of films will be viewed for analysis. (PR: Speech 103. 







Analysis of developments in technology and their implications for changes in human com­
munication and the broadcasting industry. 
SPEECH PATHOLOGY AND AUDIOLOGY (SPH) 
Introduction to Communication Science. 3 hrs. 
A survey of the physical and psychophysical bases of communication with discussion of elemen• 
tary communication models. The concept of noise in its many forms with emphasis on defects of 
speech, hearing and language as forms of noise. (PR: Speech l 03) 
Language and Speech Development. 3 hrs. 
Sequential patterns in the acquisition of language and speech an relationship to general child 
development. (PR or CR: Speech 241) 
Communication Disorders of School Children. 3 hrs. 
A survey of the causes, symptoms, and treatment of communication disorders encountered in 
the classroom. Not open to speech pathology majors. (PR: Speech 103) 
Voice in Communication. 3 hrs. 
Theories of voice production and control; a survey of problems as they relate to phonation and 
vocal resonance with emphasis on voice disorders, laryngeccomy and cleft palate. (PR: Speech 370, 
429, 439) 
Speech in Communication. 3 hrs. 
Communication theories underlying the processing and monitoring of speech signals; a survey of 
speech disorders as a disruption in this system with emphasis on articulation and stuttering. (PR: 
Speech 325, 429, 439) 
Diagnostic Processes with Communication Disorders. 3 hrs. 
Evaluation of procedures for securing behavioral information to differentiate among various 
communication disorders; a study of symptom complexes. Observanon and practice in evaluating 
communication disorders. 2 lec-2 lab. (PR: Speech 422, 425, 460) 





















Language in Communication. 3 hrs. 
Theories of language as communicative behavior; linguistic processes in language; a comparison 
between normal and impaired language with emphasis on aphasia in children and adults. (PR: 
Speech 325, 429, 439) 
Therapeutic Processes for Communication Disorders. 3 hrs. 
A study of interpersonal behaviors involved in a therapeutic relationship; a survey of learning 
theories relative to speech and hearing therapy procedures. 2 lec-2 lab. (PR: Speech 422, 425; CR or 
PR: Speech 460) 
Clinical Problems with Communication Disorders. 3 hrs. 
Case study method; detailed analysis of diagnostic and therapeutic procedures appropriate to an 
assigned clinic patient. (PR: Speech 426) 
Anatomy and Physiology of the Speech and Hearing Mechanism. 3 hrs. 
Study of the anatomical and physiological characteristics of the normal speech and hearing 
mechanism. (PR: Speech 241) 
Phonetics. 3 hrs. 
Introduction 10 the science of speech sounds; study of the phonetic alphabet and practice in 
broad transcription. (PR: Speech 241) 
Hearing in Communication. 3 hrs. 
Psychophysical processes underlying auditory perception; basic audiometry; a survey of hearing 
disorders. (PR: Speech 325, 429, 439) 
Methods and Materials for Hearing Disorders. 3 hrs. 
Auditory training and speech reading procedures with the hearing handicapped. (PR: Speech 
426, 460) 
Industrial Audiology. 3 hrs. 
Noise measurement and regulations. Damage risk criteria, and hearing conservation. 
Methods and Materials for Speech Disorders. 3 hrs. 
Organization and administration of school programs for speech and/or hearing handicapped 
children; therapeutic procedures in a school setting. (PR: Speech 429, 439, and Junior standing; CR 
or PR: Speech 325) 
Clinical Practicum with School Children. 6 hrs. CR/NC 
Supervised clinical practice with school-aged children; fulfills student teaching requirements for 
West Virginia Certification in Speech and Hearing. (PR: Speech 468; PR or CR: Speech 426) 
TEACHER EDUCATION (Cl) 
(Former I y Curriculum & Instruction) 
Mathematics Education: Mathematics for Elementary Teachers, I. 3 hrs. I, II, S. 
Study of sets, logic, numeration systems, number systems, and number theory using an inquiry, 
laboratory oriented approach. (Laboratory work required; CR: CI I0IL) 
Introduction 10 Computers in the Classroom. 1 hr. I, II, S. 
The introduction of selection and evaluation techniques of computer courseware and hardware 
for classrooms K-12 with consideration for CAI, CMl and specific skills for K-12 students. 
Mathematics Education: Mathematics for Elementary Teachers, ll. 3 hrs. I, II, S. 
Study of the foundations of elementary mathematics in a laboratory setting emphasizing an in• 
quiry and discovery approach; mathematical systems such as groups and fields, structure of the real 
number system, basic algebraic operations, simple analytical geometry, informal metric and non­
metric geometry, probability, and statistics. (PR: Curriculum and Instruction 101. Laboratory 
work required; CR: Cl ZOil) 
Children's Literature. 3 hrs. I, II, S. 
Types of poetry and prose appropriate for elementary school pupils, with emphasis on methods of 
presentation. May not be used as elective to meet requirements of English major in College of 
Liberal Arts. (PR: English 102 or 20 I H) 
Special Topics. 1-4; 1-4; 1-4; 1-4 hrs. 
Mathematics Education: Teaching Elementary School Mathematics. 2 hrs. I, II, S. 
Investigation of techniques and approaches to helping children learn mathematics with special 
emphasis on the use of manipulative materials in a laboratory setting. (PR: Curriculum and lnstruc· 
tion 201 and laboratory work required) 
Literature for Adolescents. 3 hrs. II, S. 
A study of the various types of literature appropriate to the needs, concerns, and interests of the 
adolescent. (PR: English 102, six hours of literature) 
Science Education: Science in the Elementary School. 2 hrs. I, II, S. 
Practical application of modern methods and media in helping children learn more about the 
earth, physical, and biological sciences. (PR: Eight hours of biological or physical science) 
Appalachian Literature. 3 hrs. ll. 
A study of various types of literature indigenous to the Appalachian region and its application to 
literature in public schools. (PR: Junior or senior standing) 
Special Education: Survey of Exceptional Children. 3 hrs. I, ll. 
An introduction to the study of children who deviate from the average in mental, physical, and 




















social characteristics, including a study of the characteristics of such children and the adaptation of 
educational procedures to their abilities and disabilities. 
Reading-Language Methods. 3 hrs. I, ll, S. 
A unified method for developing basic reading-language principles derived from innovative and 
practical classroom experiences and approaches chat include application of latest research relevant 
co reading-language behavior. 
Introduction to Teaching Reading: Early Childhood Education and Middle Childhood 
Education. 3 hrs. I, U. 
Presenting modern techniques and practices in the teaching of reading. (PR/CR: Curriculum 
and Instruction 342; CR: Curriculum and Instruction 470) 
Early Childhood Education: Organization and Administration. 3 hrs. I, ll. 
An overview of the development of early childhood education, related research, pre-primary 
program models, elementary school organizational patterns, program planning and techniques of 
working with parents. (PR: Educational Foundations 319; Home Economics 303 and admission to 
teacher education) 
Social Studies Methods in Elementary Schools. 2 hrs. l, II, S. 
An introduction co materials and methods for teaching social studies in elementary schools in• 
cluding goals, processes, strategies and evaluation. 
Elementary Education. 2·4 hrs. I, ll. 
The learning environment of the elementary school, problems directly related co student 
teaching including methods in teaching science, social studies, the language arcs and general 
teaching learning strategies. (PR: Educational Foundations 319 and admission to teacher educa• 
tion. CR: Curriculum and Instruction 405) 
Middle Childhood Curriculum. 3 hrs. 
Study of procedures for creating a functional middle childhood curriculum with emphasis upon 
the needs of transecents. 
Methods and Materials of Teaching in the Middle Childhood Grades. 3 hrs. 
Study of methods appropriate for teaching in the middle childhood grades, and production and 
utilization of materials and resources in these grades. (PR: Cl 40 I and EdF 402) 
Teaching Reading in the Middle Childhood Grades. 3 hrs. 
Principles, techniques and methods underlying the teaching of reading in the middle childhood 
school. 
Elementary Education: Supervised Student Teaching. 3-8 hrs. I, ll. 
All-day teaching under supervision in cooperating schools. (PR: Curriculum and Instruction 446. 
CR: Curriculum and Instruction 400) 
Elementary Childhood Education: Early Childhood Curricula. 3 hrs. I, II. 
Relationship of the kindergarten-elementary school curricula co child growth and development. 
Recent trends in curriculum organization and adapting curriculum content and methods to 
maturity levels of children. (PR: Educational Foundations 319, Curriculum and Instruction 367 
and 446 and admission to teacher education.) 
Early Childhood Education: Supervised Student Teaching. 4 hrs. I, ll. 
All-day kindergarten teaching under supervision in cooperating schools. (PR: Curriculum and 
Instruction 367 and 446. CR: Curriculum and Instruction 411 and 405) 
Early Childhood Education: Analysis of Teaching in the Early Years. 2 hrs. I, ll. 
The analysis and appraisal of teaching strategies employed in the teaching of young children (PR: 
Curriculum and Instruction 446. CR: Curriculum and Instruction 410 and 405) 
Comprehensive Classroom Discipline Technique.s. 3 hrs. I, ll, S. 
Identification of common classroom discipline problems and techniques for dealing with 
behavioral incidents in school settings K-12. 
Classroom Motivation. 1-3 hrs. l, ll, S. 
Classroom motivation with an emphasis on theoretical constructs and practical applications for 
teachers of students from early childhood through adolescence. 
Special Education: Introduction to the Resource Room. 3 hrs. l, S. 
Examination of procedures needed for implementation of the Resource Room model for mildly 
handicapped children. The course includes a review of the Mainstreaming movement, interper• 
sonal relations, and skills necessary for maintaining the resource room. (Special Education majors 
only, or permission of instructor). 
Special Education: Behavioral Characteristics of Exceptional Children. 3 hrs. l, ll, S. 
Behavioral characteristics of children with exceptional development, dynamics of family­
community interaction, and attitudes towards exceptional conditions. Implications for ameliora• 
cion and educational planning. (PR: Admission to teacher education program) 
Special Education: Introduction to Education of Disadvantaged. 3 hrs. 
Analysis and exploration of causes of difficulties chat accompany the disadvantaged learner. 
Strategies for structuring learning experiences according to needs will be considered. 
Special Education: Introduction to Leaming Disabilities. 3 hrs. I, ll. S. 
An integrated, concise overview of specific learning disabilities; definitions, etiology; observable 
and identifiable symptoms and implications for amelioration. (PR: Curriculum and Instruction 320 
or permission) 
Special Education: Introduction to Emotional Distrubances. 3 hrs. 1, ll, S. 
Courses of lnstruction/269 
Characteristics of emotional-social disturbances in children; dysfunction in behavior, academic 
achievement, and social relationships; etiology and educational implications are presented. (PR: 
Curriculum and Instruction 320 or permission) 
426 Introduction to the Gifted. 3 hrs. l, S. 
An overview of giftedness in children; definitions, etiology, observable characteristics, and im­
plications for educational agencies. (PR: Curriculum and Instruction 320 or permission) 
428 Methods and Materials in Teaching Health. 3 hrs. IL 
Survey of methods and materials for teaching health. (PR: Admission to teacher education. CR: 
Curriculum and Instruction 4 70) 
429 Introduction to Physically Handicapped. 3 hrs. I, S. 
An introduction to the characteristics and needs of crippled and other health-impaired children. 
The medical aspects of physically handicapping conditions are considered. (PR: Curriculum and 
Instruction 320 or permission) 
431 Education of Physically Handicapped. 3 hrs. II, S. 
Principles and current trends in the teaching of crippled and other health impaired children. 
Curriculum development for teaching physically handicapped children as well as various methods 
and materials used in their education. (PR: Curriculum and Instruction 320 and admission to 
teacher education.) 
432 Curriculum and Methods for the Severely and Multiply Handicapped. 3 hrs. l, S. 
A review of curriculum development and methods used to teach severely and multiply handicap­
ped children. Evaluation techniques and adaptation of materials and equipment are presented. 
(PR: Curriculum and Instruction 320) 
433 Special Education: Introduction to Mental Retardation. 3 hrs. I, S. 
Acquaints teachers with the characteristics and needs of the mentally retarded child. The status 
of the mentally retarded in our society and the impact of mental retardation on education. (PR: 
Curriculum and Instruction 320. CR: Field experience) 
434 Student Teaching: Physically Handicapped. 4 hrs. I, II. 
All-day supervised teaching in special classes in cooperating public schools and/or hospital set• 
tings. (PR: Curriculum and Instruction 320, 444, 446) 
440 Special Education: Student Teaching with Mentally Retarded Children. 4 hrs. I, II, S. 
All-day supervised teaching in special classes in the public schools. Required of all students who 
are completing curriculum for teachers of mentally retarded children. (PR: Educational Founda­
tions 319, Curriculum and Instruction 320, 433, and 446 and admission to teacher education) 
441 Secondary Education: Literary Materials for English and Social Studies. 3 hrs. I, S. 
To acquaint teachers of English and social studies with a variety of literary selections suitable for 
students, grades 7-12. (PR: Educational Foundations 319) 
445 Teaching Reading in the Secondary School Subject Areas. 3 hrs. I, II, S. 
Principles underlying the teaching of reading in junior and senior high schools. (PR: Educational 
Foundations 319 and admission to teacher education) 
446 Reading Education: Individual Assessment and Prescription Language Instruction. 
3 hrs. I, ll. 
Study of reading-language difficulties, diagnostic devices and techniques, and preventive and 
prescriptive methods and materials. (PR: Curriculum and Instruction 343 or 445. Observation and 
participatory activity required.) 
449 Classroom Management Techniques for Secondary and Middle Childhood Teachers. 
3 hrs. I, S. 
Classroom management with emphasis on practical techniques for dealing with management 
problems in secondary and middle school settings. 
450 Secondary Education: Supervised Student Teaching. 3-8 hrs. l, ll. 
All-day teaching under supervision in cooperating public schools. (PR: Methods in teaching area. 
CR: Curriculum and Instruction 4 75) 
451 Middle Childhood Education: Seminar. 2 hrs. l, ll. 
Content of this seminar is the presentation and discussion of problems and activities en­
countered in student teaching in the Middle Childhood classroom. (PR: Admission to Teacher 
Education; CR: CJ 452) 
452 Middle Childhood Education: Supervised Student Teaching. 4 hrs. I, ll. 
All-day student teaching in cooperating public schools. (PR: Admission to Teacher Education; 
CR: CJ 451) 
453 Special Education: Curriculum and Methods for the Mentally Retarded. 3 hrs. I, ll, S. 
Principles and current trends in curriculum development are reviewed and evaluated toward the 
development of specific curriculums for the mentally retarded. Methods and materials are 
presented in relation to this development. (PR: Curriculum and Instruction 320 and 433 or permis­
sion) 
454 Working with Parents of Exceptional Students. 3 hrs. ll, S. 
Principles and information designed to give the student an understanding of the needs and rights 
of parents of exceptional children and techniques to involve parents successfully in their child's 
education. 
459 Multicultural Influences in Education: Techniques and Strategies. 3 hrs. I, S. 
Multicultural education with an emphasis on methods and materials for teaching students from 





diverse culrural backgrounds. 
Problems in Curriculum Development For Public School Art K-12. 3 hrs. (Same as Art 466) 
Secondary Education: Teaching Social Studies. 3 hrs. ll. 
Survey of materials and methods for teaching social srudies. (PR: Admission ro teacher educa• 
rion. CR: Curriculum and Instruction 470) 
Secondary Education: Teaching Art. 3 hrs. U. 
Survey of materials and methods for reaching arc. (PR: Admission to teacher education. CR: 
Curriculum and lnscrucrion 470) 
Secondary Education: Teaching Business Education. 3 hrs. U.
Survey of materials and methods for teaching business subjects. (PR: Admission to teacher 
education. CR: Curriculum and Instruction 470)








A Level 11 Clinical Experience teaching in an elementary or secondary public school. An oppor· 
tunity to put theory into classroom practice. (CR: Curriculum and Instruction 343 or 428 or 467 or 
468 or 469 or 473 or 474 or 476 or 477 or 478 or 479) 
Secondary Education: Teaching Physical Education. 3 hrs. 11. 
Survey of materials and methods for teaching physical education in grades 7-12 (men and 
women). (PR: Admission to teacher education and completion of P.E. activity competencies; CR: 
Curriculum and Instruction 4 70) 
Secondary Education: Teaching the Sciences. 3 hrs. ll. 
Survey of materials and methods for teaching the sciences. (PR: Admission co teacher education. 
CR: Curriculum and Instruction 4 70) 
Secondary Education. 2-4 hrs. I, ll. 
Philosophy of teaching in the secondary school, curriculum planning, philosophy of education, 
and teaching of reading. (PR: Educational Foundations 319 and admission to teacher education. 
CR: Curriculum and Instruction 450) 
Secondary Education: Teaching Speech. 3 hrs. 
Survey of materials and methods for teaching speech. Junior clinical experience of 25 hours in a 
school setting is required. (PR: 24 hours of speech and admission to teacher education. CR: Cur­
riculum and instruction 4 70)
Secondary Education: Teaching English. 3 hn. ll. 
Survey of materials and methods for teaching English. (PR: Admission to teacher education. CR: 
Curriculum and Instruction 4 70) 
Secondary Education: Teaching Foreign Languages. 3 hrs. II.
Survey of materials and methods for reaching the languages. (PR: Admission to teacher educa­
tion. CR: Curriculum and Instruction 470) 
Secondary Education: Teaching Mathematics. 3 hrs. II.
Survey of materials and methods for teaching mathematics. (PR: Admission to teacher educa-
tion. CR: Curriculum and Instruction 470)
480-483 Special Topics. 1-4; 1-4; 1-4; 1.4 hrs. I, II, S. 
485-488 Independent Study. 1-4; 1•4; 1•4; 1·4 hrs. 












Introduction to Theatre. 3 hrs. 
Fundamentals of theatre arts. (PR: None) 
Introduction to Technical Theatre. 2 hrs. 
Introduction to scene design, lighting, set construction, and other aspects of technical produc­
tion. ISO and 151 should be taken concurrently. 152 should be taken the following semester. 
Introduction to Technical Theatre Laboratory. 1; 1 hr.
Practical experience in building, painting, dressing, and lighting scenery. Work in conjunction 
with Marshall University Theatre productions. 
Acting I-.Stage Movement. 3 hrs. 
Exercises for flexibility and control; stage terms and techniques; pantomime; improvisation; 
manners and dances from major theatrical periods; and acting of scenes with unusual movement. 
Acting 11--Stage Voice and Dialects. 3 hn. 
Vocal techniques for the actor, including the study of dialects. 
Acting lll--Scene Study. 3 hrs. 
Development of skill through exercises and analytical srudy of scenes. (PR: THE 220 and 221 or 
permission of instructor) 
Creative Dramatics. 3 hrs. 
Methods and techniques of creation of informal drama for all ages. 
Introduction to Costuming. 3 hrs. 
The history, design, and construction of theatrical costumes. 
Stage Makeup. 2 hrs. 
Techniques in the use of makeup for the theatre, including corrective, straight, aged, and 
character makeup. 
Theatrical Drafting and Rendering. 3 hrs. 

























Drafting and renderi� conventions used in the various stages of planning and executing 
theattical productions. {t'K: Art 217, THE ISO, 151)
Stage Decor. 3 hrs. 
An historical view of period, style, and motif as related to interior decoration and 
architecture. (PR: THE ISO, 151)
Theatre Practicum. 1 hr. 
Acting, directing, or technical work in Marshall University Theatre productions. Register only 
with permission of instructor. Open to all students. May be repeated for a total of four hours. 
Special Topics in Theatre. 1•4; 1•4; 1•4; 1-4 hrs. 
PrOKI"am of study not normally covered in other courses. Topics vary from semester to semester. 
(PR: Permission of departtnent chairman) 
Course by Television. 1-3 hrs. 
Course taught by instructional television. (PR: Permission of instructor) 
Theater Management. 3 hrs. 
Theories and practices in performing arts management. An exploration of fiscal and physical 
management techniques, including budgeting, box office procedures, promotion, and staffing. (PR: 
THE JOI, ISO, 151)
Acting IV-Styles. 3 hrs. 
Interpretation of roles from classical, romantic, neoclassical, and modern plays. (PR: THE 222)
Readers Theatre. 3 hrs. 
Oral interpretation of dramatic text with emphasis on public performance. (PR: THE 220, 221)
Stage Lighting I. 3 hrs. 
Theories and practices of modern stage lighting, instruments, control, color and their use on the 
stage. Student lighting plots required. (PR: THE I SO, IS I, I 52)
Scene Design I. 3 hrs. 
The aesthetic and technical principles of staging. Specific attention is given to the generation of a 
design from the play manuscript. (PR: THE ISO, 151, 152)
Theatre Practicum. 1 hr. 
Acting, directing, or technical work in Marshall University Theatre productions. Register only 
with permission of instructor. (PR: Open only to Theatre Majors.) May be repeated for a total of 
four hours. 
Playwriting. 3 hrs. 
Study of dramatic structure, characterization, dialogue, themes, sounds, and spectacle, including 
the writing of one-act plays. (PR: THE 101 or permission of instructor) 
Acting V-For Musical Theatre. 3 hrs. 
Analysis of musical scripts; study of spoken and musical scenes; staging musical numbers; and 
preparation of audition material. (PR: THE 222) 
Acting VI-For the Camera. 3 hrs. 
Projects in acting for the camera. Video taping of selected acting exercises. (PR: THE 222)
Children's Theatre. 3 hrs. 
Theory, direction, and staging of plays for children. 
Directing I. 3 hrs. 
Introduction to theories, principles, techniques, and history of directing. (PR: THE I SO, IS I, I 52
and 222)
Directing ll. 3 hrs. 
In-depth study of directorial approaches. Analysis of contemporary movements and leaders in 
the field. Students must stage productions as part of class requirement. (PR: THE 437) 
Directing for the Camera. 3 hrs. 
Projects in directing for the camera. Video taping of selected directing exercises. (PR: THE 437) 
Theatre History to 1660. 3 hrs. 
Survey of man's activities in the theatre from primitive times to 1660. (PR: THE 101 or permis· 
sion of instructor) 
Theatre History Since 1660. 3 hrs. 
Survey of man's activities in the theatre from 1660 to present. (PR: THE 101 or permission of in• 
structor) 
Stage Lighting ll. 3 hrs. 
Advanced study in the aesthetic principles of lighting design. Emphasis on design principles in 
non-proscenium theatres. (PR: THE 350)
Scene Design ll. 3 hrs. 
Advanced work in the process and styles of design for the stage. Emphasis on abstraction, dif• 
ferent materials, and designing for various theatre forms. (PR: THE 261, 360)
Theatre Practicum. 1-3; 1-3; 1-3 hrs. 
Application of theatre processes, theories, and techniques. Specialized practical experience apply­
ing theatrical training. (PR: Permission of instructor) 
Special Topics in Theatre. 1-4; 1-4; 1-4; 1·4 hrs. 
Program of study not normally covered in other courses. Topics vary from semester to semester. 
(PR: Permission of department chairman.) 
Independent Study. 1-4; 1•4; 1-4; 1·4 hrs. 
Courses taught by tutorials; directed independent readings or research; problem reports, and 
other activities designed to fill the needs of individual students. (PR: Permission of chairman) 
2 72/Courses of Instruction 
490 Theatre Internship. 1•4 hrs. 
Supervised off-campus contractual work-study arrangement with external agencies or theatrical 
institutions. (PR: Permission of chairman) 
491-494 Theatre Workshop. 1•4; 1-4; 1-4; 1-4 hn. 
Practical, participatory courses for advanced students and professionals. Experience in new 
techniques, theories, and principles. (PR: Permission of instructor) 
495H-496H Honon in Theatre. 1-3; 1-3 hn. 
Readings for honors in theatre. (PR: Permission of chairman) 
499 Course by Television. 1-3 hn. 
Course taught by instructional television. (PR: Permission of instructor) 
UNIVERSITY HONORS (UH) 
The University Honors Program is comprised of Interdisciplinary Honors Seminars and Departmental 
Readings for Honors. Students may take up to sixteen ( 16) hours of Interdisciplinary Honors Seminars and 
eight (8) hours of Departmental Readings for Honors or major in University Honors (sec below). 
Interdisciplinary Honors Seminars differ from most undergraduate courses nor only because of their inter• 
disciplinary nature but also because they are highly participatory and utilize varied and innovative approaches 
ro learning. Each seminar is team taught by at least two faculty members from different academic fields and 
guest speakers frequently participate. Students are deeply involved in shaping the content, style, and ap­
proach of rhe seminar. 
Self-morivared students who seek an intellectual challenge will find Interdisciplinary Honors Seminars of 
particular value. They provide an opportunity to participate with other self-motivated individuals in the study 
of broad topics involving several areas of knowledge while utilizing nontraditional approaches to the subject 
matter. Student perspectives arc enhanced both by the varied teaching methods and by the interdisciplinary 
nature of the seminars. Special emphasis is also placed on the development of research skills and the ability to 
analyze and synthesize information. 
A major in University Honors is also available and allows motivated students to bridge two academic fields 
through a highly structured program of courses tailored to meet individual needs and interests. Information 
concerning the specific requirements for the completion of the major can be obtained from the Director of 
University Honors. 
Departmental Credit for Interdisciplinary Honors Seminars 
Departmental credit for Interdisciplinary Honors Seminar may be requested within a calendar year after its 
completion. No such request will be honored during the second semester of the senior year. Only two Univer­
sity Honors Seminars may be applied toward departmental credit. The procedure for requesting such credit is 
as follows: 
First, secure from the Director of Honors a detailed syllabus of the course taken. Second, submit in writing 
to the chairperson of the department a request that the seminar be counted toward the major. The syllabus 
must be attached to the request, and a copy of the letter should be sent to the Director of Honors. If rhe 
chairperson approves the request, he should notify the Director of Honors in writing. Similarly, if the request 
is denied, notification should be sent to the Director of Honors. 
195-196-197 Interdisciplinary Honors. 4; 4; 4 hrs. 
Open to distinguished freshmen and sophomores selected on the basis of their ACT scores, high 
school records, and a personal interview with the Director of University Honors. ( I 95, Science and 
the Arts; 196, The American Experience; 197, Ideas in Social Science. These courses are subject to 
periodic changes in content.) 
395-396 Interdisciplinary Honan. 4; 4 hrs. 
Open to distinguished sophomores and upperclassmen of the undergraduate colleges and 
schools. Such students should apply for admission to the seminar through the Director of Univer­
sity Honors. Course content varies each semester. 
397-398 Interdisciplinary Honors, Bridge Major. 3; 3 hrs. 
Limited to University Honors Bridge majors. 
495H-496H Departmental Readings for Honors. 
See individual departmental listings. 
497-498 Interdisciplinary Honors, Bridge Major. 3; 3 hrs. 
280-283 
400 
Limited to University Honors Bridge majors. 
VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION (VTE) 
Special Topics. 1-4; 1-4; •14; 1-4 hrs. 
Philosophy of Vocational Education. 3 hrs. I, 11, S. 
An overview of the historical orogins of vocational education and their relationship to major 
educational philosophies; study of the philosophical foundations of each area of vocational educa• 
tion; analysis of questions fundamental to an overall philosophy of vocational education. 


















Vocational Education �gislation. 3 hrs. 
An overview of the historical evolution of vocational education legislation; analysis of the Voca• 
tional Education Aces as they relate co state and local planning of vocational education programs. 
Developing Instructional Materials for Occupational Courses. 3 hrs. I, S. 
Study of procedures for analyzing an occupation to identify essential competencies; use of the 
analysis to develop objectives and an instructional plan for a specific occupation, with emphasis on 
innovative and multi-media approaches to facilitate student achievement of the seated objectives to 
a specified level. 
Principles and Practices in Cooperative Education. 3 hrs. S. 
Study of principles for planning, implementing, and evaluating a cooperative program within the 
various categorical service areas of vocational education; consideration of factors which must be 
considered in selection of the cooperative design for certain educational levels and for student 
groups with special needs. 
Coordination of Cooperative Programs in Vocational Education. 3 hrs. 
Study of the rypes of data needed for planning a cooperative program within one or more service 
areas of vocational education, operational procedures for implementing the plan, and techniques 
for evaluating the program and individual progress; each srudent will conduct a study of the com­
munity to identify appropriate work stations for a specified level and develop a detailed plan for 
utilization of such facilities; for maximum credit, the student will implement and evaluate the pro­
gram he designed throughout an academic year. 
Occupational Education for the Disadvantaged. 2-3 hrs. 
Study of conditions which mitigate against success in school for students of all ages; emphasis on 
the potential of vocational education programs for assisting such students to achieve employability 
and to achieve a higher level of academic achievement; emphasis on cooperative planning and 
teaching involving academic teachers and counselors. 
Developing Computer Assisted Instruction. 3 hrs. 
Provides competencies to develop interactive computer assisted instruction consisting of 
behavioral objectives, lessons, and evaluations for students of varying learning abilities, motiva­
tion, and prior achievement. (PR: Course in Curriculum Development) 
Professional Development. 1•4; 1-4; 1-4; 1-4 hrs. 
Courses and activities designed to meet specific inservice needs of public school personnel. 
Credit in these courses may be used for certificate renewal and salary upgrading, if approved, but 
not in degree programs. Specific course titles will vary with subject. CR/NC grading. 
Practicum in Occupational Education Programs. 1-4 hrs. 
Individually designed to provide field experience under supervision of the faculty; such ex­
perience to be related to the student's projected role in vocational education (instruction, ad­
ministration, program planning, research). 
Special Topics. 1-4; 1-4; 1-4; 1·4 hrs. 
Concentrated study of a special topic in vocational or technical education to be selected 
cooperatively by student and faculty advisor; hours of credit to be determined by magnitude of the 
project and number of hours commitment the student makes to its completion. 
Independent Study. 1-4; 1-4; 1-4; 1-4 hrs. 
WOMEN'S STUDIES (IS) 
See Interdisciplinary Studies, p. 232.
ZOOLOGY (ZOO) 
(See also Biological Sciences and Botany) 
Invertebrate Zoology. 4 hrs. I, II, S. 
Classification, structure and relationships of the important animal phyla. 2 lec-4 lab. (PR: Prin­
ciples of Biology 120, 121)
Vertebrate Zoology. 4 hrs. I, U, S. 
A survey of the seven living classes of vertebrates emphasizing aspects of ecology, physiology, 
natural history and taxonomy (PR: Principles of Biology 120, 121) 
Human Biology I. 4 hrs. I, U. 
Structure and function of the human organism. ()pen to candidates for the A.S. degree in Nurs­
ing and Medical Laboratory Technology , A.A.S. degree in Cytotechnology, and B.S. degree in 
Medical Technology and Cytotechnology. 
Human Biology U. 2 hrs. I, U, S. 
A continuation of the study of structures and function of the human organism. (PR: Zoology 225)
Special Topics. 1•4; 1-4; 1-4; 1-4 hrs. 
Histology. 4 hrs. U. 
Microscopic study of vertebrate tissues. 2 lec-4 lab. (PR: Principles of Biology 120, 121)
Vertebrate Embryology. 4 hrs. I, S. 
Vertebrate development based chiefly on frog, chick and pig embryos. 2 lec-4 lab (PR: Principles 
of Biology 120, 121)














Comparative Vertebrate Anatomy. 4 hn. I, II, S. 
Structure, function and relationships of systems of selected vertebrates with an emphasis on cm• 
bryology and evolution. {PR: Principles of Biology 120, 121) 
Anatomy and Physiology. 4 hn. L 
Applied anatomy and clinical ph,siology; normal and altered topographical and regional anatomr of body systems; methods o clinical evaluation. 3 Ice-I lab. {PR: Zoology 225-226) Genera Physiology. 4 hrs. II, S. 
Physiological principles of vertebrate organ systems. 3 lcc-2 lab. (PR: Principles of Biology 120, 
121) 
Ichthyology. 4 hn. II, S. 
Anatomy, physiology, ecology , zoogcography, economic importance and classification of major 
groups and representative local species of fishes. 2 lcc-2 lab and field. {PR: Principles of Biology 120, 
121; Zoology 214 or 302) 
Herpetology. 4 bn. II (Alternate yean) and S. 
Taxonomy, morphology, disrribution, life history, and ecology of reptiles and amphibians with a 
special emphasis on representatives native to West Virginia. 2 lcc-2 lab. {PR: Principles of Biology 
120, 121; Rec: Zoology 214) Ornithology. 3 bn. II (Alternate ycan) and S. 
Identification, distribution, migration and breeding activities of birds. 2 lcc-2 lab. 
Mammalogy. 4 hn. I (Alternate yean) and S. 
A study of the structural features, evolution and classification of mammals; other topics will in• 
cludc ecology, zoogcography, behavior, reproductive strategics, physiological adaptation to ex• 
treme environments and economic aspects. 2 lcc-2 lab. and field. {PR: Principles of Biology 120, 
121; Zoology 214 or 302; Rec: 407) 
Entomology. 4 hn. I, S. 
Anatomy, classification, life histories and economic importance of representative insects. 2 lec-4 
lab. {PR: Zoology 212) 
Animal Parasitology. 4 hn. I, 11, or S. 
Morphology, life histories, classification, and host relationships of common parasites. 2 lcc-4 lab. 
{PR: Zoology 212) 
Medical Entomology. 4 hn. I, II, or S. 
Role of certain insects and other arthropods in the transmission of disease organisms and 
methods of control. 2 lcc-4 lab. {PR: Zoology 212) 
Limnology. 4 hn. I, S. 
The study of inland waters; ecological factors affecting lake and srrcam productivity and various 
aquatic communities. 2 lec.-4 lab. (PR: Principles of Biology 120, 121; Rec: Zoology 212) 
Special Topics. 1-4; 1-4; 1-4; 1·4 hrs. 
Independent Study. 1-4; 1-4; 1-4; 1-4 bn. 
"Domestic Science" laboratory in 1916 




















Courses of Instruction 
Community College 
BUSINESS (BUS) 
Introduction to Business. 2 hrs. 
Study of the nature of business activities and problems regarding ownership, organization, 
management, and control. Course content is designed to emphasize business vocabulary and ex• 
plore personal characteristics and training most desirable for various areas of specialization in 
business. 
Basic Economics. 3 hrs. 
Fundamental principles of economics, including the institutions and practices by which people 
gain a livelihood. Included are a study of the law of supply and demand and the principles bearing 
upon production, exchange, distribution, and consumption in relation to the individual enterprise 
and to society at large. 
Records Management. 2-3 hrs. 
Rules of alphabetic indexing and filing and their applications are studied, along with four main 
systems of arranging correspondence • alphabetic, numeric, geographic, and subject • and the pro­
cedures used with all filing systems. Decimal filing and soundex name filing are surveyed. 
Basic Accounting. 4 hrs. 
Instruction in standard bookkeeping procedures for small professional, service, and retail sole 
proprietorships. Also an introduction to accounting procedures for small corporate organizations. 
Accounting for Business. 3 hrs. 
The basic structure of accounting is presented. Accounting concepts and general principles are 
integrated with application of the accounting cycle to the single proprietorship enterprise. Em­
phasis on recording, classifying, and summarizing phases. Attention to procedures related to 
secretarial work, such as payroll, bank reconciliation, and customer collection. 
lntennediate Accounting Principles. 3 hrs. 
Study of accounting practices and procedures with emphasis on accounting theory as related to 
the preparation and analysis of the four basic financial statements for corporate commercial enter• 
prises. (PR: ACC 216 or BUS 154) 
Fundamentals of Marketing. 3 hrs. 
Study of the marketing process as it relates to the problems and policies of profitable operation of 
a business enterprise. Attention is given to the role and significance of middlemen, evaluation of 
consumer needs, price determination, promotional and sales strategy, and governmental regula­
tions. 
Real Estate Principles and Practices. 3 hrs. 
General introduction to real estate as a business and as a profession. Designed to acquaint the 
student with the wide range of subjects and terminology necessary to the practice of real estate. 
This introductory course in fundamentals includes the nature of real estate and ownership, prin• 
ciples and concepts of title transfer, title insurance, real estate marketing, financing, leasing, taxa• 
tion, insurance development, appraising and state license law. Approved as a prerequisite for licen• 
sure examination as a salesperson by the West Virginia Real Estate Commission and the Ohio Real 
Estate Commission. 
Building Materials and Met.hods. 3 hrs. 
Study and analysis of physical characteristics of property to be listed, such as residential, small 
apartment buildings, small office buildings, single unit industrial warehouses, strip commercial 
centers and shopping centers. Includes a study of building components, materials and assembly 
components (structural, electrical, heating and cooling, plumbing.) 
Real Estate Finance. 3 hrs. 
Study of the institutions involved in real estate financing, procedures and techniques requisite to 
the analysis of risks involved in financing real estate transactions, and an examination of in­
struments used in financing, terminology and real property taxation. Approved as a prerequisite 
for licensure examination as a broker by the West Virginia Real Estate Commission and Ohio Real 
Estate Commission. 
Principles of Bank Operations. 3 hrs. 
Fundamentals of bank functions presented in a descriptive fashion so that the begin• 
ning banker may acquire a broad perspective of the banking operation so as to prepare for career 
advancement in the banking industry. 
Money and Finance. 3 hrs. 


















needed by the banking student to apply knowledge acquired on the job. Emphasis on problems 
such as economic stabilization, types of spending, the role of gold, limitations of central bank con­
trol, government fiscal policy, balance of payments and foreign exchange, showing their effect on 
the banking industry in affecting yield curves and structuring portfolios. (PR: Business 102) 
Principles of Bank Accounting I. 3 hrs. 
Basic course in accounting principles and procedures. Includes analysis of transactions, the ac­
counting cycle • service sole proprietorship, special journals and ledgers, end-of-cycle procedures 
-trading business, payroll and control systems, payables and receivables, valuation of other assets: 
taxes and completion of cycle-partnership: accrual basis. 
Principles of Bank Accounting ll. 3 hrs. 
Builds upon the foundation developed in Principles of Bank Accounting I. Includes seven ad­
vanced concepts and techniques: departmentalized accounting, the partnership accounting cycle, 
branch and home office accounting, corporation accounting, manufacturing and cost accounting, 
budgeting, reporting and statement analysis. Also final review of basic concepts and overview of 
data processing systems. 
Savings and Time Deposit Banking. 3 hrs. 
Covers the historical development of savings institutions and creates an awareness of the basic 
economic function of the savings process which is necessary to operations and policies of these in­
stitutions. Differences berween financial savings by individuals or organizations and real savings 
that appear as capital formation are also covered. Different types of financial savings are reviewed 
in order to describe the system of financial flows of income to capital investment. 
Trust Functions and Services. 3 hrs. 
Provides a complete picture of the services rendered by institutions engaged in trust business. 
Gives an introduction to the services and duties involved in trust operations and is intended for all 
banking majors. Offers a clear distinction between business and legal aspects of trust functions. 
History of Development, Structure and Organization of Credit Unions. 3 hrs. 
Intended for credit union executives and directors. Provides background information about the 
credit union movement by tracing its history and growth, structure of the credit union and basic 
principles of operations. 
Credit Union Accounting. 3 hrs. 
Study of the basic principles and practices of accounting for Credit Unions using Credit Union 
forms. Includes Credit Union auditing, principles and procedures. 
Retailing I. 3 hrs. 
Introduction to retailing with managerial and supervisory insights. Includes topics of franchising, 
location and layout, organization, sales and customer services. 
Human Relations in Business. 3 hrs. 
Human interpersonal relations in business organizations, emphasizing personal/interpersonal at­
titudes, employment selection, job satisfaction, techniques of applying for and retaining employ­
ment, and personal qualities essential for business success. 
Business Organization and Management. 3 hrs. 
Designed to develop an understanding of management concepts through the study of planning, 
organizing, leadership and control functions. 
Principles of Public Relations. 3 hrs. 
Guide to good public relations, how images arc created, public relations practices, special events, 
ideas, attitudes, advertising, and customer relations. 
Advanced Accounting Principles. 3 hrs. 
Study of advanced accounting practices and procedures to establish major concepts related to 
partnership, corporation, branch, and manufacturing accounting; consignment and installment 
sales; consolidated financial statements; present value; and price level changes. (PR: BUS 122) 
Accounting for Costs. 3 hrs. 
Basic principles of cost accounting, including job order, process, and standard costs systems and 
their applications to all types of business enterprises. (PR: ACC 216 or BUS 154) 
Auditing Principles. 3 hn. 
Principles of conducting audits and investigations; development of audit work papers, specific 
audit procedures, conduct of the audit, and functioning as a member of the audit team. (PR: BU 
122) 
Commercial Papers and Transactions. 3 hrs. 
Gives a basic understanding of various business forms and of laws governing businesses and 
business transactions. Students learn to analyze business transactions such as chose dealing with 
sales, insurance, real estate, bankruptcy, and financial statements, with emphasis on commercial 
documents. 
Income Tax Accounting. 3 hrs. 
Theory and practice of income tax accounting as applied to individual returns. Includes gross in­
come, gain or loss, capital gains and dividends along with the maximizing of business and personal 
deductions. (PR: ACC 216 or BUS 154) 
Business Finance. 3 hrs. 
Survey of the field of finance, both private and public. Emphasis on basic principles as well ascur­
rent problems. Financial institutions and the instruments and procedures used for loans and in­
vestments to meet demand for funds are described, and loan and investment practices arc analyzed. 
















Purchasing. 3 hrs. 
Analysis of purchasing activities and purchasing problems in a single proprietorship business. At• 
tention is given to establishing specifications and standards, supply sources, price policies, and in• 
ventory control. 
Personnel Management. 3 hn. 
Designed to acquaint the student with principles of managing personnel in business. Recruit• 
ment, selection, and evaluation; job analysis and evaluation; management, supervision, and train• 
ing; employee motivation; communications, transfer and promotion; wage and salary administra­
tion; and labor relations and legislation are studied. 
Taxation. 3 hn. 
Study of federal, state, and local taxes: deductions, depreciation, investment credits, income, 
forms and schedules prescribed. 
Real Estate Office Management and Brokerage. 3 hrs. 
Examines the nature of managerial responsibility and how to develop and maintain a sound 
organization utilizing effective planning and financial resources. Covers the organization and con­
duct of real estate brokerage, legal licensing and ethical responsibilities of the real estate broker 
with attention to both farm and urban brokerage and their differences. 
Real Property Valuation I. 3 hrs. 
Examination of the nature of real property value, functions and purposes of appraisal, functions 
and methods of estimating value with emphasis on residential market value. This course is aproved 
as a prerequisite for licensure examination as a broker by the West Virginia Real Estate Commis­
sion and Ohio Real Estate Commission. 
Real Property Valuation II. 3 hn. 
Advanced course to prepare students in the techniques and art of real property appraising. Ap­
plication of case studies of valuation procedures via the cost, market and income approaches to pro­
perty values. Emphasis on techniques applicable for processing income forecasts into present worth 
estimates for investment properties. 
Property Management. 3 hn. 
Practices and procedures for real estate salespersons, brokers and others in management of in­
come producing real estate property in organization leases, contracts, merchandising, tenant selec­
tion, relations with owners and tenants, collections, maintenance, accounting, ethics, legal and 
professional relationships, 
Contract Writing. 2 hn. 
Covers principles and procedures utilized in preparation of Real Estate sales contracts. Various 
forms of contracts will be studied. 
Real Estate Development. 2 hrs. 
Study of real estate development in terms of social, economic and environmental aspects. Covers 
elements of the planning process, land use controls or zoning, sub-division or development con­
trols, land use, transportation, community facilities, and open space and recreation. Techniques of 
analysis and application of standards to the design of residential neighborhoods, shopping centers, 
industrial districts and thoroughfare systems arc also covered. 
Real Estate Law. 3 hn. 
Study of the principles of law governing the interests in real estate including acquisition, encum­
brance, transfer, rights and obligations of parties, and state and federal regulations thereof. This 
course is approved as a prerequisite for licensure examination as a salesperson by the West Virginia 
Real Estate Commission. 
Installment Credit. 3 hrs. 
Covers the techniques of installment lending. Emphasis on establishing credit, obtaining and 
checking information, servicing the loan, and collecting amounts due. Other topics covered in­
clude inventory financing, special loan programs, business development and advertising, and 
public relations aspects of installment lending. 
Law and Banking. 3 hrs. 
Introduction to basic American law presenting the rules of law which underlie banking. Topics 
include jurisprudence, the court system and civil procedure, contracts, quasi-contracts, property, 
torts and crimes, agencies, partnerships, corporations, sales of personal property, commercial 
paper, bank deposits and collections, documents of title and secured transactions. Emphasis is on 
the Uniform Commercial Code. 
Bank Management. 3 hrs. 
Covers new trends which have emerged in the philosophy and practice of management. The 
study and application of the principles outlined provide new and experienced bankers with a work­
ing knowledge of bank management. The case study technique is utilized as an effective manage• 
ment learning technique. 
Bank Investments. 3 hrs. 
Describes the nature and uses of primary reserve needs of commercial banks. Sources of reserves 
and their random and cyclic fluctuations are analyzed in relation to their influence on investment 
policy. Included is a study of yield changes as they affect a bank's long term holdings. 
Bank Public Relations and Marketing. 3 hn. 
Studies the basis of public relations, both internal and external, and seeks to explain the why, 
what and some of the how of public relations and marketing. Intended as an overview of what 














everyone in banking should know about the essentials of bank public relations and marketing. 
Credit Administration. 3 hrs. 
Directed toward the executive level, this course concerns itself with the statement and discussion 
of factors influencing and determining loan policy. Methods of credit investigation and analysis, 
credit techniques, specific credit problems, and regular as well as unusual types of loans are discuss­
ed. 
Federal Reserve System. 3 hrs. 
Examines the operations and policies of the Federal Reserve System during critical periods in the 
last 60 years. A topical rather than chronological approach is taken. Attention is given to interna­
tional monetary affairs and economic developments affecting the American fiscal system. 
Home Mortgage Lending. 3 hrs. 
Designed for mortgage loan offices from the viewpoint of developing a sound mortgage portfolio. 
Overview of the mortgage market, acquisition of a mortgage portfolio, mortgage plans and pro­
cedures, mortgage loan processing and servicing, and obligations of the mortgage loan offices in 
portfolio management are covered. 
Loan Officer Development. 3 hrs. 
Designed to present practical skills essential to new lending officers. Covers the initial loan inter­
view, loan development and decisions, documentation for the credit file, problem loans, conveying 
unpleasant information and managing loan portfolios. 
Analy:ing Financial Statements. 3 hrs. 
Acquaints student with basic considerations in statement analysis, details of financial statements, 
basic ratios, analysis of internal comparison, analysis by external comparison, consolidated 
statements, budgets and projections. 
Principles of Wholesaling. 3 hrs. 
Analysis of the development of wholesaling. Trade vocabulary. Technological changes and their 
impact upon methods of wholesaling. 
Special Problems in Retailing. 2 hrs. 
Student applies his knowledge of retailing to specific area on his job and submits reports to his in­
structor. 
Consumer Credit Management. 3 hrs. 
Principles and practices in the extension of credit, including revolving credit card systems. Col-
lection procedures and laws pertaining to credit extension and collection. 
Store Operation and Control. 3 hrs. 
Operation and control of retail establishments is studied. Case studies of types of retail problems 
including merchandising, personnel, sales promotion, operation and control. 
Advertising, Merchandising and Sales Promotion. 3 hrs. 
Advertising and sales-promotion methods and procedures employed by stores. Course includes 
techniques of budgeting and planning, evaluation and selection of media, steps in producing an 
advertisement, and methods of determining what, how, and when to promote. 
Special Topics. 1-4; 1-4; 1-4; 1-4; 1-4; 1-4; 1-4; 1-4 hrs. 
Study of content not normally covered in other courses. Enrollment with permission of program 
coordinator or course instructor. 
Small Business Seminar. 2 hrs. 
Development of managerial skills and knowledge through creation of a simulated business and 
case studies. 
Cooperative Work Experience 1-9 hrs. CR/NC. 
Supervised on-the-job training for business students. I lee; 5-40 lab. (PR: Permission of coor• 
dinator) 
COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY (CT) 
100 introduction to Basic. 3 hrs. 
Use of the microcomputer to teach the BASIC language from a problem oriented approach. Em­
phasis on the correct way to design and write programs with microcomputers. (PR: CT 103 or permis­
sion) 
103 Fundamentals of Data Processing. 3 hrs. 
An introductory computer literacy course designed to help the student understand the terminology, 
application, processes, and effects of data processing and the environment in which it is used. 
150 Microcomputer Applications to Management I. 3 hrs. 
Application of the microcomputer and current market programs to the solution of business pro­
blems. Emphasis on numerical analysis, forecasting, and business graphics. (PR: CT l03 or permission) 
152 Microcomputer Applications to Banking. 3 hrs. 
Designed to show why and how banks are utili1ing microcomputers. Study of programs applicable 
to current banking systems. (PR: CT 103 or permission) 
206 Microcomputer Applications to Accounting. 3 hrs. 
Educational and application opportunities in the use of an aucomated accounting package on the 
microcomputer. Oriented to the small business. (PR: CT 103 or permission) 
280/ !Courm of lnsrrua,on, Community College 
250 Microcomputer Applications to Management ll. 3 hrs. 
(PR: CT 150 and CT 103 or permission) 
260 Microcomputer Hardware and Software Selection. 3 hrs. 
Basic skills necessary ro select the microcomputer, peripheral equipment, and software based on 
availability needs, and within the restrictions of the individual or business. (PR: CT !OJ or permission) 
270 Microcomputer Trouble.Shooting and Repair. 4 hrs. 
Basic electronic solid state technology utilized in the microcomputer. Techniques for isolation and 
replacement of faulty units in or associated with the microcomputer. (PR: CT 103 or permission) 
275 Microcomputer Applications to Word Processing. 3 hrs. 
Information and application opportunities in the use of a word processing package on the microcom­
puter with orientation to the small business. 
280-283 Special Topics. 1-4; 1-4; 1-4; 1-4 hrs. 
(PR: Permission of Program Coordinaror or Instructor) 
290 Microcomputer Internship. 3 hrs. 
Places the student in a work situation for a specific period of time for pracrical work experience prior tO 
seeking permanent employment. Correlates classroom instruction with actual experience. (PR: Permis­
sion) 
COMMUNICATIONS (COM) 
094 Developmental Communications. 3 hrs. 
Content covers basic grammar and elements of writing. The graduation requirement is increased by 
three hours for students who complete this course. 
111 Communications L 3 hrs. 
Designed to improve the srudent's writing, listening and oral communication skills. Correlates the 
study of communication ro the degree area. (PR: Permission) 
112 Communications ll. 3 hrs. 
Continued improvement of the student's competence in oral and written communication skills. Ex­
plores forms and uses of the communication process in the student's work area. (PR: COM 111 or permis­
sion) 
122 Business Communications ll. 3 hrs. 
Process of transferring a message within the business framework. Reading, analysis, and construction of 
common business communication types using basic principles and requirements of the oral and written 
communication processes. (PR: COM 111 or permission) 
132 Technical Communications IL 3 hrs. 
Process of transferring a message within the technical framework. Reading, analysis and construction of 
common technical communication types using basic principles and requirements of the oral and written 
communication processes. {PR: COM 111 or permission) 
221 Business Correspondence and Report Writing. 3 hrs. 
Includes composition of business letters, memos, reports and other written communications. Covers 
communication skills with the public and in the business setting. Review of mechanical features is given 
as warranted. 
222 Management Communications. 3 hrs. 
Designed tO acquaint the supervisor with problems of communication in industry pertaining to super• 
visory responsibilities. Concentrates primarily on developing better communication techniques in oral 
and written areas. Content includes report, memoranda, listening skills, problem solving, the art of ques­
tioning, group process and decision making, and committee functions and responsibilities. 
231 Technical Report Writing. 3 hrs. 
Study of the preparation of technical reports. Emphasis on good writing principles and the use of sup­
plementary illustrations as they apply to technical reports. Review of mechanical features is given as war­
ranted. 
280-283 Special Topics. 1-4; 1-4; 1-4; 1-4 hrs. 
ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY (EL T) 
101 Technology Orientation. 1 hr. equivalent (60 Clock hrs.) 
Orientation to electronics technology program, safety, hand tools, soldering techniques, and 
audio/visual equipment. (Taught by the Cabell County Vocational-Technical School) 
111 Direct Current Theory. 4 hrs. equivalent (420 Clock hrs.) 
Theory and laboratory for direct current including current voltage, resistance, related measurements; 
Ohm's Law, power, series and parallel circuit analysis, trouble shooting, networks, theorems, variational 
analysis, voltage dividers, and electromagnetism. (CR: MAT 145) (Taught by the Cabell County 
Vocational-Technical School) 
139 Electronics Technology Capstone L 1 hr. 
Review of ELT IOI, Technology Orientation, and ELT 111, Direct Current Theory; comprehensive 
testing on same. (CR: EL T IO I, 111) 
151 Alternating Circuit Theory. 4 hrs. equivalent (390 Clock hrs.) 
Theory and laborarory for alternating current including electromagnetic induction, motors, 
generarors, oscilloscopes, AF signal generarors, frequency counters, inductance, inductive reactance, 
capacitance, capacitive reactance, transformers, circuits, resonance, and filters. (PR: EL T 111; CR: MAT 
146) (Taught by the Cabell County Vocational-Technical School) 
Courses of Instruction, Community College/281 
189 Electronia Technology Capstone U. l hr. 
Review of ELT 151, Alternating Circuit Theory, and comprehensive testing on same. (CR: ELT 
151; PR: ELT 139)
201 Electronia and Instrumentation. 5 hrs. equivalent (540 Clock hrs.) 
Theory and laboratory including basic semiconductor devices (diodes, transistors) electronic 
power supplies (filters, doublers, regulators, converters), biasing circuits, amplifiers (coupling, split• 
ters, feedback, troubleshooting), oscillators, and integrated circuits. (PR: EL T 151; CR: MAT 14 7)
(Taught by the Cabell County Vocational-Technical School) 
239 Electronia Technology Capstone Ill. l h.r. 
Review of EL T 201, Electronics and Instrumentation, and comprehensive testing on same. (CR: 
ELT 201; PR: ELT 189)
251 Communications Circuits and Devices. 9 hrs. equivalent (940 Clock hrs.) 
Theory and laboratory for communications, amplifiers, oscillators, amplitude modulation and 
demodulation, superheterodyne AM receivers, frequency modulation, antennas, phenograph and 
magnetic rape devices, television fundamentals, troubleshooting. (PR: ELT 201) (Taught by the 
Cabell County Vocational-Technical School) 
261 Digital Concepts. 6 hrs. equivalent (600 Clock hrs.) 
Theory and laboratory on digital concepts, numbering systems logic gates, boolean algebra, 
binary codes, encoders, decoders, flip-flops, counters, registers, arithmetic circuits, electronic 
systems, analog/digital conversion. (Taught by the Cabell County Vocational-Technical School) 
262 Computer Electronics. 3 hrs. equivalent (340 Clock hrs.) 
Theory and laboratory of computer electronics, arithmetic and memory circuits; RAM, ROM, 
PROM, magnetic core and semiconductor memory; stack, stack pointer, and program counter; 
microprocessor conce
1
ts, operations; computer familiarization, troubleshooting. (PR: EL T 201)
(Taught by the Cabe! County Vocational-Technical School) 
269 Electronia Technology Capstone IV. 1 hr. 
Review of EL T 251, Communications Circuits and Devices, and/or EL T 261,,. Djgital Concepts, 










EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY (EME) 
First Responder Course. 3 hrs. 
Provides training in emergency medical care for those who are likely to be the first persons 
responding to an accident. 
Emergency Care and Transportation of Sick and Injured. 5 hrs. 
Care of critically ill and injured to include airway obstruction and pulmonary arrest, aids to 
breathing and resuscitation, bleeding, shock, fractures, injuries to face, head, neck, spine, medical 
evaluation, childbirth, lifting and moving patients. Environmental emergencies, extraction from 
automobiles, operation of emergency vehicles, responding to ambulance calls. (PR: FS 126, Rescue 
Operations I or Permission) 
EMT-Paramedic I. 5 hrs. 
Introduces the student to the roles and responsibilities of the EMT-Paramedic and the skills 
utilized throughout the remainder of the program, including patient assessment, parenteral therapy 
and intravenous therapy. Also included are the knowledge areas of pharamacology, fluide, and 
electrolysis. Clinical experience is correlated with the skills learned in the course. (PR: Permission) 
EMT-Paramedic 11. 5 hrs. 
Study of the anatomy, physiology, assessment, disease, trauma, and management of the 
respiratory and cardiovascular systems. Skills involved include physical assessment of the chest, air­
way management, suctioning, MAST Trousers and EKG interpretation and monitoring. Clinical 
experience is correlated with the skills learned in the course. (PR: EM£ 122)
EMT-Paramedic lll. 5 hn. 
Study of the anatomy, physiology , assessment, disease, trauma and management of the central 
nervous system, soft tissue, musculoskeletal systems and medical emergencies. Skills include neuro 
checks, splinting, bleeding control and peripheral neurovascular checks. (PR: EME 124)
EMT-Paramedic IV. 5 hrs. 
Study of the anatomy, physiology, assessment, disease, trauma and management of 
obstetrics/gynecologic emergencies, pediatrics and neonatal transport, emotional and mental 
disturbance, and telemetry and communications. Skills include techniques of normal and abnor­
mal deliveries, physical restraints and utilization of communication equipment. (PR: EME 23 I)  
EMT-Paramedic V. 5 hrs. 
Allows the student the opportunity to function at the terminal competency level. Involves the 
student in clinical/field experience. Experience offered through two wide ranges of health care pro· 
viders. (PR: EME 233)
Vehicle Rescue Operations. 3 hrs. 
Develops the knowledge, skills and attitudes necessary to plan, prepare and perform vehicle rescue 
operations quickly, efficiently and safely. Includes, besides the utilization of various tools, the develop­
ment, organization and management of a rescue squad, as well as management of various hazardous 
situations, size up, support operations and response. Deals with both theory and practice. 
Special Topia. 1-4; 1-4; 1-4; 1-4 hrs. 















FIRE SCIENCE TECHNOLOGY (FS) 
Introduction to Fire Prevention. 3 hrs. 
Fire department organizations: inspections, public cooperation and image; recognition of fire 
hazards, development and implementation of a systematic and deliberate inspection; survey of 
local, state and national codes pertaining to fire prevention and related technology. 
Introduction to Fire Science. 3 hrs. 
Review of statistics of loss of life and property by fire, introduction to agencies involved in fire 
protection, current legislative developments and current related problems, and review of future fire 
protection problems. 
Introduction to Fire Suppression. 3 hrs. 
Suppression organizations; basic elements of fire ground tactics and organization; manpower and 
equipment utilization; survey of building designs construcrion, hazardous materials, extinguishing 
agents, equipment, and apparatus. 
Legal Aspects of Fire Protection. 1 hr. 
Legal rights and duties, liability concerns and responsibilities of the fire department organiza• 
tions while carrying out duties. 
Fire Fighting Tactics and Strategy. 3 hrs. 
Efficient and effective utilization of manpower, equipment and apparatus. Emphasis on pre• 
planning, fire ground organization, problem solving related 10 fire ground decision making, and at• 
tack tactics and strategy. 
Rescue Operations I. 3 hrs. 
Organization and conduct of rescue operations: teamwork, speed and efficiency in care, handling 
and extrication of the critically ill and injured to include burns, poisoning, lifting and transporta­
tion of victims, injuries to the head, face, neck, spine, eyes, chest, abdomen and pelvis. 
Fire Causes and Detection (Arson). 3 hrs. 
History, development and philosophy of fire investigation and detection, including inspection 
techniques; gathering of evidence and development of technical reports; fundamentals of arson in­
vestigation, processing of criminal evidence and criminal procedures related ro local and state 
statutes. 
Fire Department Organi.%ation and Administration. 3 hrs. 
Exploration of organization principles with emphasis on fire department organization; a study of 
the history, types, methods and principles of fire department organization, formal and informal, 
line and staff. Emphasis on supervisory responsibilities and functions. 
Fire Hydraulica and Equipment. 3 hrs. 
Chemical characteristics and reactions related to storage, transportation, handling of hazardous 
materials, such as flammable liquids, combustible solids, oxidizing and corrosive materials and 
radioactive compounds. Emphasis on emergency situations, fire fighting, and control. 
Insurance Grading Schedules. 2 hrs. 
Analytic and mercantile schedules, including the methods employed to determine fire ratings 
and classifications. Emphasis on specific line insurance, policies, selection, rate determination, 
claim adjustments, risks and the self-insured. 
Fire Protection Systems. 3 hrs. 
Required standard for water supply; protection systems; automatic sprinklers and special ex­
tinguishing systems; analysis of various automatic signaling and detection systems. 
Industrial Fire Protection. 3 hrs. 
Specific concerns and safeguards related to business and industrial organizations: Industrial fire 
brigades, fire prevention programs, and their organization and development. Cooperation between 
public and private fire department organizations and community relations responsibilities. 
Rescue Operations 11. 5 hrs. 
Care of critically ill and injured to include airway obstruction and pulmonary arrest, aids to 
breathing and resuscitation, bleeding, shock, fractures, injuries to head, face, neck, spine, medical 
evaluation, childbirth, lifting and moving patients. Environmental emergencies, extraction from 
automobiles, operation of emergency vehicles, responding to ambulance calls. (PR: FS 126 or per­
mission) 
Special Topics. 1-4; 1-4; 1-4; 1-4 hrs. 
Content not normally covered in other courses. Enrollment with permission of program coor­
dinator or course instructor. 
INDUSTRIAL SUPERVISION AND MANAGEMENT (ISM) 
101 Introduction to Industrial Technology. 2 hrs. 
Designed to assist students in making an analysis of their interests, abilities and aptitude for the 
purpose of confirming program choice or of finding a more suitable program major. Students 
become aware of the available educational opportunities and are assisted in making satisfactory ad­
justment to the college environment. 
102 Technical Graphics I. 2 hrs. 
Study of introductory lettering and drafting, construction and analysis of graphs, use of the 
metric system, mathematical units and symbols, exponential notation, significant figures, 
logarithms, calculator techniques, basic measurements of temperature, heat, light and electricity, 




















and introductory blue print reading. Emphasis on neatness and clarity of presentation of data. 
lec-2 lab. 
Technical Graphics II. 2 hrs. 
Emphasizes application of the orthographic projection principles and exploration of isometric 
and oblique drawings, technical sketching, basic dimensioning, and introduction to assembly and 
working drawings. I lec-Z lab. 
Introduction to Computers. 2 hrs. 
Introduction to computer programming, utilizing processor languages and techniques. Of par­
ticular value to technicians and others interested in scientific and mathematical computer applica­
tions. 
Introduction to Quality Control. 2 hrs. 
Defines quality control, its scope, its place in a manufacturing company. Briefly develops 
elements of the system used for control quality and methods used to apprise management of quality 
conformance conditions. 
Basic Quality Control. 2 hrs. 
Elementary approach to quality control analysis. Basic information on statistical formulas and 
charts used to control quality. (2-0-2) 
Technical Graphics and Blueprint. 2 hrs. 
Introduction to principles of print interpretation in relationships between electrical, structural, 
mechanical and shop drawing. 
Plant Layout. 3 hrs. 
Practical study of faculty planning with emphasis on the most efficient arrangement of work areas 
to alchieve lower manufacturing costs. Layout fundamentals, selection of production equipment 
and materials handling equipment. Emphasis on coordination between materials handling, plant 
layout, production planning and controls, and production techniques. 
Manufacturing Processes. 3 hrs. 
Survey of manufacturing processes, machines, tools, and devices with regard to their capabilities, 
capacities, tolerances, finishes, etc. Product design, materials utilized and nomenclature. 
Automation. 2 hrs. 
Introduction to automation development procedure: factors of automation; methods of 
distributing parts; part transfer devices, part positioning devices; loading and unloading devices; 
prime movers; controls; maintaining continuous production; automated assembly operations; 
future of automation; advantages of automation. 
Job Analysis and Evaluation. 3 hrs. 
Study of job analysis and evaluation, procedures by which a job is rated and its relative value to 
the organization determined. Selection and definition of job factors, write-ups of job descriptions, 
final wage structure, and other points are studied. 
Production Control. 3 hrs. 
Introduction to controls necessary for planned coordination and regulation of movement of 
materials through industry. Instruction in the purpose, principles, policies, and procedures of pro­
duction control; practical application of production control; factors affecting production control; 
major functions of production control, such as preproduction control, scheduling, releasing, 
follow-up, shipping, receiving, and warehousing. 
Introduction 10 Industrial Sociology. 2 hrs. 
Effect of social forces and social activities on work, the worker, and the work organization. 
Introduction to Industrial Psychology. 2 hrs. 
Principles and methods in the psychological study of employee behavior, personality, attitude, 
morale motivation, individual differences, fatigue, boredom, and monotony. 
Human Relations and Work. 3 hrs. 
Principles of personal relationships: self-awareness and interpersonal awareness, industrial con­
flict, employment selection, job satisfaction, and techniques of applying and retaining employment. 
Principles of Supervision and Management. 3 hrs. 
Fundamental phases of administrative, staff, and operating management with organizational 
structures, operative procedures, and systems emphasized. Includes responsibilities, duties, and 
relationships of foremen and supervisors. 
Industrial Functions and Coordination. 3 hrs. 
Perspective of the several functions within an individual organization and how the coordination 
of such functions contributes to an effective enterprise. 
Human Relations Management. 3 hrs. 
Principles of supervision and management applied to business in the industrial setting, as it relates to 
working with individuals and groups, with consideration for the elements of basic human behavior. 
Work Measurement. 3 hrs. 
Principles of scientific measurement of work output, time, standards, time and motion study. 
Budgeting Concepts and Practices. 3 hrs. 
Variance and variance analysis, variable and fixed costs, indirect and direct labor concepts, and 
the budget-making process. 
Industrial Materials, Processes, and Flow. 3 hrs. 
Current information about materials and their manufacturing processes and flow, relation of 
substituted materials to process, problems involved in material use. 




















Manufacturing Cost Control. 3 hn. 
Procedures and techniques in standard cost control, scrap, waste, control of labor, time and 
maintenance costs. 
Quality Control. 3 hrs. 
Principles and methods in modern statistical quality control, control charts, acceptance sampl­
ing, natural process dispersion, other modern methods and techniques. 
Operation Planning and Scheduling. 3 hn. 
Procedures and techniques in scheduling, manpower planning, and utilization. Control of pro­
duction flow from raw material receipt to product shipment. 
Employee Training. 2 hrs. 
Supervisors responsibility for developing and training subordinates. Training activities for self­
development and directions for guiding the development of subordinates. 
Supervisory Decision-Making. 3 hrs. 
Problem solving procedures, decision-making, and situational analysis with attention to condi­
tions and activities that tend to create conflict, approaches to conflict resolution, and conflict 
management. Emphasizes human relations involved in decision making. 
Production and Inventory Control. 3 hn. 
Modern methods of advanced planning and forecasting techniques and control; routing with 
break-even analysis of alternatives; mathematical loading and scheduling, using index and linear 
programming methods. 
Laws Affecting Industry. 3 hrs. 
Federal and state laws affecting industrial operations require an understanding of the statutes to 
avoid or reduce effects of confrontation and/or violation. Governmental regulations related to 
employment, energy, pollution and rights are studied. 
Labor Law and Labor Relations. 3 hrs. 
History of labor legislation, labor laws, and practices to aid in understanding labor-management. 
Industrial Economics. 3 hrs. 
Economic principles that pertain to the free enterprise system, labor-management relations, sup• 
ply and demand and the economic value of human resources. Reading and understanding financial 
statements and explaining the information thereon to subordinates. 
Productivity. 3 hrs. 
Managerial and supervisory role in maintaining and improving productivity; identifying produc­
tivity problems; using tools of improved productivity; work simplification, incentives, communica• 
tions, and training. 
Special Topics: Industrial Supervision and Management. 1-4; 1-4; 1-4; 1·4 hrs. 
LEGAL ASSIST ANT (LAS) 
General Law I. 3 hrs. 
Designed to teach the art of legal reasoning and analysis. Appellate court opinions are briefed in 
order to discern the legally relevant facts, the legal issues involved, the decision of the court and the 
reason for that decision. 
General Law II. 3 hrs. 
Continuation of General Law 1, with emphasis on the general practice of law within the State of 
West Virginia, designed to give a broad overview of the various law specializations. (PR: LAS 101)
Legal Assisting L 3 hrs. 
Study of the various roles played by paralegals in the legal system and skills required to work as a 
paralegal in several major areas of law. Also, structure of the West Virginia Judicial System, ethics 
as they apply to paralegals, and the art of interviewing. 
Business Organization and Governmental Regulations. 3 hrs. 
Procedural information on such topics as corporations, partnerships, agencies, business trusts, 
and other business vehicles. Survey of the fundamental principles of law applicable to each area, in• 
eluding the law of bankruptcy. (PR: LAS 101 or permission) 
Legal Research and Writing I. 3 hn. 
Basic legal research sources and methods. Techniques of legal analysis, with emphasis on specific 
cases or issues, research, introduction to legal writing. Introduces students to the use of the law 
library. (PR: LAS IOI or permission) 
Legal Research and Writing IL 3 hrs. 
Intermediate legal research methods, analysis, and writing methods. Court rules and introduc• 
tion to new research methods. (PR: LAS 112)
Estate Planning and Probate Administration. 3 hrs. 
Overview of the transferring of assets, including trusts, wills and gifts, and a review of typical 
documents. Includes administration of decedents' estates, including probate procedure, federal and 
state death and income taxes, and fiduciary (adminisrrators1 accounting and responsibilities. (PR: 
LAS 102 or permission) 
Civil Litigation. 3 hrs. 
Overview of civil case preparation before trial, including examination of various procedures to be 
completed and documents to be filed; working up trial documents for counsel's assistance. (PR: 
LAS 101 or permission) 













Criminal Litigation. 3 hrs. 
Overview of criminal case preparation before trial, including examination of various procedures 
to be completed and documents to be filed; working up trial documents for counsel's assistance. 
(PR: LAS 102) 
Laws of Domestic Relations. 3 hrs. 
Prepares the student to undertake tasks associated with the laws of domestic relations, including 
preparation of documents of complaint, answer and summons; pleas; research reports, conclusions 
of law, and the judgment order. (PR: LAS 102 or permission) 
Medical Law. 3 hrs. 
Introduction to the basic concepts of tort liability of physicians, surgeons, and health profes­
sionals and vicarious liability of hospitals. 
Special Topia. 1-4; 1-4; 1-4; 1·4 hrs. 
Content not normally covered in ocher courses. Enrollment with permission of program coor­
dinator or course instructor. 
Internship. 1-6 hrs. CR/NC 
Places the student in a work situation for a specific time period for practical work experience prior 
to seeking permanent employment. Correlates classroom instruction with actual experience. One 
hour of academic credit per 45 hours of internship. (PR: Permission) 
MATHEMATICS (MAT) 
Developmental Mathematics. 3 hrs. 
To help students develop mathematical skills. Topics in arithmetic and elementary algebra, with 
emphasis on calculation. The graduation requirement is increased three hours for students who 
complete this course. (PR: TASK 0-30 or permission) 
Business Mathematics. 3 hrs. 
Mathematical operations applied to negotiable instruments, payroll, discounts, interest, mer· 
chandising, commissions, depreciation, and other business topics. Calculators will be used in mak­
ing computations. (PR: MAT 096 or permission) 
Applied Mathematics. 3 hrs. 
Review of basic operations in arithmetic and their applications to the areas of occupational 
specialty. Topics include whole numbers, common fractions, decimal fractions, denominate 
numbers, integers, equations, ratio, proportion, exponents, slide rule, percent, involution, and 
calculators. 
Technical Mathematics I. 3 hrs. 
Basic mathematical topics needed by technicians: signed numbers, operations with fractions, 
non-fractional and fractional equations, graphing, formula derivation, number system, powers of 
ten, estimation, scientific calculator operations, ratio and proportion, percent, measurement con• 
cepts, and geometric formula. (NOTE: Students are placed in this course on the basis of perfor• 
mance on the mathematics placement test) 
Technical Mathematica II. 3 hrs. 
Continuation of Technical Mathematics I. Covers intermediate topics needed by technicians, in­
cluding systems of three equations, quadratic equations, variations, introductory geometry, 
triangles, the circle, geometric solids and introductory trigonometry. 
Technical Mathematics Ill. 3 hrs. 
Basic applied statistics with emphasis on understanding sampling and hypothesis testing. Types 
of hypothesis testing include binomial one and two-sample tests of sample means; chi square. 
Special Topia. 1•4; 1-4; 1-4; 1-4 hrs. 
OCCUPATION AL SAFETY AND HEAL TH (OSH) 
117 Introduction to Occupational Safety and Health. 3 hrs. 
Federal and state legislation dealing with occupational safety and health. 
233 Disaster Preparedness Planning. 3 hrs. 
Actions before, during and immediately after an emergency occurs, including plans for the pro­
tection of people, equipment anddlant facilities during emergencies, and the broader aspects of the protection of the community an larger geographical areas. 
POLICE SCIENCE (PST) 
111. Law Enforcement Orientation. 1·3 hrs. 
Philosophy, history and development of law enforcement in a democratic society. Introduces 
various law enforcement agencies and their organization and jurisdiction, reviews court processes, 
orients the student to a law enforcement career, and identifies and explores current trends in the 
field. 
113 Police Defense Tactics. 1·2 hrs. 
Demonstration of methods of physical protection from persons armed with dangerous weapons 
and restraint of prisoners and mentally ill persons. Drills in a limited number of holds and come 
alongs and training in the use of baton and other special, disarmament, and defensive techniques. 
A practical application of the methods of self-protection. (I lec-2 lab.) 
















Psychology for Law Enforcement Officers. 3 hrs. 
Designed to familiarize the student with human behavior and how it relates to the duties and 
responsibilities of the law enforcement officer. Students will become aware of individual personality 
differences and their relationship to crime and develop an understanding of basic human emotions 
and psychological needs. 
Patrol Operations and Procedures. 1·3 hrs. 
Covers the duties, extent of authority and responsibilities of a uniformed law enforcement of•• 
fleer. Patrol philosophy and practices are outlined, and field techniques and their practical applica­
tion arc presented. 
Police Arsenal and Weaporu. 1-3 hrs. 
Handling, care and use of firearms in police work. Lectures supplemented by an intensive range 
program in deliberate, point and defense shooting. 2 lec-3 lab. 
Fundamentals of Criminal Law. 1-3 hrs. 
Study of the elements of law and proof in crimes of frequent concern in law enforcement. Rules 
of criminal liability; elements of specific, commonly violated laws; and development and applies• 
tion of local, state and federal laws are covered. 
Fundamentals of Criminal Investigation. 1-3 hrs. 
Analysis of theory and techniques of an investigation; conduct at crime scenes; collection and 
preservation of physical evidence and testing employed by the police science laboratory. Em­
phasizes fingerprints, ballistics, documents, serology, photography, crime scenes and duties of a 
criminal investigator. 
Police Organization and Administration. 1,3 hrs. 
Principles of organization and management of law enforcement agencies. Concepts of organiza· 
tional behavior and an understanding of the departmental planning process. The role of and com­
ponents involved in responsible planning and executing procedures related to personnel, equip­
ment, budget, records, communications and management. 
Police Role in Crime and Delinquency. 3 hrs. 
Study of the development and causes of criminal behavior, social deviancy and crime. 
Criminological theories and the extent, variation and patterns of crime. Crime prevention techni• 
ques and specific pathological problems related to enforcement. Individual personality differences 
and their relationship to crime as well as handling and recognizing emotionally and mentally 
disturbed persons. 
Criminal Evidence and Procedure. 1-3 hrs. 
Study of the rules of evidence at the operational level in law enforcement and criminal procedure 
in such areas as arrest, force, search and seizure, collection of evidence and discretion. Rules and 
types of evidence, Constitutional law and criminal procedure most often affecting police personnel. 
Police-Community Relations. 3 hrs. 
General orientation to the concepts of police and community relations and the need to establish 
good working relations between the police and the public. Offers an understanding of the complex 
factors involved in human relations: The nature of prejudice and discrimination, its effects, the in­
teractions of a changing society, the requirements of individual rights, the maintenance of peace 
and order, and the changing police role. 
Introduction to Criminalistics. 1-4 hrs. 
Sc.ientific aspects of criminal investigation. The role of the crime laboratory in the law enforce• 
ment organization, the value of physical evidence, and the need for understanding scientific crime 
detection. Emphasis on recording the crime scene; collection, identification, preservation and 
transportation of evidence; and techniques of examining physical evidence. (3 lec-3 lab) 
Police Records and Reports. 1,3 hrs. 
Comprehensive familiarization with types and functions of police records, the role of research in 
the planning process and establishment and administration of a record bureau in enforcement 
agencies. Includes: form records, analysis and report writing; role and use of uniform crime repor• 
ting system forms; and essential data required. Review of electronic data processing and the com• 
purer as related to police planning and operation. 
Traffic Administration and Enforcement. 1-3 hrs. 
History, development and economics of the modern transportation system. Coping with traffic 
problems to include use of modern technology in accident investigation and reporting. Police 
responsibilities as they relate to traffic engineering, education, enforcement and inactment. 
Narcotics and Dangerous Substances. 1 hr. 
General problems created by illegal use of narcotics and dangerous substances, with emphasis on 
classification, description and history of drugs, etiology of addiction, extent of drug use and its rela­
tionship to criminal behavior and methods of control. 
Special Topics. 1-4; 1-4; 1-4; 1·4 hrs. 
Content not normally covered in other courses. Enrollment with permission of program coor• 
dinator or course instructor. 
Law Enforcement Internship. 3 hrs. CRfNC 
May be elected after successful completion of basic law enforcement courses. Placement with area 
law enforcement agencies is designed to blend classroom education with practical experience. 
Students must secure approval from the instructor prior to enrolling. Flexibility of designing in· 
dividual programs for students is accomplished through the development of a cooperative training 






agreement between the agency and training station supervisor and the College. The instructor con­
ducts an arranged seminar once each week with internship students to assure accomplishment of 
course objectives, provide related instruction and maintain constant evaluation of internship ex­
periences in conjunction with training station visits. (I lec-6 lab.) 
READING (REA) 
Reading Improvement. 3 hrs. 
To help students improve reading proficiency by emphasizing vocabulary development, com­
prehension improvement, and textbook reading. Group and individualized instruction. Additional 
laboratory work assigned when indicated as a result of reading evaluation. The graduation require­
ment is increased three hours for students who complete this course. 
Speed Reading. 1 hr. 
Eight-week course to help the good reader increase speed of comprehension by learning reading 
strategies and knowing when to apply them. (PR: Adequate reading ability) 
Academic Skills Review. 2 hrs. 
Academic preparation to help students improve study methods, textbook reading skills, listening 
and note-taking procedures, test taking skills, and composition skills through the technique of 
analytic questioning. 
Independent Study Skills. 1-3 hrs. CR/NC 
Individualized self-paced course providing instruction through specific learning modules. 
Students may register at any time in the Learning Center. Learning modules are available in 
writing, spelling, vocabulary, reading and study skills. 
Special Topics. 1-4; 1-4; 1-4; 1-4 hrs. 
SECRET ARIAL STUDIES (SES) 
101 Keyboarding. 2 hrs. CR/NC 
A self-paced course designed to teach alpha/numeric keyboarding skills for the typewriter and 
microcomputer. 
111 Shorthand I. 4 hrs. 
Introduction to shorthand theory and practice, development of rapid reading and writing ability 
on familiar materials, and introduction of new matter dictation on easy material. Students may be 
referred by the instructor to designated laboratory hours for additional and supplementary work. 3 
lec-2 lab. 
112 Shorthand 11. 3 hrs. 
Comprehensive review of basic shorthand principles; development of speed in taking shorthand 
dictation, and transcription at the typewriter. Students may be referred by the instructor to 
designated laboratory hours for additional and supplementary work. I lec-4 lab. (PR: SES 111) 
113 Typewriting I. 3 hrs. 
Development of the fundamental techniques for touch typewriting. Elementary business letter 
typing and adaption of typing skill to personal use. I lec-4 lab. 
114 Typewriting II. 3 hrs. 
Training in typing business letters; manuscripts, tabulated reports, and special business forms. 
Attention 10 building speed with control. I lec-4 lab. 
115 Machine Transcription I. 3 hrs. 
Development of transcription skill (typing in a continuous flow from material dictated on tapes). 
Includes operation of machine transcription equipment; art of machine transcription; punctuation, 
grammar, and vocabulary review; proofreading and editing techniques and practice; transcription 
practice. Deepens communication skills through exposure to specialized terminology and typing 
techniques. I lec-4 lab. (PR: SES 113) 
151 Medical Terminology I. 3 hrs. 
Survey of the language of medicine and health technologies. Emphasis on building of medical 
terms from word parts. Includes terminology related to human tissues, organic systems, and disease 
processes. 
152 Medical Terminology II. 3 hrs. 
Continuation of Medical Terminology I with special emphasis on terms related to ciologic 
disorders, supplementary terms pertaining 10 oncology, anesthesiology, physical therapy, nuclear 
medicine, drugs, laboratory and operative reports. (PR: SES 151 or permission) 
233 Machine Transcription U. 3 hrs. 
Continuing development of transcription skill (typing in a continuous flow from material dic­
tau,d on tapes.) Further skill development in punctuation and grammar review, transcription prac­
tice, proofreading, editing, and formattinl! techniques, work organization procedures and techni­
ques, additional specialized terminology. (PR: SES 115 or permission) I lec-4 lab. 
236 Introduction to Word Processing. 3 hrs. 
Emphasis on (I) word processing history, terminology, equipment, systems, and careers; (2) writ­
ten language skills. Course provides background in concepts and basic hands-on training. (PR: SES 
114 or permission) 
237 Advanced Word Processing. 3 hrs. 
An advanced level course in word processing co further develop hands-on skill on word process-












ing equipment and to enhance grammar, punctuation, and proofreading skills through practical 
applications using word processing equipment. (PR: SES 236) 
Legal Terminology and Transcription. 3 hrs. 
Designed for Legal Secretarial students to provide a survey of the terminology used in a legal of­
fice and training in Legal transcription from tapes or shorthand notes. 
Law Office Management. 3 hrs. 
To examine the nature of managerial responsibilities and the development and maintenance of a 
sound organization for effective planning and use of financial resources. Covers procedures, coor­
dination of operational skills, filing and diary system, interview techniques and ethics. 
Medical Transcription. 3 hrs. 
Training in machine transcription for medical secretarial students through the typing of 
medically-related material. I lec-4 lab. (PR: 152 or permission) 
Introductory Anatomy/Physiology. 3 hrs. 
Covers the general features of the anatomy of the human body and the general aspects of 
physiology. Form and function are related throughout. 
Typewriting ill. 3 hrs. 
Emphasis on production typing, problems and speed building. Attention co development of abili­
ty to function as an expert typist. I lec-4 lab. (PR: SES 114) 
Shorthand lll. 3 hrs. 
Emphasis on advanced vocabulary, phrase building, sustained dictation and transcription. I 
lec-4 lab. (PR: SES I 12)
Transcription. 3 hrs. 
Designed for Administrative Secretarial students to provide a review of the terminology used in a 
business office and training in transcription from tapes or shorthand notes. (PR: SES 263) 
Office Procedures and Practices. 3 hrs. 
To promote understanding of office procedures in a business establishment, provide background 
information of business principles, and develop a high standard of ethics applicable to any business 
office. 
Office Laboratory. 3 hrs. 
Designed to simulate actual experience in an office. Students will become familiar with a variety 
of office settings during the semester through actual office work or field trips. 
Special Topics. 1-4; 1-4; 1-4; 1-4; 1-4; 1-4; 1-4; 1-4 hrs. 
Content not normally covered in other courses. Enrollment with permission of program coor­
dinator or course instructor. 
Cooperative Education. 1-9 hrs. 
Supervised on-the-job training for secretarial students. 1 lec-5-40 lab. (PR: Permission of coor· 
dinator) 
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ACCOUNTING 
Associate Professor: Neal G. Adkins, M.A. 
(C.P.A.); Robert F. Godfrey, Ph.D. (C.P.A.),; 
Glen E. Lange, Ph.D.; Kyle G. McMullen, 
M.B.A. (C.P.A.); William J. Radig, M.B.A. 
(C.P.A.) (Chmn.); Charles D. Webb, M.B.A. 
(C.P.A.) 
Assistant Professor: Donald A. Wahlman, M.B.A. 
(C.M.A.) 
ART 
Professor: Michael I. Cornfeld, M.F.A.; John E. 
Dolin, Ph.D.; Robert P. Hutton, M.F.A.; June 
Q. Kilgore, M.F.A. (Chmn.) 
Associate Professor: Earline S. Allen, M.F.A.; 
Robert E. Rowe, M.F.A. 
Assistant Professor: Jane K. Bates, Ed.D. 
Instructor: Susan G. Jackson, M.A. 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 
Professor: Stanley W. Ash, Ph.D.; Franklin L. 
Binder, Ph.D.; Dan K. Evans, Ph.D.; James E. 
Joy, Ph.D.; E. Bowie Kahle, Ph.D.; Michael E. 
Seidel, Ph.D.; Donald C. Tarter, Ph.D. 
(Chmn.); Ralph W. Taylor, Ph.D.; Thomas E. 
Weaks, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor: Dean A. Adkins, Ph.D.; 
Margaret A. Bird, Ph.D.; Harold W. Elmore, 
Ph.D.; Ronald E. Gain, Ph.D.; Mary Etta 
Hight, Ph.D.; Michael Little, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor: James 0. Brumfield, M.S.; 
Dorothy S. Daugherty, M.S.; Philip E. Modlin, 
M.A.; Michael G. Tannenbaum, Ph.D.; Mar• 
cus C. Waldron, Ph.D.; Alan B. White, Ph.D. 
CHEMISTRY 
Professor: Daniel P. Babb, Ph.D. (Asst. Dean, Coll. 
of Science); Manoj R.Chakrabarty, Ph.D.; 
James E. Douglas, Ph.D.; Edward S. Hanrahan, 
Ph.D. (Dean, College of Science); John H. 
Hoback, Ph.D.; Chang L. Kong, Ph.D.; John 
W. Larson, Ph.D. (Chmn.); Arthur R. Lepley,
Ph.D.; Joseph L. Roberts, Ph.D.
Associate Professor: Gary D. Anderson, Ph.D.; 
John L. Hubbard, Ph.D. 
CLASSICAL STUDIES 
Professor: Louise P. Hoy, Ph.D.; Charles 0. 
Lloyd, 11, Ph.D. (Chmn.) 
The Faculty 1 ) 
COMPU TER A N D  INFORMATION 
SCIENCE 
Professor: Robert M. Babb, Ed.D. (chmn.); Robert 
0. Johnson, Ph.D.
Associate Professor: M. Jamil Chaudri, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor: Kathleen Duffy, Ph.D.; Jam• 
shid Haghighi, M.A. 
COUNSELING AND REHABILITATION 
Professor: Lawrence W. Barker, Ed.D.; Robert L. 
Dingman, Ed.D.; William A. McDowell, Ph.D. 
(chmn.); William A. Wallace, Ed.D. 
Associate Professor: Violet C. Eash, Ph.D.; John E. 
Smith, Ed.D. 
Assistant Professor: Donald L. Hall, Ed.D. 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
Assistant Professor: Margaret P. Brown, J.D. 
(Chmn.); Samuel L. Dameron, M.S. 
lnstructor: Vicky L. Dorworth, M.S. 
CURRICULUM AND FOUNDATIONS 
(See Teacher Education) 
CYTOTECHNOLOGY 
Clinical Professor: Glen G. Hunter, M.D. 
Associate Professor: Bruce J. Brown, M.S., M.T. 
(ASCP) (Program Director) 
Clinical Assistant Professor: Margene Smith, B.S., 
C.T. (ASCP) 
Clinical Instructor: Debbie Babcock, B.S., C.T. 
(ASCP) 
ECONOMICS 
Professor: Ramchandra G. Akkihal, Ph.D.; Joseph 
S. LaCascia, Ph.D. (Chmn.)
Associate Professor: Roger L. Adkins, Ph.D.; 
William G. Cook, B.A.; Nicholas C. Kontos, 
M.A.; Allen J. Wilkins, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor: Wendell E. Sweetser, Jr., Ph.D. 
EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATIONS 
Professor: Katherine W. Simpkins, Ph.D.; Tony 
Williams, Ed.D. 
1Usced 1lph1btt:1cally by acackmic dcpartmcms and programs. Note chu In the College of Education such departments and programs arc alto 
placed under diV111ons with diWion heads, H follows: Divition of Curricular and lmtru.ctional Support and Leadcnhip S1udia: Educational 
Admmt1tranon: Educauonal Found1oon1: Educational Media; Social Srud1e1. Division of Huhh, Physical Educuion and Rtc.ruti.on: 
Health, Physical Education, and Recreation. OiVUion of Spcc:i.a.lli.ed Allied S1udia: Couruelinc ind Rch1billt■tion; Home Economia; Mining, 
Occupanonal and Transportation Safet)': Vocational, Tcchmcal ind Adult Education. Divt.lion o(Te:.ac.her Education; Tuchn Education. 
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Associate Professor: Sallie C. Plymale, Ed.D. (Area 
Coard.) 
Assistant Professor: Steven R. Banks, Ed.D.; 
Patty G. Jones, M.A. 
EDUCATION AL MEDIA 
Professor: Virginia D. Plumley, Ph.D. (Chmn.) 
Associate Professor: Eleanor H. Terry, Ed.D. 
ENGINEERING 
Associate Professor: Thomas W. Olson, M.S., P.E. 
ENGLISH 
Professor: Joan F. Adkins, Ph.D.; Barbara B. 
Brown, Ph.D.; Leonard J. Deutsch, Ph.D. 
(Chmn.); Loraine J. Duke, Ph.D.; Peter K. Fei, 
Ph.D.; Robert S. Gerke, Ph.D.; Hymen H. 
Hart, Ph.D.;John J. McKernan, Ph.D.; William 
C. Ramsey, Ph.D.; William P. Sullivan, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor: Joan F. Gilliland, Ph.D.; Ira F. 
Plybon, Ph.D.; Marilyn R. Putz, M.A.; David 
E. Stooke, Ph.D.; Elinore D. Taylor, Ph.D.; 
John W. Teel, Ph.D.; Eric P. Thorn, M.A.; Jane 
F. Wells, M.A. 
Assistant Professor: Louise S. Bailey, M.A.; Lee E. 
Erickson, Ph.D.; Ann J. Lenning, M.A.; 
Shirley A. Lumpkin, Ph.D.; Betty K. Mc­
Clellan, M.A.; Joan T. Mead, Ph.D.; Elizabeth 
H. Nordeen, M.A.; James D. Riemer, Ph.D.; 
Richard S. Spilman, Ph.D.; Carol J. Valentine, 
M.A. 
FINANCE AND BUSINESS LAW 
Professor: N. Paul Bromley, J.D.; Dayal Singh, 
D.B.A.; M. Price Wiswell, J.D. 
Associate Professor: Ernest W. Cole, M.A. (Acting 
Chmn.); Patrick M. Heilman, M.B.A.; Joseph 
M. Stone, Jr., J.D.
GEOGRAPHY 
Professor: Howard G. Adkins, Ph.D. (Chmn.); 
Mack H. Gillenwater, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor: Charles R. Stephen, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor: Jimmy D. Rogers, M.S. 
GEOLOGY 
Professor: Richard B. Bonnett, Ph.D.(Chmn.); 
Dewey D. Sanderson, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor: Protip K. Ghosh, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor: Ronald L. Martino, Ph.D. 
HEAL TH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND 
RECREATION 
Professor: C. Robert Barnett, Ph.D.; Dorothy E. 
Hicks, Ed.D.; W. Donald Williams, Ed.D. (Div. 
Head) 
Associate Professor: Raymond L. Busbee, Ph.D.; 
Jack W. Cook, M.A.; Ronald L. Crosbie, 
Ed.D.; Olive B. Hager, M.A.; Donna L.
Lawson, M.S.; Edward J. Prelaz, M.S.; Betty R. 
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Roberts, Ed.D.; Robert C. Saunders, Ph.D.; 
Wayne G. Taylor, Ed.D. 
Assistant Professor: Philip S. Shore, Ph.D. 
Instructor: Ellen Lavery, M.S.; Kevin Lavery, 
M.S.; Dan Martin, M.S.
HISTORY 
Professor: Francis K. Aldred, Ph.D.; David C. 
Duke, Ph.D.; Alan B. Gould, Ph.D. (Dean, 
Coll. of Liberal Arts); Robert F. Maddox, 
Ph.D. (Assoc. VP Acad. Aff. and Dean, 
Graduate School); David R. Woodward, Ph.D. 
(Chmn.) 
Associate Professor: Charles V. Bias, Ph.D.; 
Frances S. Hensley, Ph.D.; Robert D. Sawrey, 
Ph.D.; Donna J. Spindel, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor: William G. Palmer, Ph.D. 
HOME ECONOMICS 
Professor: Grace Bennett, Ph.D.; Carole A. 
Vickers, Ph.D. 0nterim Assoc. Dean, Coll. of 
Ed.) 
Assistant Professor: Martha G. Childers, M.A. 
(Interim Chmn.); M. Yvonne Shoemaker, 
Ph.D. 
Instructor: Maudie Karickhoff, M.A.; Eleanor 
Zizzo, M.S. 
JOURNALISM 
Professor: George T. Arnold, Jr. Ph.D.; Dery! R. 
Leaming, Ph.D. (Director, W. Page Pitt School 
of Journalism); George K. Lockwood, M.A.; 
Ralph J. Turner, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor: C. Bosworth Johnson, M.A.; 
Wallace E. Knight, M.A. 
Assistant Professor: Rebecca J. Johnson, M.A.J.; 
Janet L. Dooley, M.S. 
MANAGEMENT 
Professor: Robert P. Alexander, Ph.D. (Dean, Coll. 
of Bus.) 
Associate Professor: W. Blaker Bolling, D.B.A.; 
Robert E. Craft, Jr., D.B.A.; H. Richard 
Eisenbeis, Ph.D.; Chong W. Kim, Ph.D. 
(Chmn.) 
Assistant Professor: Peter B. Barr, Ph.D.; 
Dinesh S. Dave, Ph.D.; Marjorie Lynn 
Mcinerney, Ph.D.; Donna M. Watkins, Ph.D. 
MARKETING 
Professor: Thomas S. Bishop, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor: Michael M. Boudreaux. 
Assistant Professor: Christine L. Barry, D.B.A.; 
Richard L. Jones, M.A. (Commerce). 
MATHEMATICS 
Professor: Stephen H. Hatfield, Ed.D.; John W. 
Hogan, Ph.D.; Charles V. Peele, Ph.D. 
(Chmn.); Wood C. Sisarcick, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor: David A. Cusick, Ph.D.; 
Cheng-Chi Huang, Ph.D.; John S. Lancaster, 
Ph.D.; Gerald E. Rubin, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor: James J. Moloney, B.S. 
Instructor: Laura J. Adkins, M.A.; Terrell L. 
Childers, M.A.; Karen Mitchell, M.S.; Hossein 
Mohebbian, M.A. 
MEDICAL LABORATORY TECHNICIAN 
Clinical Professor: Dennis S. O'Connor, M.D.; 
Gerald E. Vanston, M.D. 
Associate Professor: Bruce J. Brown, M.S., M.T. 
(ASCP), (Program Director) 
Clinical Assistant Professor: Sandra Deaton, B.S., 
M.T. (ASCP); Joan Leonhart, M.S., M.T. 
(ASCP); Elizabeth Saulton, B.S., M.T. 
(ASCP); Bobbie Stout, B.S., M.T. (ASCP) 
Clinical Instructor: Maudie Christian, B.S., M.T. 
(ASCP); Linda Crow, A.S., M.L.T. (ASCP); 
Rachael Eggleston, M.T.; Cindy Gonsowsky, 
B.S. M.T. (ASCP); Kathy Gaskins, B.S., M.T. 
(ASCP); Larry Lucas, M.T. (HEW); Judith 
Messinger, A.S., M.T. (ASCP); Jane B. 
Roberts, B.S., M.T. (ASCP); Lois Ross, B.S., 
M.T. (ASCP); Vicki Taylor, A.S., M.T. 
(HEW); Doug Thompson, A.S., M.L.T.
(ASCP)
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY 
Clinical Professor: John P. Sheils, M.D. 
Associate Professor: Bruce J. Brown, M.S., M.T. 
(ASCP) (Program Director) 
Clinical Assistant Professor: Sharon A. Leslie, 
B.S., M.T. (ASCP) 
Clinical Instructor: Terry Blevins, B.A., M.T. 
(ASCP); Rosa Campbell, A.S.N., M.L.T. 
(ASCP); Christina L. Clark, B.S., M.T. 
(ASCP); Gloria Dick, B.S., M.T. (ASCP); Tom 
Haun, B.S., M.T. (ASCP); David Jones, B.S., 
M.T. (ASCP);Judy Jordan, B.S., M.T. (ASCP);
Virgil L. Kelly, B.S., (ASCP); Randy R.
Lavander, M.L.T. (ASCP); Betty D. Lewis,
M.B.A., M.T. (ASCP); Thomas G. Lightner, 
B.S., M.T. (ASCP); Patricia Meadows, M.T. 
(ASCP); Edith M. Perry, B.S., M.T. (ASCP);
Gloria Wilmoth, B.S., M.T. (ASCP); Pam 
Woodall, B.S., M.T. (ASCP) 
MILITARY SCIENCE 
Professor: MAJ (P) John A. Mace!, M.A. (Chmn.) 
Assistant Professor: MAJ Robert D. McVey, B.A.; 
CPT William B. Meador, Jr., CPT Kevin D. 
Queen, B.S.; CPT Russell D. Watkins, M.A. 
Instructor: SGM Donovan L. Combs, M.S.; MSG 
Archie W. Johnston; SSG David J. Rall, B.S. 
MINING, OCCU PATIONAL AND 
TRANSPORTATION SAFETY 
Associate Professor: Ronald J. Hawley, Ph.D.; 
David A. Stern, Ed.D.; James B. Stone, M.A. 
(Acting Chmn.) 
Assistant Professor: George E. Parker, M.S. 
MODERN LANGUAGES 
Professor: Emory W. Carr, Ph.D.; Harold T. 
Murphy, Ph.D. (Chmn.) 
Associate Professor: Christopher L. Dolmetsch, 
Ph.D.; Jacqueline M. Guttmann, Ph.D.; James 
T. McQueeny, Ph.D.; Nancy K. Stump, Ed.D. 
Assistant Professor: John H. Miller, M.A.; Maria 
C. Riddel, M.A. 
Instructor: Sara L. Henry, M.A. 
MUSIC 
Professor: Paul A. Balshaw, D.M.A., (Dean, 
Coll. of Fine Arts); Bradford R. De Vos, Ph.D.; 
Wendell C. Kumlien, D.M.A.; James L. Tag­
gart, Ph.D.; Paul W. Whear, Ph.D.; Donald A. 
Williams, D.M. (Chmn.); Robert D. Wolff, 
Ed.D. 
Associate Professor: Robert R. Clark, Ph.D.; 
Joel D. Folsom, M.A.; Patricia A. Green, 
M.F.A.; Theodore C. Heger, M.F.A.; W. 
Richard Lemke, Ph.D.; Joseph E. Line,
A.Mus.D.; John H. Mead, D.Mus.A.
Assistant Professor: Wendell B. Dobbs, D.M.A.; 
Kenneth H. Marchant, D.M.; James R. 
McWhorter, D.M.A.; Ben F. Miller, M.A. 
Instructor: Linda L. Eikum, M.M. 
PHILOSOPHY 
Professor: Howard A. Slaan:e, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor: Frank J. Mininni, Ph.D.; John 
N. Vielkind, Ph.D. (Chmn.)
PHYSICS AND PHYSICAL SCIENCE 
Professor: Warren L. Dumke, Ph.D.; Thomas J. 
Manakkil, Ph.D.; Ralph E. Oberly, Ph.D. ; 
Wesley L. Shanholtzer (Chmn.), Ph.D. 
Associate Professor: R. Elwyn Bellis, Ph.D.; 
Nicola Orsini, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor: Richard J. Bady, Ed.D. 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
Professor: Jabir A. Abbas, Ph.D.; Soo Bock Choi, 
Ph.D.; Clair W. Matz, Jr., Ph.D.; Simon D. 
Perry, Ph.D. (Chmn.); Troy M. Stewart, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor: Ronald J. Oakerson, Ph.D.; 
Assistant Professor: Joseph W. McCoy, M.A.; 
Thomas C. Shevory, Ph.D. 
PSYCHOLOGY 
Professor: Elaine Baker, Ph.D.; Donald D. Chezik, 
Ph.D. (Chmn.); Steven P. Mewaldt, Ph.D.; 
Sruart W. Thomas, Jr., Ph.D.; George Ward, 
U., Ph.D. 
Associate Professor: Marc A. Lindberg, Ph.D.; 
Donald W. Ray, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor: Vernon R. Padgett, Ph.D.; 
William J. Wyan:, Ph.D. 
RELIGIOUS STUDIES 
Professor: Clayton L. McNearney, Ph.D. 




Professor: Mahlon C. Brown, D.S.S.; William E. 
Coffey, Ph.D.; Carolyn M. Karr, Ph.D.; (Div. 
Head); Frank S. Riddel, Ph.D. (Chmn.) 
Associate Professor: Charles W. Cox, Ed.D. 
Assistant Professor: Charles F. Gruber, M.A.; 
William H. Paynter, Ph.D. 
SOCIOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY 
Professor: Kenneth P. Ambrose, Ph.D., (Chmn.); 
Maurice L. Sill, Ph.D.; 0. Norman Simpkins, 
Ph.D.; William S. Westbrook, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor: Karen L. Simpkins, Ph.D.; 
Stephen L. Winn, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor: Philip W. Carter, Jr., M.S.W.; 
Edward J. Duffy, Ph.D.; Nicholas P. Freidin, 
Ph.D.;Jody Gottlieb, M.S.W.; Clyde D. Perry, Jr., 
J.D. 
SPEECH 
Professor: William N. Denman, Ph.D.; Ruth E. 
Garrett, Ph.D.; Dorothy R. Johnson, Ph.D. 
(Chmn.); Robert D. Olson, Ph.D.; Birna R. 
Smith, Ph.D. (Director, Regents B.A. Degree) 
Associate Professor: Kathryn H. Chezik, M.A.T.; 
Catherine M. Cummings, M.A.; Pamela R. Gard­
ner, Ph.D.; Bemam W. Gross, Ph.D.; A. Crrug 
Monroe, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor: Charles G .
. 
Bailey (Fae. Mgr. 
WMUL-FM); Mark G. Born, M.A.; Corley F.
Dennison, ID, M.A.; Edwin C. C. McCarnes, 
M.A.; H. Keith Spears, M.A. (General Mgr. Inst. 
1V Services); Susan W. Sullivan, M.S. 
TEACHER EDUCATION 
Professor: Daryl! D. Bauer, Jr., Ed.D.; Danny G. 
Fulks, Ed.D.; Roscoe Hale, Jr., Ph.D.; Ralph H. 
Hall, Ed.D.; Jack Jervis, Jr., Ed.D.; Carl S. 
Johnson, Ph.D.; David E. Koontz, Ph.D.; Harold 
E. Lewis, Jr., Ed.D.; Corey R. Lock, Ph.D. {Div. 
Head); Allen A. Mori, Ph.D. (Dean, Coll. of Ed.);
Edward G. Necco, Ed.D.; Harry E. Sowards, 
Ph.D.; Kathryn A. Wright, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor: Robert S. Angel, Ph.D.; Boots 
Dilley, Ed.D.; Barbara P. Guyer, Ed.D.; Edwina 
D. Pendarvis, Ed.D.; Taylor E. Turner, Jr., Ed.D. 
Assistant Professor: Nancy W. Hanger, M.A.; 
Jack E. Nichols, M.A. (Asst. Dean, Coll. of Ed.) 
THEATRE/DANCE 
Professor: N. Bennett Easr, Ph.D. (Chmn.); Maureen 
B. Milicia, Ph.D.; Elaine A. Novak, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor: Mary E. Marshall, Ed.D.; 
VOCATIONAL, TECHNICAL AND ADULT 
EDUCATION 
Professor: Charles I. Jones, Ed.D.; LeYene A. 
Olson, Ed.D. (Chmn. & Interim Div. Head) 
Associate Professor: Phillip 0. Prey, Ed.D.; Clara 
C. Reese, Ed.D. 
Assistant Professor: Larry G. Froehlich, Ed.D.; 
Kathy L. Wilson, M.S. 
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ADJUNCT FACULTY 
Chemistry: Frederick E. Bailey, Jr., Ph.D. 
Counseling and Rehabilitation: Kenneth Blue, 
M.A.; Cindy DAvis, M.A.; Christopher 
DeYos, M.S.; Joe Dragovich, M.A.; Steve 
Hensley, M.A.; Gary Kimble, M.A.; Sharon 
Lake, M.Mus.; Steve Naymick, II, M.A.; Linda 
Olesen, M.A.; Donald Robertson, M.S.; Mary­
Ann Thomas, M.A.; Bonnie Trisler, M.A. 
Mining, Occupational and Transportation Safety: 
James E. Beha, M.A.; Carl A. Bishop; Ronald 
Chambers, M.A.; Donald Davis, M.S.; John 
Forte, M.S.; Ted Naiman; John Podqurski; 
Kenneth Scott, M.S.; Raymond Stiles, M.S. 
Political Science: Ken Hechler, Ph.D. 
Psychology : Mildred Bateman, M.D.; Joseph E.
Black, Ph.D.; John Corcella, M.D.; John P. 
Hutton, M.D. 
Speech: Glen Dunlop, Ph.D. 
Teacher Education: Glen Dunlap, Ph.D.; Gabrielle 
du Yerglas, Ph.D.; Jane Hange, Ph.D.; Sandra 
Orletsky; Jack Sanders, Ph.D.; Marjorie Sisk, 
M.S.
Vocational, Technical and Adult Education: 
Clarence E. Burdette, M.A.; J. Yvonne 
Ferguson, M.S.; Stanley E. Hopkins, Ph.D.; 
Louis H. Loudermilk, M.Ed.; Adam J. 
Sponaugle, Ph.D.; Harold W. Sullivan, M.S. 
Community College: James Adams, B.S.l.E.; 
William Adams, B.B.A.; Larry Adkins, A.S.; 
Sharon Adkins, M.S.; Larry T. Artrip, M.A.; 
Elizabeth Bailey, F.A.E.; John Ballengee, 
B.B.A.; Patricia Belshe B.S.; Donald E. Ben­
nett, B.A.; Michael Berlin, B.S.; Robert D. 
Blankenship,; David H. Bolyard; Grady 
Brewer, B.S.; Jerry Bunn, B.B.A.; Suzanne 
Byrom, M.A.; Sandra Calhoun, B.S.; Juanita 
Call, B.A.; David Campbell, J.D.; Maxine 
Carey, A.B.; Drew Crislip, J.D.; David 
Daugherty, LL.B.; Pamela Deem, J.D.; Ken­
neth Dodds; Fred Eberle, B.S.; Pamela Eller, 
M.A.; Harold Facemyer, B.S.; Alfred
Ferguson, LLB.; Diane Fornari, M.A.;
Priscilla Gay, J.D.; Audelia Given, B.S.;
Franklin Gritt, J.D.; Diana Haddox, B.S.; Ber­
na Hilbert, B.A.; Robert C. Jones, A.B.; Paul
Jordan, D.N.A.; Timothy Kinsey, B.B.A.;
Nancy Lawson, M.A.; Robert Lawson, M.A.;
James Lewis, M.B.A.; Mario Liberatore; Janice
McNearney, B.A.; James Martin, J.D.; James 
Meisel, J.D.; Benjamin Meredith, B.S.;
Carolyn Meredith, B.A.; Danny Lee Miller;
Nicholas Money, A.AS.; Karen Morrison,
A.B.; Nora Mosrie, B.A.; Rebecca Mustian,
B.S.; Fred Neville, B.A.; Frank Newman, B.S.;
Cathy O'Donnell, B.S.; Leon Oxley, J.D.; Bon­
nie Parsons, M.B.A.; Thomas Petrokubi, B.S.;
Andrea Rayfield, A.S.; Constance Raynes,
M.A.; Clyde Rickman, A.S.; Rhonda Robin•
son, A.B.; Robert Russell, M.A.; Leland 
Scarberry; Marjorie Schoolcraft, A.A.; John 
Singley, Ph.D.; William Stratton, B.S.; John S. 
Taylor, J.D.; Stephen Taylor, J.D.; Marcia 
Terry, R.N.; Linda Turner, B.A.; David 
Tyson, J.D.; D.L. Underwood, B.A.; Robert 
Yitai, J.D.; William Wain, B.S.; Mary Frances 




SCHOOL OF MEDICINE 
ANATOMY 
Professor: Bruce S. Chertow, M.O.; James D. Fix, 
Ph.D. (Chmn.) 
Associate Professor: Patrick I. Brown, Ph.D. David 
L. Dawson, Ph.D.; Ruu-Tong Wang, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor: Mitchell L. Berk, Ph.D.; 
Stephen E. Fish, Ph.D. 
BIOCHEMISTRY 
Professor: Frederick J. Lotspeich, Ph.D. (Chmn.) 
Associate Professor: Kenneth E. Guyer, Ph.D.; 
Peter Kasvinsky, Ph.D.; Michael R. Moore, 
Ph.D.; Vernon E. Reichenbecher, Jr., Ph.D. 
FAMILY AND COMMUNITY HEALTH 
Professor: Ernest W. Chick, M.D.; Robert B. 
Walker, M.D. (Chmn.) 
Clinical Professor: L. Dale Simmons, M.D. 
Clinical Lecturer: Carl B. Hall, M.D.; Joseph E. 
Ricketts, M.D. 
Associate Professor: E. Bowie Kahle, Ph.D.; 
Joye Ann Martin, M.D.; Gregory R. Wagner, 
M.D.; John B. Walden, M.D. 
Clinical Associate Professor: John W. Brough, 
D.P.H.; John S. Cook, Jr., M.D.; H. Darrell 
Darby, D.P.M.; N. Allen Dyer, M.O.; Robert 
D. Hess, M.D.; William L. Neal, M.D.; William 
S. Sadler, M.D. 
Assistant Professor: Mary Burger, M.D.; Roger G. 
Kimber, M.D.; James M. Kyle, M.D.; Linda M. 
Savory, M.O.; Timothy Saxe, M.D. 
Clinical Assistant Professor: Alfred Baldera, M.D.; 
Carroll David Christiansen, M.D.; John M. 
Daniel, M.D.; Daniel B. Doyle, M.D.; James 
Dudley, B.S.; Douglas Ey, M.D.; Harry D. 
Fortner, M.D.; Michael S. Gainey, M.D.; J. 
Joseph Golden, M.D.; Lansing Hills, M.S.; 
David H. Hinchman, 0.0.; William Hollis, 
M.D.; Michael J. Lewis, M.D.; Thomas
Malcolm, M.D.; Terrence R. McAlister, Jr.,
M.0.; James R. Miller, M.0.; Jose I. Ricard, 
M.D.; Johanna Roberts, M.D.; Susan I. Spitz, 
M.D.; Gerry Stover, B.A.; Francis G. Sweeney, 
M.D.; Henry Taylor, M.0.; Brian Uniacke, 
M.O.; Max E. Wheeler, M.D.; John H. Wilson, 
0.0.S. 
Instructor: Timothy Corbett, M.O.; Michael E. 
Kilkenny, M.D.; Marion Mallory, 0.0. 
Clinical Instructor: Gabriel C. Fornari, M.O.; 
Ross M. Patton, M.D.; Daniel M. Peterson, 
M.D. 
MEDICINE 
Professor: Robert B. Belshe, M.D.; Anthony J. 
Bowdler, M.O.; Bruce S. Chertow, M.D.; 
James A. Kemp, M.D.; Maurice A. Mufson, 
M.D. (Chmn.); Robert C. Touchon, M.D. 
Clinical Professor: Joseph A. Maiolo, M.D.; Robert 
J. Marshall, M.D.; Richard G. Starr, M.D.;
Charles E. Turner, M.D. 
Clinical Lecturer: Harold Stevens, M.D., Ph.D. 
Associate Professor: Edwin L. Anderson, M.D.; 
Jack H. Baur, M.0.; Peter F. Bourlier, M.D.; 
Prathap Chandran, M.B.B.S.; Thomas W. 
Kiernan, M.D.; Nancy Scher, M.D.; Robert C. 
Touchon, M.D. 
Clinical Associate Professor: Henry M. Bellamy, 
Jr., M.D.; Lawrence B. Gang, M.0.; John C. 
Huntwork, M.0.; Winfield C. John, M.0.; 
William S. Sheils, M.D.; Eugene L. Walsh, 
M.D.
Assistant Professor: Sammy T. Bebawy, M.D.; 
Linda Benson, M.D. (NSF); Andrew Burger, 
M.D.; Geoffrey L. Gorse, M.D.; Vernon 
Humbert, M.O.; Renata Kadzielawa, M.D.; 
Albert Magnin, M.D.; Sarah A. McCarty, 
M.O.; Carl McComas, M.D.; James R.L. 
Moore, M.D.; Nancy J. Munn, M.0.; Shirley 
M. Neitch, M.D.; Gretchen Oley, M.D.; 
Thomas K. Savory, M.D.; Marc Subik, M.D.; 
Gregory R. Wagner, M.D. 
Clinical Assistant Professor: Joshy Abraham, 
M.D.; Hassan Amjad, M.O.; S. L. Bembalkar, 
M.O.; Samuel Biern, Jr., M.D.; George C. 
Borst, lU, M.D.; Patrick L. Brown, M.D.; D. 
Sheffer Clark, M.D.; Robert J. Crisalli, M.O.; 
J. David Daniels, M.0.; Preston C. Davis, 
M.D.; William J. Echols, M.0.; William M. 
Jennings, Ill, M.D.; Ramon C. Jereza, M.D.; 
LC. Maramba, M.D.; William D. McLean, 
M.D.; Bruce Merkin, M.D.; Manjula Narayan, 
M.B.B.S.; Mysore Narayan, M.B.B.S.; John F.
Occo, M.D.; Syed Rasheed, M.D.; Donald L. 
Rasmussen, M.0.; Dev R. Rellan, M.O.; 
Charles M. Rhodes, M.D.; Robert Sabo, M.O.; 
Surendra M. Sharma, M.B.B.S.; L. Subbaraya, 
M.D.; Harry K. Twee!, M.D.; Rajkumar K. 
Warrier, M.O.; Eugene Warvariv, M.D.; 
Charles L. Yarbrough, M.D.; R. James Yates, 
M.D. 
Clinical Instructor: Nazem Abraham, M.O.; 
Timothy C. Cook, M.D.; Polley K. Cunn­
ingham, M.D.; William N. Cunningham, 
M.0.; Thomas P. Gushurst, M.D.; Kirti Jain, 
M.D.; Subhash Kumar, M.0.; Carl S. Larson, 
M.D.; N.M. Patel, M.D.; Salvatore Pecoraro, 
M.D.; N. Rajan, M.0.; Brian Richards, M.D.; 
Ralph A. Stevens, M.D; B. N. Subbarao, 
M.0.; Everett B. Wray, 111, M.D. 
MICROBIOLOGY 
Professor: Robert B. Belshe, M.D.; Albert G. 
Moat, Ph.D. (Chmn.); Maurice A. Mufson, 
M.D. 
Associate Professor: Franklin L. Binder, Ph.D.; 
Terry W. Fenger, Ph.D.; John W. Foster, 
Ph.D.; Ronald E. Gain, Ph.D.; Bryan Larsen, 
Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor: William C. Kopp, Ph.D. 
OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY 
Professor: David Charles, M.D. (chmn.); David J. 
Hurry, M.B., B.Ch. 
Clinical Professor: Gary G. Gilbert, M.D.; Edwin 
J. Humphrey, 111, M.O.; Charles W. Merritt, 
M.D.; Robert P. Pulliam, M.D.; Bruce A. 
Ratcliff, M.D. 
Associate Professor: Douglas D. Glover, M.D.; 
Bryan Larsen, Ph.D.; Alexander H. Macgregor, 
M.D. 
Clinical Associate Professor: Owen C. Meadows, 
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M.D.; Robert C. Nerhood, M.O.; Norman W. 
Taylor, M.0. 
Clinical Assistant Professor: Stephen J. Feaster, 
M.0.; Ted P. Haddox, Jr., M.D.; Javier Valle­
jos, M.O.; Nancy R. Webb, M.0. 
Clinical Instructor: Benjamin M. Edwards, M.0. 
PATHOLOGY 
Professor: Stebbins B. Chandor, M.O. (Chmn.); 
Howard Quittner, M.0. 
Clinical Professor: Bobby L. Caldwell, M.O.; 
Dennis S. O'Connor, M.O.; John P. Sheils, 
M.0.; Irvin M. Sopher, M.O.; Mabel M. 
Stevenson, M.B.B.Ch. 
Associate Professor: Ned Moss, M.O. 
Clinical Associate Professor: Gerald Vanston, 
M.O. 
As istant Professor: Garry 0. Brown, M.0.; 
Michele K.R. Rivera, M.O. 
Clinical Assistant Professor: Ho-Huang Chang, 
M.O.; Glen Hunter, M.D.; James R. Morris, 
M.O.; David Porter, M.D.; Charles L. Yar­
brough, M.0. 
Clinical Instructor: Samuel Henson, M.O.; Gloria 
J. Kohut, M.O. 
PEDIATRICS 
Professor: William P. Bristol, M.D.; Mahmood 
Heydarian, M.A.; Martin R. Klemperer, M.O. 
(Chmn.) 
Clinical Professor: R. Stephen Amato, M.0.; 
Guy C. Cunningham, M.O.; Thomas G. 
Folsom, M.0.; Gilbert A. Ratcliff, Jr., M.O. 
Associate Professor: Edwin L. Anderson, M.O.; 
Colette A. Gushurst, M.0.; James M. Lewis, 
M.O.; Stephen A. Wolf, M.0.; Fereydoun 
Zangeneh, M.O. 
Clinical Associate Professor: Joseph W. Wertham­
mer, M.O. 
Assistant Professor: Leonor 0. Estrer, M.0.; Ed­
ward J. Evans, M.0.; Douglas Ey, M.O.; Frank 
H. Fischer, M.D.; Jose 0. Fleites, M.O.; 
William M. Jennings, m, M.D.; William J. 
Kopp, M.O.; James E. Levernier, M.O.; Robert
W. Lowe, M.O.; M. Bruce Martin, M.O.; 
Asma Safder, M.O.; Tara C. Sharma, 
M.B.B.S.; Farooq H. Siddiqi, M.0.; Omayma 
T. Touma, M.O.; Thomas J. Tsou, M.O.; 
Charles D. Waldrop, M.O.; Matthew C. 
Wilson, M.D.; Charles L. Yarbrough, M.D. 
Instructor: Kathryn Brooks Akin, M.D. 
Clinical Instructor: Michael H. Chancey, M.D. 
PHARMACOLOGY 
Professor: Gary 0. Rankin, Ph.D. (Chmn.) 
Associate Professor: Carl A. Gruetter, Ph.D. 
Clinical Associate Professor: L. Blair Thrush, M.D. 
Assistant Professor: Timothy G. Saxe, M.D. 
Joint w/ Pharmacology); Darryle D. Schoepp, 
Ph.D.; Monica Valentovic, Ph.D. 
Clinical Assistant Professor: Ronald C. Backer, 
Ph.D.; Jack E. Terry, M.S., 0.D. 
PHYSIOLOGY 
Professor: Eugene Aserinsky, Ph.D. (Chmn.) 
Associate Professor: Susan OeMesquita, Ph.D.; 
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William McCumbee, Ph.D.; Gary L. Wright, 
Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor: Stephen P. Tzankoff, Ph.D. 
PSYCHIATRY 
Professor: Mildred M. Bateman, M.D.; Johnnie L.
Gallemore, M.D., J.D. (Chmn.); Carl Leon 
McGahee, M.D.; William P. Wilson, M.D. 
Associate Professor: Binni Bennett, M.S.W.; 
Elizabeth 8. Devereaux, M.S.W.; Signey C. 
Lerfald, M.D.; Danny Wedding, Ph.D. 
Clinical Associate Professor: Kenneth Fink, M.D.; 
Florence K. Hoback, M.D.; Jorge V. Otta· 
viano, M.D.; Larry C. Smith, M.D. 
Assistant Professor: Steven 8. Israel, M.D. (NSF); 
Samuel a. Januszkiewicz, M.D.; Robert A. 
Kayser, Jr., M.D.; Charles Langan, Ph.D.; An­
thony J. Plienis, Ph.D.; Stanton Smith, M.D. 
(NSF); Deleno H. Webb, Ill, M.D. 
Clinical Assistant Professor: Aloysius L. Davis, Ill, 
M.D.; M. Khalid Hasan, M.D.; Bansilal 
Mohanlal Hirani, M.B., 8.S.; Robert D. Kerns, 
Ph.D.; Khan W. Matin, M.D.; Anne Roth, 
M.S.W.; Robert E. Sams, M.D. 
Instructor: Bernice Baharanyi, M.S.W. <Pm. 
Clinical Instructor: Barry K. Hamilton, M.A.; 
Arturo R. Lumapas, M.D.; Richard G. Reeser, 
M.A.; William 8. Webb, M.S.W.; Jackie L.
Yuhasz, M.A. 
RADIOLOGY 
Professor: Charles H. McKown, Jr., M.D. (Chmn.) 
Clinical Professor: Hans W. Dransfeld, M.D.; 
Philip 8. Lepanto, M.D.; Charles E. McKay, 
Jr., M.D.; Gary M. Tolley, M.D. 
Clinical Associate Professor: Paul V. Akers, M.D.; 
Charles J. Anton, Jr., M.0.; James A. 
Cochrane, M.D.; Prithi Pal S. Khatter, M.D.; 
Jose F. Maia, M.D. 
Clinical Assistant Professor: Wynn W. Adam, 
M.D.; Richard F. McWhorter, M.D. 
Clinical Instructor: Martin D. Allan, M.S.; 
SURGERY 
Professor: Robert L. Bradley, M.D., Ph.D. 
(Chmn.); Lester R. Bryant, M.D. (VP/Dean, 
School of Medicine); Rifaat K. Dagher, M.D.; 
Clinical Professor: James P. Carey, M.D.; C. Staf­
ford Clay, M.D.; Harry Cooper, M.D.; Ronald 
Crissey, M.D.; M. Homer Cummings, Jr., 
M.D.; Kirk J. David, M.D.; Albert C. Esposito,
M.D.; John D. Harrah, M.D.; David A.
Haught, M.O.; Harold N. Kagan, M.D.; Walter
Klingensmith, M.D.; Jack Leckie, M.D.; 
Charles M. Polan, M.D.; Sidney Schnitt,
M.D.; Thomas F. Scott, M.D.; Clifford A.
Stevenson, M.D.; H. Carl Wasson, Jr., M.D.;
Raymond R. Watson, M.D.; George F. Woelfel,
M.D. 
Clinical Lecturer: Ross E. Newman, M.D. 
Associate Professor: Louis H. Aulick, Ph.D.; 
Kevin J. Farrell, M.D.; Kenneth S. Scher, 
M.0.; Carol Scott Conner, M.D.; William E.
Walker, M.D.; Stephen A. Wolf, M.D. 
Clinical Associate Professor: Annis M. Benham, 
M.8.8.Ch.; J. Ellioct Blaydes, M.D.; James 
Gardner, M.B., Ch.B.; Ali A. Garmestani, 
M.D.; W. Dale Hooper, M.D.; John A. Hunt,
M.D.; Phyllis R. Ingram, M.D.; Marion
Korstanje, M.D.; Kwan Ho Lee, M.D.;
Stephen T.J. Lee, M.D.; Jaldir Lobo, M.D.;
Richard E. McCray, D.D.S.; Michael B. Minix,
M.D.; Rafael Molina, M.D.; Frank M. Peck, 
M.D.; J. Bernard Poindexter, Jr., D.D.S.; K. V. 
Raman, M.B.B.S.; Gerald B. Reams, M.D.;
Lorraine J. Rubis, M.D.; Hossein Sakhai,
M.D.; Tara C. Sharma, M.B.B.S.; Joseph B. 
Touma, M.D.; Hassan Vaziri, M.D.; Elmer T.
Vega, M.D.; Robert C. Wulfman, M.D.;
Nicholas Zambos, M.D. 
Assistant Professor: Michael A. Bermant, M.D.; 
William E. Wheeler, M.D. 
Clinical Assistant Professor: Nelio S. Abrenica, 
M.D.; Jeffrey S. Adam, M.D.; Sirous Arya,
M.D.; Ernest E. Behnke, Jr., M.D.; Barry Bur­
chett, M.D.; Sung Whan Chang, M.D.; 
William T. Conner, M.D.; Prudencio Corro, 
M.D.; Colin M. Craythorne, M.D.; Willard F.
Daniels, Jr., M.D.; Salvador Diaz, M.D.; Fer­
nando Dominguez, M.D.; R. Lawrence Dun­
worth, M.D.; Shoukry Francis, M.D.; Panos D.
lgnatiadis, M.D.; Robert W. Lowe, M.D.;
Robert L. Martill, M.D.; Rocco A. Morabita,
M.D.; John 0. Mullen, M.D.; Michael C. 
Robinson, M.D.; Tully S. Roisman, M.D.; Ra• 
jendra Singh, M.B.B.S.; Donald P. Stacks, 
M.D.; Syed A. Zahir, M.D. 
Clinical Associate: Charles Abraham, M.D.; James 
R. Cook, M.D.; Bob M. Crider, D.M.D.; Lewis
W. Gravely, M.D.; Hossein Hadi, M.D.; Rajen­
dra K. Jain, M.D.; Hak L. Kim, M.D.; Subrat
K. Lahiry, M.D.; Douglas E. McKinney, M.D.;
Joseph M. Nelson, D.D.S.; George J. Or­
phanos, M.D.; Sriratana Ratanamalaya, M.D.;
Lawrence E. Syner, D.D.S.; George F. White,
M.D.; Stephen K. Wolfe, M.D.
Clinical Assistant: Michael A. Fiery, M.D. 
Clinical Instructor: Ghazala Butt, M.D.; David W. 
Cook, M.D.; David A. Denning, M.D.; Lind­
sey R. Douglas, D.M.D.; Fawzi Fawaz, M.D.; 
Earl J. Foster, M.D.; Hosny S. Gabriel, M.D.; 
David Hinchman, D.O.; Adel A. Ibrahim, 
M.D.; Winfield C. John, Ill, D.M.D.; Sally R.
Oakes, M.D.; Edwin R. Porres, M.D.; David
M. Reinecke, M.D.; E. Alfredo Rivas, M.D.;
Mauricio N. Saleme, M.D.; lmre Szendi­
Horvach, M.D.; Jack R. Traylor, Jr., M.D.;
Francisco C. Valentin, M.D.; Charles T. Wat­
son, M.D.; Amos W. Wilkinson, M.D.
SCHOOL OF NURSING 
Professor: Phyllis Higley, R.N., Ph.D. (Dean, 
Chmn. BSN and ASN programs); Judith 
Sortet, R.N., Ed.D. (Assoc Dean) 
Associate Professor: Jeanne M. DeVos, R.N., 
M.A., M.S.; Giovanna B. Morton, R.N.,
M.S.N.; Laura L. Wilson, R.N., M.A., M.S.
Assistant Professor: Sharon B. Ambrose, R.N., 
M.S.; Daisey Ann Bennett, R.N., M.S.; Oriana
R. Bertram, R.N., M.Ed.; Madonna C. Combs,
R.N., M.S.N.; Bonnie Douglas, R.N., Ed.D.; 
Jane Fotos, R.N., Ed.D. (Assoc. Dean); Phyllis
S. Harrah, R.N., M.S.; Denise Landry, R.N.,
M.S.; Diana R. Owens, R.N., M.S.N.; Lenora
Jane Rogers, R.N., M.A., M.S.N.; Belen D. 
Sultan, R.N., M.Ed.; Kathy R. Tygart, R.N., 
M.S.N. 
Instructor: Betty Lucente, R.N., B.S.N. 
Clinical Assistant Professor: Leanne C. Demes, 
R.N., M.S.N.; Robin D. Dennison, R.N., 
M.S.N.; Susan Fabry, R.N., M.S.; Roger D. 
Griffin, R.N., M.S.N.; Barbara S. Kiernan, 
R.N., M.S.N.; Kay Melba, R.N., M.S.; 
Stephen E. Shride, R.N., M.S.N.; Patricia 




Associate Professor: Betty J. Jarrell, Ed.D. 
Assistant Professor: Shirley W. Banks, Ed.D. 
Instructor: Dan Twehues, M.B.A. 
Computer and. Electronic Technology 
Instructor: Randall L. Jones, B.B.A. 
Office Technology 
Developmental and General Education Studies 
Associate Professor: Sarah N. Denman, M.A. 
(Asst. Dean); Carolyn B. Hunter, M.A. 
Assistant Professor: Nedra K. Lowe, M.A. 
Instructor: Gregory E. Leach, B.S.; Linda A. 
Wilkinson, M.A. 
Office Technology 
Associate Professor: Elma Chapman, M.A. 
Assistant Professor: Larua S. Conley, M.S.; 
Marjorie M. Keatley, M.S.; Shirley W. 
Overholt, M.A. 
Instructor: Denecia M. Damron, B.A. 
Public Service Technology 
Associate Professor: Glen E. Smith, M.S. 
Instructor: Donna Hamblin, B.A. 
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Teaching Specialization, 105 
Chief Justice, 53 
Chief Justice Fee, 26 
Choral Groups, 52, 243-244 




Classification of Students, 56 
CLEP, 18-19, 71, 191 
Clinic Psychology, 51 
Closing Policy, 7 
Clinical Opportunities, 51 
Closing the University, Policy, 7 
College of Business, 80-94 
Advising, 81 
Degree Programs, 81-92 
General Regulations, 93-94 
Organization, 81 
Special Offerings, 81 
College of Education 
Academic Probation, 98 
Admission to Teacher Education, 96 
Areas of Teaching Specialization, 102-125 
Certificate Renewal, 95 
Certificate Requirements, 99 
External Course Credit, 96 
Graduation Requirements, 98 99 
Graduation, General Requirements, 101-102 
Mission Statement, 95 
Pre-Student Teaching Lab Experiences, 96 
Program Requirements, 99 
Residency Requirements, 99 
Scholastic Ineligibility, 98 
Specialization Areas, listing, 100-101 
Student Teaching, 97 
Students, 95 
Tuberculosis Test, 96 
College of Fine Am, 126-133 
Artist Series, 132 
Bachelor of Fine Arts Degree, 127 
Double Concentrations, 132 
Free Electives, 131 
General Academic Courses, 131-132 
Institute for the Arts, 133 
Minors In, 132Mission, 126 
Music Option, 128-129 
Programs, 126-127 
Registration for Majors, 133 
Teaching Specializations, 132 
Theatre Option, 129-130 
Visual Arts Option, 130 
College of Liberal Arts, 134-146 
Academic Advising Center, 135 
Degree Requirements, 135-136 
Four Year Curriculums, 137-145 
Mission, 134 
Organization, 134 
College of Science, 147-164 
Departments, 14 7 
Four Year Curriculums, 149-164 
General Degree Requirements, 14 7-148 
Mission, 147 
Programs, 147 
Specific B.A. & B.S. Requirements, 148-149 
Two Year Curriculums, 151, 152, 156, 160-164 
College Level Examination Program (CLEP) 
18-19, 71, 191
Combined Baccalaureate & Law Degree, 146 
Combined Baccalaureate & Professional 
Degrees, 160, 163 
Communications, Community College, 281 
Courses, 281 
Community College, 165-182 
Academic Dismissal, 168 
Academic Probation, 167-168 
Academic Suspension, 168 
Academic Testing Policy, 166 
Admission, 165-166 
Attendance Policy, 167 
Counseling, 166 
Courses, 277-289 
Credit For Non-Collegiate Leaming', 169 
Degree Requirements, 169-182 
Mission, 165 
Programs, 165, 169-182 
Transfer, 166 
Community Development, Sociology, 144 
Computer & Information Sciences, 88-91 
Courses, 208-210 
Computer Science, Information Systems 
Option, 90 
Computer Technology, Community College, 172 
Associate Degree, 172 
Certificate of Proficiency, 172 
Courses, 280-281 
Concentration, defined, 54 
Conditional Admission, 18 
Continuing Education, 61 
Continuing Education Unit, (CEU), 
defined, 61 
Contract Periods, Housing, 39 
Convocations & Forums Fee, 26 
Corrections, 138 
Courses, 212-213 
Counseling Clinic, 51 
Counseling Services, 44 
Counseling & Rehabilitation, 105-106 
Courses, 210-2 12 
Degree, 105-106 
Courses, Dropping, 56 57
Courses, Numbering, 55
Courses of Instruction, 198-289 
Course Syllabi Policy, 58 
Courses Offered Externally, 96 
Credit 
By Examination, 59, 166, 169 
External, 61, 96 
For Military Experience & Training, 19, 169 
For Non-Collegiate Leaming, 77, 78, 167, 169 
Non-credit Option, 59, 93, 102, 132, 135,148, 
198 
semester load, 55 
Transfer Of, 60, 72, 166 
Credit Hour Defined, 54 
Credit/Non-credit Option, 59, 93, 102, 132, 




Cultural Events, 12, 42-43, 50-53 
Cum Laude Graduation, 71 
Curriculum and Instruction 
Courses, 268-271 
Cytotechnology, 151-152 
Associate Degree, 151-152 
Baccalaureate Degree, 151-152 
Courses, 213-214 
D 
D & F Repeat Regulations, 59 
Damage Deposit, Housing, 34, 37, 38, 39 
Dance, Courses, 214 
Dates, Academic, 4-6 
Debate, 26, 52 
Debate Fee, 26 
Definitions of Catalog Terms, 54-55 
Degrees Offered, 73-76 
Dentistry, Preparation For, 162-163 
Developmental Courses, 182, 218, 238, 281, 288 
Defined, 55
Dietitians, 140-141 
Disabled Student Services, 44, 46 
Distributive Education Courses, 214, 238 
Divisions of University, 11 
Doctor of Medicine (M.D.), 76, 184 
Doctoral Degrees, 76 
Dropping Courses, Procedure, 56, 57 
Duke University Cooperative Programs, 154 
Duration of Contracts, Housing, 39 
E 
Early Admission, 15-15 
Early Education, 
Teaching Specialization, 106 
Economics, 
B.A. Degree, 138 
B.B.A. Degree, 83-85 
Courses, 214-216 
Education, College of, 95-125 
Education, Records: Privacy Rights, 41 





Electrical Engineering, 152 153, 
Courses, 217-218 
Electronic Technology, Community College 
Associate Degree, 172-173 
Courses, 281-282 
Elementary, K-8 
Teaching Specialization, 106-107 
Emergency Medical Technology, Community 
College 
Certificate of Proficiency, 173 
Courses, 282 
Employment, Student, 49-50 
Employment, Alumni, 50




Engineering Mechanics, 153 
General, 153 
Pre-Professional Two-Year, 152-153 
Transfer to Baccalaureate, 153 
English 
Advanced Placement In, 18, 218 
As a Foreign Language, 221 
Composition Clinic, 71 
Courses, 218-221 
Degrees, 139 
Minor In, 139 
Teaching Specialization, 110-111 
Entrance Requirements, 14, 18 
Environmental Management, 
Index/303 
Cooperative Plan, 154 
Estimated Expenses, 30 
Et Cetera, 30, 53 
Evening Classes, 60 
Examinations, Absences From, 70 
Expenses, 24-35 
Expenses,Nursing, 188, I 91 
External Course Credit, 96 
F 
F Repeat Rule, 59 
Faculty, Listing, 290-296 
Faculty Advisory Program, 56, 81 
Faculty Improvement Fee, 25, 26, 27, 28, 30 
Family Educational Rights & Privacy Act, 41 
Fees, 24-35 
Activity, 26-27, 28, 30, 32 
Assessing Classification, 21, 22 
Enrollment, 25-29 
General Instructions, 24 
Graduation, 31 
Higher Education Resource, 25, 27, 30 
Intercollegiate Athletic, 3 I 
Late Registration, 31 
Nonpayment, Reinstatement, 34-35 
Noneayment, Withdrawal, 34-35 
Off Campus Courses, 28 
Other Obligations, 35 
Per Credit Hour, 26-28 
Purpose of, 30 
Refunds, 33-34 
Registration, 25, 27 
Remissions, 32 
Residence Halls, 29-30, 37-39 
Special, 30-32 
Student Center, 25, 27, 28, 30 
Tuition, 25-28, 30 




Insurance Option, 85-86 
Finance and Business Law 
Courses, 221-222 
Financial Aid, 24, 47, 48 
Financial Obligations 
Reinstatement When Paid, 34 
Withdrawal For Nonpayment, 34 
Fine Ans, College Of, 126-133 
Sec College of Fine Arts 
Fine Ans, 
Interdisciplinary Course, 222 
Fire Science Technology, Community 
College, 173-174 
Associate Degree, 174 
Certificate of Proficiency, I 74 
Courses, 283 
Foreign Languages Major, 139 
Foreign Students, 19 
Forensics Program, 144 
Forestry, Cooperative Plan, 76, 154 
Four Year Degrees, 73-75, 82, 84-91, 
101-104,127-132, 135-142, 144-145, 147-152, 
154-155, 157-160, 188-193. 




Teaching Special1zat1on, 107 
304//ndex 
Freshman Classification, 56 
Full Time Student, Defined, 55
G 
GED, 18 
General Education, 82-83, 89, 101-102, 135-136, 
147-149 
General Education Development Test, 18 
General Engineering, 153 
Courses, 217-218 
General Science, 
Teaching Specializations, 108 
General Studies Requirements, 
College of Business, 82-83, 89 
College of Education, 101-102 
College of Liberal Arts, 135-136 











Good Standing Admtssion, 18 
Grade Appeal Policy, 62-68 
Grade Information & Regulations, 62-73 
Grades, In Dropped Courses, 56 
Grades and Quality Points, 62 
Graduate Assistants, Fee Waiver, 24, 33 
Graduate Courses, Honors, 60 
Graduate Degrees, 76, 183 
Graduate School, 76, 183 
Graduation, Academic Requirements, 70-72, 
77-78, 82-83, 98-99, 101-102, 127-128, 
135-136, 147 149, 169-182, 185-193 
Graduation Fee, 31 
Graduauon Information, 70-73 
Additional Associate Degree, 72 
Additional Baccalaureate Degree, 72 
Catalog of Record, 71 Grade Point Average Required, 71 
Minimum Residency Required, 71 
Qualifying Exam in English, 71 
Transferability of Credits & Grades, 72-73 
With Honors, 71 
Greek, Courses, 227 
H 
Hall Advisory Councils (HAC), 42 
Handicapped Students, 44, 46 
Health Education 
Courses, 227-228 
Teaching Spec1ahzation, 109 
Health Education Programs, 44 
Health Insurance, 41-42 
Health Sciences, Professional 
Preparatory Degrees, 160-164 
Health Service, 27, 45 
Health Service Fee, 27 
High Honors Graduation, 72 
High School Students, 
ACT-Admissions Option, 16 
Adm1ss1on as Freshman, 14-15 
Early Adm1ss1on, 15 
Provisional Admission, 15 
Higher Education for Leaming 
Problems (HELP), 53 








Dietitian Major, 140-141 
Teaching Specialization, 109-110 
Home Economics Education, 109-110 
Courses, 230-232 
Honors, 
Admission With, 18 
Courses, 59, 60, 196, 273 
Graduate Courses For, 60 
Graduation With, 71-72 
University, 273 
Honors, Graduation 
Associate Degree, 72 
Baccalaureate Degree, 71 
Honors Students in Graduate Courses, 60 
Housing, 37-39 
Breakage Deposit, 38-39 
Cancellations and Refunds, 38 
Contract Periods, 39 
Damage Deposit, 37 
Duration of Contracts, 39 
Fees, 29-30, 34 
Living Expenses, 38 
Married Students, 39 
Policies, 3 7-39 
Quiet Study Floors, 38 
Required Policies, 37 
Residence Halls, 37 
Residence Hall Living Expenses, 38 
Room Applications, 37 
Room Reservations, 37 
Humanities, 
Division of, 134 
Multi-Deparrmental Courses, 196 
Huntington, 11 
Identification Card (10), 27, 28, 3 I 
Incomplete Grades, 62 
Identification Card Fee, 27 
Independent Study, Defined, 54 
Industrial Supervision & Management, 
Community College, 174-175 
Associate Degree, 175 
Cerrificate of Proficiency, 175 
Courses, 283-285 
Ineligibility for Scholastic 
Deficiencies, 62-68, 98 
Information Processing, 
Associate Degree, 178-179 
Institute for the Arrs, 132 
Institutional Board of Advisors, 3 
Instructional Television Services, 12 
Instrumental Groups, 52, 243-244 
Insurance, Courses, 22 I 
Insurance, 
Health, 41-42 
International Students, Medical, 2 I 
Liability. 42 
Renters, 42 
Intercollegiate Athletics, 24, 49, 52 
lntercollege Transfer, 60 
Interdisciplinary Studies, 196-197, 232 
Inter-Hall Government Council (JGC), 42 
International Affairs, Degree, 141, 196 
International Students, 19, 45, 71, 218, 265 
International Student Office, 20 
Internship, Defined, 54 
Internship, Public Service, 60, 258 
Intramural Sporrs Fee, 27, 28, 52 
lntramurals, 52 
Irregular Withdrawal (IW), 57, 71 
James E. Morrow Library, 11-12 
Job Search Skills, 50
John Marshall Medical Services, 45 
Journalism, 141-142 
Advertising Sequence, 142 
Broadcast Sequence, 14 2 
Courses, 232-234 
Degree, 141 
Magazine Sequence, 142 
News-Editorial Sequence, 142 
Public Relations Sequence, 142 
School Of, 141-142 
Teaching Specialization, 110 
Junior Classification, 56 
L 
Laboratory Courses, Defined, 55 
Laboratory Experiences, 
Pre-Student Teaching, 96 
Language Arrs, 
Teaching Specializations, I 10-111 
Language Pathologist, 125 








Law, Preparation For, 136, 145-146 
Law School Admission Test (LSA1), 145 
Leaming Center, Community College, 51 
Leaming Resources Center, 53 
Legal Aid, Student, 44 
Legal Assistant, Community College, 175-176 
Associate Degree, 176 
Courses, 285-286 
Legal Secretarial, 178-179 





Leisure Services, Degree In, 114, 115 
Liability, 42 
Liberal Arts, College of, 134-146 
Library 11-12 
Library Charges, 31-32 
Library -Media Technology, Community 
College, 176-177 





Teaching Specialization, 123 
Living Expenses, Residence Halls, 38 
Load, Semester, 55 
Loans, 47-48 
Location of University, 11 
M 
Magazine Sequence, Journalism, 142 
Magna Cum Laude Graduation, 71 
Major, Defined, 54 
Management� 86-87 Courses, 2.>5-236 
Re!ITee, 86-87 
Health Care Optionh 86 Operations Option, 07 
Mandatory Withdrawal, Medical Reasons, 57 




Retail Option, 87-88 
Transportation Option, 88 
Marketing Education, 111-112 
Courses, 238 
Teaching Specialization, 111-112 
Married Students, Housing, 39 
Marshall Artist Series, Inc., 50, 51, 132 
Masters Degrees, Listing, 76 
Mathematics, 
Advanced Placement In, 18 
Courses, 238-240 
Degree, 155 
Teaching Specializations, 112 
Mathematics, Community College, 
Courses, 286 
Meal Card Replacement Fee, 32 
Meal Plans, 29 
Medical Insurance, International Students, 21 
Medical Laboratory Technician, 156-157 
Associate Degree, 156-157 
Courses, 240-241 
Medical Record Technology, Community 
College, 177-178 
Associate Deree, 178 Medical Schoo , 184 
Medical Secretarial, Community College, 
Associate Degree, 178-179 
Courses, 288-289 
Medical Technology, 157-159 
Baccalaureate Degree, 157-159 
Courses, 241-242 
Medical Withdrawal, 57 
Medicine, Preparation For, 163 
Medicine, School Of, 184 
Mentally Impaired, 
Teaching Specialization, 112-1 13 
Michigan Test of English Language Proficiency 
(MTELP), 20 
Military Experience & Training Credit, 19 
Military Science, 19, 91-92 
Courses, 242-243 
Military Service, Withdrawal For, 57 
Minor, Defined, 54 
Minoriry Student's Program, 45 
Mission, Of University, 9-10 
Mission Statements, 9-10, 40, 80-81, 95, 
126, 134, 147, 165, 186 
306/lndex 
Modem Languages, 139, 143 
Multi-Departmental Offerings, 196-197 
Music, 127-129 
Courses, 243-246 
Bachelor of Fine Arts Degree, 127-129 
Teaching Specialization, 113 
Music Organizations Fee, 27 
N 
New Student Orientation Programs, 32, 46 
News-Editorial Sequence, Journalism, 142 
Noncredit Courses, 59, 71, 93, 102, 132, 
135, 148, 198 
Nondegree Admission, 17-18, 193-194 
Nondiscrimination Policy, In Housing, 
Inside Cover 
Nonresident Classification, 21-22 
Nonresident Fees, 25, 26, 27, 28 
Numbering of Courses, 55
Nursery School Fees, 32 
Nursing, 185-194 
Admission, 185-186, 188-189, 191-192, 193-194 
Associate Degree, 185-188 
Baccalaureate Degree, 188-193 
Courses, 246-247 
E,xpenses, 188, 191 
Non-Degree Students, 193-194 
School Of, 185-194 
Time Limitations, 185, 187, 189 
0 
Occupational Safety and Health, Community 
College, Courses, 286 
Office Administration, Courses, 247-248 
Office of Student Financial Aid, 47 
Office Technology, 178-179 
Associate Degree, 178-179 
Officers of the Administration, 8 
Option, Defined, 54 
Optometry, Preparation For, 162 
Oral Communication, 
Courses, 265-266, 271-272 
Teaching Specialization, 113-114 
Orchestra, 52, 244 
Organizations, Student, 44 
Orientation Fee, 32 
Orientation Program, 46 
Overdue Library Materials Fees, 31 
p 
Park Resources and Leisure Services, 114· 1 I 6 
Baccalaureate Degree, 114-116 
Courses, 248 
Leisure Services Option, 114-115 
Parks and Conservation Option, 114, I 16 
Therapeutic Recreation Option, 114, 115 
Parking Fees, 32 
Parks and Conservation, 114, 116, 248 
Parthenon, The, 27, 28, 53 
Parthenon Fee, 27, 28 
Part-Time Students Admission, 17 
Parr-Time Students Fees, 26, 27-28 
Pharmacy Degree, Preparation For, 1961 
Philosophy, 137, 143 
Courses, 249 
Degree, 137 
Physical Education, 116-122 
Athletic Training, I 18, 119 
Courses, 250-253 
Non-Teaching, 119, 120 
Physically Handicapped, 120-122 
Teaching Specializations, 116-119 
Veteran's Credit, 19 
Physical Science, Coul'lies, 253 
Physical Therapy, Preparation For, 161 
Physically Handicapped, 
T caching Specializations, 120-122 
Physics, 159-160 
Baccalaureate Degree, 159-60 
Coul'lies, 253-254 
T caching Specialization, 122 
Placement Service, 49-50 
Police Science, Community College, 180-181 
Associate Degree, 180-181 
Basic Officer Program, 180 
Co=es, 286-288 
State Police Cadet Program, 180-181 
Policy Statement, 7 
Political Science, I 43 
Coul'lies, 254-257 
Degree, 254-257 
Practicum, Defined, 54 
Pre-Dental (3 or 4 Y eal'li), 162 
Pre-Engineering, 152-154 
Coul'lies, 217-218 
Pre-Law Adviser, 145 
Pre-Law Education, 145 
Pre-Medicine (3 or 4 Yeal'li), 163 
Pre-Optometry (3 Yeal'li), I 62 
Pre-Pharmacy (2 Yeal'li), 162 
Pre-Physical Therapy (2 Yeal'li), 161 
Pre-Professional Admission, 15 
Pre-Professional Advisory Committee, 164 
Pre-Student T caching, 96 
Pre-Veterinary Medicine (4 Yeal'li), 161 
Privacy Rights, 41 
Probation, Academic, 63 64 
Rights and Procedures, 62-68 
Program, Defined, 54 
Provisional Admission, 15 
Psychology, 14 3 
Baccalaureate Degree, 143 
Courses, 257-258 
Psychology Clinic, 51 
Psychology Clinic Charges, 32 
Public Relations Sequence, Journalism, 142 
Public Service Internship, 60, 258 
Publications, Academic, 61 
Publications, Student, 53 
Q 
Quality Points, 70-71 
Qualifying Examination In English, 71 
R 
Radio and Television, 
Journalism, 142i 232-234 
Speech, 144-14,, 266-267 
Radio Station WMUL-FM, 12, 27, 28, 53, 
264-265 
Reading, Community College, 
Courses, 288 
Reading Skills, 46, 51, 288 
Readmission of Ineligible Students, 70, 72-73 
Real Estate, Community College, 
Associate Degree, 181 
Certificate of Proficiency, 181 
Courses, 277-280 
Recreation, Therapeutic, Degree In, 114, 115 
Refunds, 25, 29, 33-34, 38 
Refund for Military Service, 35 
Regents Bachelor of Atts Degree, 77-78 
Regents, Board of, 3 
Religious Life 53 
Religious Studies, 137, 143 
Co=s, 258-259 
Degree, 137 
Renter's Insurance, 42 
Repeat Rule, D and F Grades, 59 
Reporting Grades, 70 
Required Housing Policies, 37 
Requirements, High School, 14-16 
Reserve Officet'li Training Corps, 91-92 
Scholat'lihip and Allowances, 48 
Residence Hall Living Expenses, 38 
Residence Halls, 14, 29-35, 37-39 
Residence Life, 42 
Residence Requirements, 37, 71, 99 
Resident Classification, 21-22 
Retailing, 181-182 
Associate Degree, 181-182 
Room Applications and Reservations, 37 




Teaching Specialization, 122-123 
Schedule Adjustment, Explained, 55
Scheduling Information, 55
Scholal'lihips and Grants, 4 7-49 
School Library-Media, 123 
Courses, 216-217 
Teachin� Specialization, 123 School of Journalism, 141-142 
School of Medicine, 184 
School of Nut'liing, 185-194 
Associate Degree, 185-188 
Baccalaureate Degree, 188-193 
Non-Degree Students, 193-194 
Objectives, 185 
Science, College Of, 147-164 
Departments, 14 7 
Four Year Degrees, 149-164 
General Requirements, 14 7-148 
Mission Statement, 147 
Two Year Programs, 151, 152, 156, 160-164 
Science Education, Courses, 260, 271 
Secondary School Teaching, 
Specializations, 75-76, 100-101, 102-105, 
107-114, 116-119, 120-125
Secretarial Studies, 
Coul'lies, 247-248, 288-289 
Teaching Specialization, 123 
Secretarial Studies, Community College, 
Courses, 288-289 
Semester Houl'li, Explained, 55
Semester Load, Explained, 55
Seminar, Defined, 54 
Senior Classification, 56 
Sequence, Defined, 54 
lndex/307 
Service Members Opportunity College, 19 
Social Sciences, Division of, 134 
Social Studies, 
Courses, 260-26 I 
Teaching Specialization, 123-124 
Social Work, 
Baccalaureate Degree, 144 
Courses, 261 
Sociology, 144 
Baccalaureate Degree, 144 
Concentrations In, 144 
Courses, 261-263 
Sophomore Classification, 56 
Spanish, 
Baccalaureate Degree, 139 
Courses, 263-265 
T caching Specialization, 124-125 
Speaker's Bureau, 12, 52 
Special Education Program Fees, 32 
Special Services Program, 46 
Special Topics, Defined, 55 
Specialization, Defined, 54 







Pathology and Audiology, 145 
Teaching Specializations, 113-114 
Speech Communication, 145 Courses, 265-266 
Degree, 145 
Teaching Specialization, 113-114 
Speech Contests, 52 
Speech and Hearing Center, 51 
Speech and Hearing Clinic, 144 
Speech & Hearing Clinic Charges, 32 
Speech/Language Pathologist, 125 
Speech Pathology and Audiology, 145 
Courses, 267-268 
Degree, 145 
Spons Communication Option, 120 
Spons Management & Marketing Option, 120 
Standardized Course Listings, 198 
Student Academic Rights, 63 
Student Activities Programs, 42 
Student Affairs, 40 
Student Center Bonds Fee, 2 7 
Student Center Fee, 25, 26, 27, 28, 30 
Student Center Operations Fee, 27 
Student Conduct, 43 
Student Development, 44-47 
Student Development Center, 44 
Student Employment, 49 
Student Financial Aid, 47-49 
Student Government, 43 
Student Government Fee, 27 
Student Grievance Board, 35 
Student Handbook, 43, 53 
Student Health Service, 45 
Student Legal Aid, 44 
Student Legal Aid Fee, 27 
Student Life, 40-41 
Student Organizations, 44 
Student Publications, 53 
Student Records: Privacy Rights, 41 
Student Scheduling, 55 
Student Services, 40-53 
308/Jndex 
Student T caching, 97 
Students, Classification of, 56 
Students, Minority, 45 
Study Skills Assistance, 46, 51 
Subject Specialization, Teaching, 75-76, 
100-101, 102-125 
Summa Cum Laude Graduation, 71 
Summer Employment, 49 
Suspending Classes, Policy, 7 
Syllabi Policy, 58 
T 
Table of Contents, 2 
T cacher Education, 
Admission to, 96 
Specialization Areas, 102-125 
Specialization Listing, 75-76, 100-101 
Teacher Education, Department of, 
Courses, 268-271 
T caching Laboratory Experiences, 96 
Teaching Specializations, Listing, 75-76 
100-101
Technician, Medical Laboratory, 156-157, 
240-241
Technology, Medical, 157-159, 241-242 
Technology, Medical Record, 177-178 
Television Station WPBY-TY, 12 
Test of English as aForeign Language 
(TOEFL), 20 
Theatre 
Baccalaureate Degree, 127, 129-130 
Courses, 271-273 




Of Academic Record, 70 
Transfer, College to College, 60, 93 
Transfer of Credits and Grades, 72 
Transfer Student Admission, 16 
Transfer Students, Honors, 71-72 
Transient Student Admission, 16 
Tuberculosis Tests, 96 
Tutorial Fees, 32 
Tutoring Services, 46 
Two Year Programs Outside Community 
College, 151, 152, 156, 185 
lNWXYZ 
University, History, 10 
University Honors, I 96 
Courses, 273 
University Library, 11-12 
University Theatre, 27, 28, 53 
University Theatre Fee, 27 
Upward Bound Program, 46 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 
Geology Co-op Program, 154-155 
U.S. Marine Corp Platoon Leaders, 19 
Veterans, Admission, 19 
Veterans, Physical Education Credit, I 9 
Veterans, Residence Status, 22 
Veterinary Medicine, 
Preparation For, 161-162 
Visual Ans, Degree In, 127, 130-131 
Vocational Rehabilitation, 46 
Vocational and Technical Education, 
Courses, 273-274 
Weather Policy, 7 
West Virginia Board of Regents, 3 
With Honors Admission, 18 
Withdrawal From University, 
For Medical Reasons, 57 
For Military Reasons, 57 
Grades Upon, 56 
Preocedure For, 56-57 
Refund of Fees Upon, 33 
WMUL-FM Radio, 12, 27, 53 
WMUL Radio Fee, 27 
Women's Center, 47 
Women's Studies, 197, 232, 274 
Courses, 232 
Workshop, Defined, 54 
Work Study, 48 
WPBY-TV, 12, 266-267 
Zoology, 160 
Baccalaureate Degree, 160 
Courses, 274 275 
lndex/309 
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